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present,

business needs to be done and we wish
everyone to do his or her share. Please feel
that this is your responsibility and come out,
Bo that we can commence our new
year with
much

is

and courage. The church
full of opportunities for service. “Some-

bjdy ought
evening at

it—why not I.” Saturday
o’clock Mr, Pitcher will meet
the choir for practice.
If you haven’t reported; please report, then at the church and be

re=idy

to do

730

for business.

The annual meeting of the Baptist Sunday
school was held December 31st and the following officers were elected: Secretary, Miss Edrfa

Trundy; treasurer. Gerard W. Howard. The
election of the superintendents of the Home
Department and Cradle Roll was postponed to
next Sunday. It was voted that the report of
the secretary for the year 1916 be published.
The report follows:
We began the year with 239 names on the
book.
We have added during the year 62
names and dropped for removal and non-attendance 111 names, leaving to begin the
year 1917 190 names. This seems a large num-
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A., wife of Harry A* Emmons, died
Dec. 29th at her home in Goldenrod
cottage, Bayside, of pneumonia, which she
Carranza refuses to ratify the protocol contracted after leaving the Tapley
hospital,
agreed upon by the Mexican Commission, asks where she was operated on for appendicitis.
for a continuation of conferences and demands Her age waB 36 years, 8 months and 2 days.
the withdrawal of the Pershing expedition, She was born in Belfast, the oldest child of Edwhich he has insisted upon from the first. It gar and Evie Mahoney Brown. When very
ia intimated that this government will accede young she married Mr. Emmons and for the
to his demand. The power of Carranza is said past six years they have lived at Bayside. She
to be waning in Mexico, while Villa at the head
is survived by ber husband and their two children Hsrry^A. and Orrie F.; by her parents,
: of 10,€00 men is terrorizing
I

The Mexican Situation.
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43

Miss yW'ilda Vose returned to Norwood,
Mass., by Monday's train, after spending the
Christmas vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Vose, Northport avenue.

Total.$85,531 43
Miss Charlotte B. Wadsworth returned MonStephen S. L. Shute, chief of the fire departShe
from a visit in Boston and vic nity.
ment reported for the months of November day
her grandfather, Mr
and December and his reports were accepted was accompanied by
George W, Burkett, who returned to Boston
and ordered placed on file, as follows:
Nov. 5th, telephone call to Coliseum build- Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Graham of Greening; or.iy slight damage from smoke.
*
Nov. 10th,Frank Pierce building in East Bel- ville were guests over Christmas of Mr. and
fast, Total loss; value $1,500, insurance $800. Mrs. M. 0, Knowlton. Mr. Graham returned

“‘“S****

usiiuiBisu

13th, chimney fire at George Kittredge
cottage; estimated damage $10; insured.
Nov. 24th, chimney fire in Moody house.
Spring street; no damage.
Dec. 13th,chimney fire at R. D. Shulc’s house,
no damage.
Dec 25th, chimney fire at Chase house, no

63 years, 5 months and 12 days, She was
Searsmont, the daughter of the late

damage.

Reuben and Abnie Mears Higgins of Belmont.

Dec. 28th, fire at Waldo County hospital; no
damage.
Dec. 29th, fire at Kilgore house on Bridge
street; no damage.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
Primrose chapter, O. E. S., will have their
regular meeting and installation of officers tomorrow, Friday, evening. ,A banquet at 6
o’clock will be followed by a reception to the
Grand PaTron at 7.
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night at the annual meeting of Waldo Lodge,
No. 12, I. O. O. F.: Otis W. Ellis, noble grand;
Leslie C. Follett, vice grand; Samuel Adams.recording secretary; W. A. Macomber, financial
secretary; R. H. Howes, treasurer; R. F. Dunton, Maurice W. Lord, M. C. Murch, trustees;
John Parker, agent. The installation will take
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27th, resulted in the recommendation by the
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Elwell of Little

River, Northport,

and Edith

daughter of Mrs. Cleone Hills

second

Whitmore of

East

Northport,

were

married

Dec. 24th in Rockport at the home of the officiating clergyman. Rev. Hosea W. Rhoades
The single ring service was used.
The bride
was becomingly gowned in a blue silk taffeta
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Elwell-Whitmore—Charles Lewis Elwell
of Boston, younger son of Mr. and Mrs. Miles
i
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Charito..,litile
of Lowell.
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prepared informing
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injuries.

J

on

Partridge that the city government holds itself in readiness to make suitable reparation

January, the instatbe Charles Rogers of Searsport*

Raymond

him there.

policeman.

the middle of

Frank B. Nichols of the Bath Times, members
of the Governors Council; assistant messenger
of the Senate, J. F. Ashford of Thorndike.

her

..

IN JOINT

Republican caucuses held in Augusta
Tuesday night Taber D. Bailey of Bangor was
elected President of the Senate, W. E. Lawry
of Augusta, Secretary; Wm. L. Bonney of
Bowdoinham, Speaker of the House, Wm, R.
Roix of Presque Isle, Clerk; Frank W. Ball of
Dover. Secretary of State; Joseph W. Simpson of York, State Treasurer; George W. Norton of the Portland Evening Express and

with

vacation

O.'E. Frost.

ported adversely in relation to insuring the
1 ty
Dr. ai d Mrs. James D. Clement left .\i
team and their report was accepted.
after spending the week with their pa
s,
Voted to pay Mr. Beckwith $5 for scraping Mr. ana Mrs. Amos Clement. Dr. Ci
it
;
the bridge at Holmes’ mills.
J will go directly to Nevv Yo.k, and Mrs.ortUio.it

elected Friday

At the

short

a

city

Rockland Courier-Gazette.

The competitive examinations for the
pointment by Congressman Peters of the

Boston

to

ye.rs has been the efficient stenographer at
the Executive department, has been enfe god

report

and claims

Frost returned
her

resume

Miss Irene C.

tneir

reported the
agairst Willis E.

accounts

on

to

Ur. and Mrs.

to

and their

to

with

now

post graduate work at
the New England Conservatory of Music, after

was

Hamilton, reported adversely
was accepted.

Ethola W.

Miss

Monday

sea

lax

is

Mr. and Mis. Hugh D. McLt 'an and little
daughters, Janet and Nancy, of Lexington,
i Mass., and Miss Alice P. Poor of Boston.
Christmas in Lowell, the guests of Mr. and
Mrs, James F. Preston.

damages and report at the

The c.mmittee to whom

promoted

was

the LT. S,
Army at Schofield Barracks, Honolulu, h. I.
Capt. Black is a Searsport boy, .he son of the
late J, VV. Black.

meeting.

charge in the

The Commardery records kept by A. 1,
Mather will always be cherished as a work of
In connection
art by Claremont's Sir Knights.
with each special event, such as Easter Sunday
St. John’s Day, Mr. Mather has sketched
or
some Masonic emblem in pen and ink. On each
page which records the death of a member
there is also an appropriate emblem. The
work is done in colors and is highly artistic.—

as

F. F. Black

Captain July 1, 1916, and

appoint
conjunction with
are

recess.

Lieutenant

the damage done his sheep by dogs, the municipal officers appointed Prank A. Cushman,

Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O O. F., will hold
its regular picnic supper, served by the men’s
committee, at six o'clock next Tuesday evening. The installation of officers, to which all
Odd Fellows, Rebekahs and their families are
invited, will be held at eight o’clock.

place at Colby College on

holiday

I

could be

no

visit.

Kathleen Tuttle, Bates, ’14, is at home
from V* illimantic. Conn., where she is teaching in the High school, and is the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Tuttle, for the

reached between
agreement
Ernest Piper and the municipal officers as to
As

longer
Miss

uauiage

Nov.

wife of George Jackson, died at her
North Searsmont December 28th,

were

a

insured.
Nov. 12th, chimney fire in S. L. Hubbard
house on Bridge street; no damage.

Saturday, but Mrs. Graham remains for

home

damage to contents; insured for $200. Telephone call to same place later.
Nov. 10th, telephone call to dwelling of

No

following officers

•

and Mrs. Herman H. Coombs and Miss
Mildred Dodge were callers last Thursday on
Miss Irene C. Marks, stenographer at the executive department, Augusta

19 68

Total.$85,531

born in

trimmings, with which
Burgundy coat and hal.

With her going-away tailor-made suit of dark
blue she wore a dark blue velvet hat faced
with red and red rose trimming
After a few
days’ visit with their parents they left for
Boston, where the groom is employed as
chauffeur by Ralph Flanders of the New England Conservatory of Music.
He graduated
from the Belfast High school in the clast of
1903 and has many friends in Belfast. The
bride is also well and favorably kniwx. bexe
and they have the best wishes of many for a
happy and prosperous life.

Guy H. Sturgis of Portland was nominated
Miss Louine Sholes went to Boston Monday
Attorney General on the 16th ballot.
The legislature met andjorganized at 10 a. m„ and will leave there today for Aiken, S. C.,
where she has employment.
Wednesday. |_
for

W, H. Arnold left last Friday for rrankiin,
Mass., where he will join his wife and son, who
left some time ago, and will spend the winter

Rich be abated.

Paid city treasurer. 75.500 00
Abatements. 2,510 50
Discount on taxes. 1,345 02
Belfast Water Co's bill. 1,550 90
Cash on Hand.
218 76
Balance uncollected. 4,406 25

ficiate,

which took

that the

Interest

Alice, the three-months-old daughter
Arthur N. and Ethel Flood Johnson, died
Tuesday morning at their home, No. 32 Bayview street, after a brief illness with pneumonia. The funeral will take place at the
home today, Thursday, at 1 p. m. Rev. Arthur
E. Wilson of the Unitarian church will of-

didate

Mildred Woodcock, our local artist, is
the winter rer^ss with Miss Adella
Ciark at hex home in W’aterbury, Conn —Camden Herald.
Miss

spending

Sibley, tax collector, reported as
follows and the report was accepted:
Total commitment.$85,511 75

Ruth

place about

George
dispose of such dogs

instructed to

Edward

of

The

Miss Clytie McKinnon and friend of Presque
were guests of her
mother, Mrs. Eva
Jenney, over Christmas.

Isle

wear

Shubal C.

Court street.

j

Chas. F, Shaw left last Tuesday morning for
Miami, Florida, where he will spend the remainder of the winter.

collars, in accordance with the
requirements of the statutes of the State.
as

this, Thursday, morning for Portland to attend the funeral. Mrs. Mace recently spent a
week with Mrs. Morrison at her home on

aged

Edith C. Wilson returned to Westboro,
a week

Miss

Mass., last Monday after spending
with Belfast relatives.

#

Ella Maxwell, wife of Conducter John A.
Mace of Portland, formerly of Belfast, died at
the Trull hospital in Biddeford at 7 a. m., Jan.
3rd, after an operation for a stomach trouble.

in

ALDERMEN.

communication was received from EdFrank M
McCormack of Hartland has been
Sibley, collector of taxes, in relation to
the sale of property for taxes and Alderman spending two weeks with relatives in WinterC. W Wescott was elected to represent the port and friends in Belfast.
Mrs. H. C. Pitcher returned last Thursday
city at such sales.
A communication from Edward Sibley, city
from a six weeks visit in *Caribou at the home
treasurer, containing suggestions in relation I of her son, Ralph L. Pitcher.
to unexpended balances in the different deMr. and Mrs. Charles Crocker ar.d daughter
partments was read and ordered placed on file.
Eliza of West Winterport were week-end
The trfal balance was read and placed on file.
guests of their brother, W. H. Snow.
The bill of the collector of taxes amountMrs. B. B. Grant returned to Boston last
ing to $679 50 was read, and an order was passMonday after spending a few days at the
ed instructing the city treasurer to draw hie
home of her brother, George C. Trussell.
check in favor of Edward Sibley, collector of
Mauritz M. Nelson of the U. S. S. Baltimore,
taxes, for that amount.
stationed in New York, was in Belfast the
The bill for funeral expenses of Lucy C. now
the guest of Hiram P. Farrow.
Harvey, widow of George Harvey, was read past week,
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Cross and little daughand referred to the committee on accounts and
ters have returned to Bangor, alter spending
claims.
Ordered that the City, Marshal,
W. the holidays with Mr. and Mrs. Loren Cross.

at-

at

Oak Hill cemetery.

mas

highways.

on

visit with Belfast

a

Mr. and Mrs. John B. Mclntire spent Christin Camden with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Mclntire.

eo qri no

A

will deeply regret her death.

Ida E

OP

after

ward

Bucksport, the

was

and womanhood many took the

advice of the late Horace Greely and went
West.
F

committee

Mrs. Driscoll has hosts of Maine friends who

home

BOARD

IN

all*.

committee of Boyd W. Bartlett of Castine for
principal, with Lawrence W, Emeison, of
second daughter of Theodore and Mary Darling Gardiner, as first alternate and R. M. LightSmallev of Rpifnat- Rnnium;n p Cr»niiw..
Chelsea, Mass,; Edgar Smalley of Revere, Woodman, Besides her husband she leaves body, of Waterville, as second alternate. The
Mass.; Sherman T. Smalley of Chelsea, Mase,; one son, Theodore, of Boston, one daughter, winner in this comDetition. who graduates
Sheridan Smalley of Nashua, N. H.; Ralph Miss Margaret, of Bucksport, and two sisters, from Bowdoin in the spring of 1917, is unSmalley of California; Charles Smalley of Mrs. Albert C. Swazey and Miss Charlotte usually well equipped in preparation, now
Connecticut, and William H. tarhham of Chel- Wo:dman, both of Bucksport. The funeral standing second in his class. It is a coincidence
service was held at her late home Jan. 1st, Rev. that his lather, Mr. Boyd Bartlett of Castin'e
sea, Mass.
Mrs. Hatch was one of a family of ten chil- Henry W. Webb of the Elm street Congrega- was a classmate and roommate of Congress-,
dren, five boys and five girls. The ten all had tional church officiating and Albert C. Swazey man Peters at Bowdoin, Mr. Bartlett graduatThe bearers were Albert ing first in his class.
good-sized families and nearly al* of their was in charge.
children were born in Belfast, but as they Page, J. Robert Emery, Benj. P. Blodgett,
THE 78TH MAINE LEGISLATURE.
and Louis Chandler. The interment
came

Springfield, Mass.,
relatives.

Mrs, Eleanor J. Orcutt appeared in relation
to the sewer assessment against her real estate on Green street and it was voted that the
same be abated.
A communication from the Automobile Legal Association in relation to the employment
of a chief engineer in the construction of new
highways,^ etc., was read and referred to the

Voted

Appointment

ana irienas.

Miss Doris Allen returned Sunday from Lincoln ville, where she spent Christmas with relatives.

164 14
140 42
195 70

Miscellaneous.

Mary Driscoll died Dec. 27th in Concord, N. H., at the age of 58 years, 9 monthB
and 22 days.
She was born in Frankfort, but
had been for many years a resident of Concord. She is survived by two sons, Daniel C.
of Chicago, and Joseph of Concord; by one
daughter, Mrs. Ellen Cutler of Concord; by
three sisters, Mrs. Margaret Cloon of Frankfort, Mrs. Winifred Donohue of Portland, and
Miss Nora Hannigan < f Springfield, Mass.

mother. Mrs.

health for several years, but
as a great shock to her family

Mrs. William H. Smailey returned Saturday
a week's visit in Boston and vicinity.

from

248 15

General school purposes.

bereavement.

etery, Washington, D. (J., beside her late hus* I
band.

failing

Sidewalks.
Fire department
Support of City team.
City building maintainance.
Police department..

Total.

a

few

Harry Pierce of Boston is spending a two
12 71
weeks’ vacation in Belfast with relatives and
26 96'
5439 friends.
4 50
Miss Lillian Spinney, a teacher in the Dex117 00
ter schools, was the holiday guest of relatives
39 33
73 16
68 27
Miss Avis M. Morison returned Monday to

Seh 10I transportation.

Mrs.

ing officer to
D. D. G. M.

in

library.

ing.:.
Paupers.
Sewers...
Cemeteries.

—

Baldwin, as long as health peimitted, spent a
part of every summer at the Lane homestead
here.
The interment was in Arlington Cem-

been

Free

School contingent.
Free text booltB and supplies.
Repairs and insurance on school build-

drews of Galloway,Vt. She was born in Unity,
July 14, 1827, the daughter of Henry and
Martha Raymond Harvey. A woman of fine
character, loved and respected by the entire
community, she will be greatly missed. She
was long an active member of the Universalist
church and the heartfelt sympathy of the entire town is tendered her sorrowing children in

Sunday

Mrs. Florence Woodman Cunningham, wife
of Oscar P. Cunningham, died suddenly Dec.
in Bucksport aged 67 years. She had
80ih

Street lights.

Mrs. Edmond T. Ring died, Dec. 29th in
Orono at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Charles o. Dunn, with whom she had made her
home for the last few years. Mrs, Ring was
90 years old and is survived by one son and
two daughters: Hon. Edgar E. Ring and Mrs.
Dunn, both of Orono, and Mrs. Henry H. An-

A. A. Blair of the

her loss

in

kr.nn

tended.

Wayne, Penn.

mournB

V,., A

day afternoon

Baldwin died Dec. 3rd at her
She was born in Belfast, at 33 Miller street, the daughter of the
late John H. and Sarah J. Kellam Lane, and
her early life was spent here.
She married
Capt. James H. Baldwin of the United States
Army and her life since was spent in Army
circles. She is survived by two daughters,
Jennie, wife of Col. Moore, now at Fort Bliss,
Texas, and Grace, wife of Major J. H, Du Val
of Fort Wayne, with whom the deceased lived.
Major Du Val was retired on account of injuries received at Manila. She is also survived by a brother, Daniel Lane of Boston, and
by a niece, Mrs. Caro B. Stickn%y of this city,

the

moth account..

tail

Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes left Tuesday for
days' visit in Boston and vicinity.

225 95
618 80
233 35
24 35
15 00
401 75
92 06
55 96
169 12

Highways.
High school.
Machinery and tools.

friends in Water-

on

Mr. and Mrs. John Davis spent Christmas in
Calais with relatives.

read, approved and ordered

was

Contingent.$

by four daughters—Miss Octavia Mitchell, who lived with her mother; Mrs. Emma
Stevens of Pittsfield, Mrs. Lillian Seavey of
Brockton, Mass., and Mrs. Grace Rogers of
Buffalo, N. Y.; by one brother, John Smith
of Troy, and by five grand-children, Pauline,
John and Jean Rogers of Troy, Van Stevens ot
Pittsfield and Dallas Seavey of Brockton, Mass.
Funeral services were held at the home Sun-

Mrs. Caro A.

home in

Belfast; Harvey H. Cunningham and William

as

p.

Ralph Bramhall called
ville last Monday.

paid.

vived

late George Harvey

Universalist church officiating.
The remains were
placed in the receiving tomb in Grove Cemetery and will be interred in Waldo.

at 12.30

Northport, Me.; Mrs. Belle Jordan of Lisbon,
Me.; Mrs. Neliie Carlton of Boston; Mrs. Nora
Porter of Medford, Mass., and Mrs. Elizabeth
A. Smyth of the Back Bay, Boston.
Besides this number of nieces she leaves a
large number of nephews. They are Fred and
Horace Smalley of Belfast; A. D. Smalley of

that every

trust

held at the

of accounts

Oscar L. Staples died suddenly Dec. 24th of
paralytic shock at his home in Waldo, Be Brown

i;

died

was

Editor of "The Journal: In an
obituary of Mrs. Lydia A. Hatch, published in
the issue of Dec. 21, 1916, the statement is
made that she left two nieces, Elizabeth and
Melvina V. Parker. 1 desire to state that she
left a large number of nieces, other than the
two mentioned. They are Mrs. Martha J.
Carter and Mrs. Lizzie Wyman of
Belfast;
Mrs. Hattie Hunt of Cneisea, Mass.; Mrs. Lillian English of Revere, Mass.; Mrs. Emma
Gardner of Machiae, Me,; Mrs. Sadie EJweli of

Thursday, the annual meeting of the incorporated church will be held. Supper will be
served

“I hereby join the N. E. M. P A. and agree
be bound by its constitution and by-laws
adopted at its next annual meeting. Toward
its support, I pay in $1 herewith.
This entitles me to be present in person or by delegate at said meeting, and to have voice and
vote therein. It also constitutes me a member of the local union for my locality. My
local shall be entitled to representatives in the
county union, which nominates its director for
the N. E M. P. A.”

To

school the election of offi
and

proportion.

signed the following agree-

ment:

j

be

Sunday

men

butter in

3 cents per

of the

PERSONAL.

The regular monthly meeting of the city
government was held Jan. 1,1917, Mayor William K. Keene presiding.
The following roll

Smith Mitchell, widow of M. V.
B. Mitchell, who died in November, 1915, died
Dec. 28th at her home in Troy after a long
illness from heart trouble. She was born in
Troy 76 yeers ago last June and nearly all her

Dec. 29th at the Waldo County hospital,
where she had been for several weeks as a
] medical patient. She had been ill for some
time with general debility, hut the immediate
cause of her death was uremia.
She was born
in Waldo July 30, 1823, the daughter of the
late Gilbert Holmes, a native of Ireland. She
married, first, a Mr. Dodge of Islesboro, and of
this union their daughter Anne, now Mrs.
James Pomeroy of Belfast, and an adopted
daughter, Minnie Harvey, now Mrs. William
Roberts of Boston, survive. Her late husj band, Mr. Harvey, was a Civil war pensioner.
Mrs. Harvey was a most charitable woman and
no one ever left her door hungry or in need of
any comfort she could provide. The funeral

j Later the Association organized with C. A.
! Levenseller of
Waldo, A. T. Nickerson of
Swanville, and Clyde Bessey of Knox, the
*
county committee, with Mr. Nickerson secre! tary and treasurer. From three to five men
! were appointed in each town for local organii zation.

held next Sunday io the
Congregational church at 10.45 a. m. At this
service the new chorus choir will take up their
duties, and it is hoped that a very large attendance will be there to thus welcome the
new singers.
The minister’s subject will be
“Praise.” and he will deal specifically with
this subject in connection with the church
service. The administration of the Lord’s
supper will be held at this service. The SunServices will

Twenty-five

and

at

j

Lucy C., widow

City Government.

Mrs. James

The bearers were her former
Cemetery.
neighbors, Eugene S Achorn, George A. Leavitt, George W. Davis and J. Harvey Stinson.

church of cast for ! NIECES AND NEPHEWS OF THE LATE
MRS. LYDIA A. HATCH.

splendid enthusiasm

"- 'Me, Searsmont, has elected the
f'-r the ensuing year: W. M.,
Lee.,

•

kl{, (J0., Richard Plaisted;
Stew., Rois Miller; G. K.,

IV

7.30 p.

cream

selling

as

This is in

hursday, at 7.15 p. m.,
followed at 8.15 by a meeting of the

with milk

to

concerning Billy
Boston.
Today,
prayer meeting, to he

sion of the

l-'acias vs L S Jordan et al.
& Mo "Be.

'rH

|

many inquiries
and his work in

to

profitable

quart and

7.30 p. m. the subject of the gospel service will
be “Billy Sunday and his Campaign, cr Cap-

“Our Folks.”
FRIDAY.

not

sermons

u

y

proves and endorses an efficient New Englandwide organization to work for the improvement of the dairy business.
We recommend that the efforts of the
Grange Service Committee in this matter be
continued.
We also suggest and recommend to all Pomona and] Subordinate Granges in Maine that
they assikt in organizing the proposed dairy
movement by tendering the use of halls, advertiaing, and such other service as they can

This

man on

1

Kinsey

It seems fitting that mention shouidlbe made
of the splendid work of the organized classes,
but to give them all their due would take too
long. I feel that I must*give mention, however,
to “Fidelity” class, taught by Mis. Rich. This
class, composed of the oldest members of the
school, has the second best average attendance.
It conducts a successful sewing-circle
of its own, with well attended
weekly meetings. It has bought and presented to. the
church a fine portrait of Mr. Tu ts, a former
pastor. It has made personal calls on and
sent flowers and fruit to its sick members. It
has made a substantial contribution to the
Sunday school missionary fund and now it
presents the church with two beautiful silver
communion plates. And then, there are the
“Winners,” taught by Mrs. B, L. Robertson,
j who also have
a sewing circle of their own,and

‘NUMBER 1

was born in Belfast, but spent most of his active life in Boston and the middle west. His
health failing he returned to Maine and took
up farming. He was a veteran of the Civil
War, having served in Co..G., 14th Maine Regiment, and was a member of a Boston Post, G,
A, R., and the Boston lodges of Odd Fellows
and Knights of Honor. He leaves to mourn
their loss his wife, Nettie S., three daughters,
Mrs. P.-F. Trefry of Greenwood, MasB„ Mrs.
R. L. Cushman of Reading, Mass., and Mrs. C.
M, Webb of Waldo; a brother, Walter D.
Staples of Waldo and a sister, Mrs. Anna
Dyer of Worcester, Mass.

1861, and served as corporal and sergeant of
Company K., 4th Maine. He was wounded at
Gettysburg and received the Kearney meda
which he lost in the fire of 1873. He served
his time and was mustered out July 19,1834.
He was twice wounded. In the battle of Bull
Run he was injured in the left side,and at
recoverGettysburg in the leg, and never fully
ed from these injuries, which were the direct
In al di
causes of many years of invalidism.
tion to bis army life he served three years inthe navy in the U. S. S. Hartford. Farragut’s
flagship at the capture of New Orleans and

once.

discourse considers many
talking about.
things the
This, Thursday, evening in the main auditorium at 7 30, the monthly Covenant and communion service. Sermon by the pastor; topic.

ence

member is urged to be present.
Tueshie vs Wm Q opinney
Ritchie; Every
day at 7.30 p. m. the Bible class will meet for
A Fuller.
Ritchie; RF Dun- the study of “Revelation,” one of the most inbut difficult, books of the Bible,
c8 vs David German.
Ritchie; teresting,
Anyone interested is invited.
Wednesday at

fOL

a

1

T

THURSDAY

Whitehead was born in Liverpool, England,
June 4, 1843, the son of the late William and
Ellen Watson Whitehead. When about 12
in a sailing
years old he came to this country
ship. He was a volunteer in the Civil War
when 17 years old, was mustered in June 16,

Elizabeth in Liverpool, England, but lost all
The Minnetoska Club of young girls of the
North church has presented to the treasurer j who have nut thrmicxh a cn.w-ocoful nhnrnH i trace of them after that. Returning to Belof the church, $5 of their earnings to apply to j supper, bought material and made garments fast after his service for his country he folfor needy children, etc. They remember each lowed the trade of
ship rigger, continuing as
the years’ expenses and $2 has been given by
others birthdays with delightful parties and
Iona: as shiobuildint? was carried on here. He
Miss Florence Shaw’s Sunday school class, j are generally “up to the minute.”
They are
was one of the best of citizens, respected by
which comprises many of the same girls. On “Winners” all right.
Then there is the H H. class, taught, by Geo. all who knew him, and a devoted husband and
Friday, after school, tneclub will go to one of H Robertson.
The banner for best average
father. In religious belief be was an Episcothe Kittredge cottages, where they will be enattendance goes to them.
They line up Sunbecause of
tertained by Miss Elizabeth K. Kittredge. The j day after Sunday with every member in his palian and deeply regretted that
dedication of
annual meeting will be held, after which there j place. They have completed a course of study ill health he could not attend the
for which credit was given them in High St.
Margaret's church last summer. He was
will be a picnic supper.
school. They have given two pleasing enterfor years an interested member of Thomas
The annual meeting of the Ladies' Circle of tainments, turned money into the church
He is survived by
been on a two weeks’ camping trip, H. Marshall Post, G. A. R.
the North Congregational cburch was held treasury,
fitted a young lad out with new clothes frorr.
his wife formerly Miss Flora A. Bird ot
Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 28th, at the home ] top to toe and done other things too numerous
Northport, and their three sons, William C.,
of Mrs. E. J. Morison, Court street. The fol- to mention.
Rah ! Rah ! for the H. H. class,
Elmer S
Walter, Robert, and by one daughit
wave.”
may
“long
lowing Lfiicers were elected for the ensuing
And other classes have done and are doing
ter, Miss Etta M. Whitehead, all of Belfast.
President, Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury; splendid work for the Sunday school and the
year:
The funeral took place at his late home Sunvice presidents. Mrs. C. O. Poor and Mrs. Mary church but I must not take the time to mention them all.
Now as the new year comes, day at 2 p. m., Kev. Walter T, Haw thorne of
Mansfield; secretary. Miss Caroline Cutter;
the North Congregational church officiating.
with its duties and privileges, let us “Look
treasurer, Miss Mabel Matthews. It was vot- outward, not inward, look forward, not backThe bearers were from the G. A. R. Post,
ed to serve a parish supper in the vestry on ward, and lend a hand.”
Messrs. L. O. White. E. S. McDonald, Fiiz W.
Mildred N. Rhoades, Secy.
the night of the annual meeting of the cburch
Patterson and J, O. Clark.
and parish, Jan. 4th. All members of the parish are cordially invited.
The Cow-0»vners Convention.
The remains of Mary Ann, wife of Elisha W
Kills of East Belfast, arrived Saturday night
In co-operation with the national move vent
A Local Association of the N. E. M. P.
for the protection of working children, Bishop
from ChelmBford. Mass., where she died
A. Organized.
December 28th, accompanied here by her
Brewster of New York has requested all the
In response to an official call by the New
husband, her.son,Herbert E. Ellis and his wife,
clergy in his diocese to observe Child Labor
Milk
Producers
association
for
a
England
and her son, Fred E Ellis of Belfast, who was
Day January 28th. “I think there is no more
to
at
10
m.
be held
a.
December 30th
meeting
called to Chelmsford by her critical illness and
important field for the awakening of the social ;
at every county'seat in New England, at which
arrived before she passed away. Mrs. Ellis
conscience than in the matter of child labor.” ;
every cow-owning farmer, man or woman, was j
had been in ill health for several years, but
says the Bishop in a letter to the National
invited to be present, about 45 representative
j the immediate cause of her death was acute
Child Labor Committee, the organization which
men of VYaldo county assembled in the grand
has led the fight for the abolition of child
nephritis. For several years Mr. and Mrs
jury room at the courthouse last Saturday | Ellis had
labor. The fourth Sunday in January is set
spent the winters with their son
to consider the forming of a county
morning
aside every year as Child Labor Day, and
Herbert in Chelmsford, returning to their
i
organization. Belfast, Burnham,
Freedomf home on Swan Lake avenue for the summer
thousands of ministers co-operate with the
KnoX, Thorndike and Unity, which handle j
Mrs. Ellis was born in Swanville, March 9
National Committee by preaching specia
large quantities of milk and cream, were well
1843, the daughter of the late John and Sally
child labor sermons or in seme other approrepresented. Edward Evans of Waldo, who j
priate way. Schools, clubs, Y. M. C A.'s and was appointed at the recent meeting of the Dumphe Robbins. May 3, 1865, she was married to Mr. Ellis by the late Rev. Humphrey
Y. W. C. A.’s also lend their help, and Mon- State
Grange in Bangor to preside in the abDuring their early married
day, Jan. 29th, is the day that will be observ- sence of Richard Pattee, secretary of the New Small of Brooks.
j life they lived m Swanville, but for the past
ed by them.
England Association, called the meeting to or28 years had lived in their attractive cottage
First Baptist church, Rev, J. W'ilbor Rich- der and explained what the Association had
their golden
done to put dairy business on a business-like home, where they celebrated
wedding May 3, 1915. Mrs. Ellis was one of
nue, telephone 212-3. Sunday morning preach- foundation, ond said that it was its purpose to
the best of neighbors, a true friend ^and a
ing service at 10.45. Minister’s topic: “A fully organize the 200,000 owners of the 800,- most devoted wife and
mother, and the family
wrong beginning—a New Year’s sermon with 000 cows in New England, which supply only a i
have the sympathy of all in their sudden and
facts.”
At 12 noon the Bible school convenes part of the dairy produce that consumers pay j
The funeral wvr/i.Id at
severe bereavement.
in the main auditorium. A large attendance, $100,000,000 for each year. Mr. Evans read :
9.S0 a. m. Sunday at the home of her sori, Fred
the
resolutions
at
the
refollowing
adopted
classes
for
much enthusiasm, good teachers,
E. Ellis, No. 4 Belmont avenue, the home also
csnt meeting of the State Grange:
every age. A welcome extended to all visitResolved, Whereas a movement has been of her only grandchildren, Louise and Elmer
ors. Young People's Christian Endeavor meetstarted to organize the Dairy Industry of New Ellis.
Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson, pastor of
ing at 6.30, all young people invited. Sunday j England along iines approved by the Grangers
the Baptist church, officiated. The remains
evening preaching service at 7.30; minister’s and by farm leaders generally.
were placed in the receiving tomb at Grove
confession—or a vast differRtsolved, That the Maine State Grange ap“An

answer

>i!g

Geo. Robertson and are those of Mr. Robertson himself, Raymond
Young, Joseph Perkins,
William Norris. This is the 2nd year of
perfect attendance for Joseph Perkins and the
sixth for William Norris, and these are
just
the age when authorities tell us it is hardest
to Keep young men in
Sunday school. The
fifth card is that of Mrs Idella
Rich, who has
not found storms hard enough or other attractions urgent enough to keep her from
Sunday
scnool. Lulu Smalley has only been absent

•

The subject of the morning sermon at the
Universalist Church next Sunday will be
“Some Perplexing Problems Confronting the
American Civilization and Some Favorable
Signs of their Ultimate Solution." Sunday

Allyn
Rob ert Whitehead died at his home
Dec. 28th. He had been an
invalid for many years, but death came suddenly and was caused by heart failure. Mr.
street at 11 p. m.,

and

1917.

by three brothers, Charles E. Br..wn of Belmont, Ray and Earl of Belfast, and by two
sisters, Nellie, wife of Carleton Doak, and
Kate, who lives with her parents in Northport.
The funeral was held at her late home at 1.30
p. m. Sunday, Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of the
Belfast Unitarian church officiating. The remains were placed in the receiving tomb in
Grove cemetery.

on

taught by

A. E. Wilson will preach next Sunday
morning in the Unitarian church on “What is
Life?" Our best answer to this we all have,
yet few can define.

Circle and the

;a Church in Belfast..Re-bs How the Cats Came to
i. (story).. Wedding Bells.

record
I find on looking over the list 5 perfect cards
and one with only one hole. Four of these
are in one
class, the H. H. class,

Rev.

Warren J. Moulton of the Bangor TheologiSeminary was elected president of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, at
the closing session of its convention Dec. 28th
at Haverford College, Philadelphia.

OBITUARY.

good

Rev. I. B. Mower of Waterville, secretary of
the United Baptist convention, preached in
Monroe last Sunday.

school

MAINE, THURSDAY, JANUARY 4,

ber to drop but it leaves clean books and
gives
the new administration a chance to make a

The Churches.

p

_l.
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Drive.

Lainsoo left Monday for
Yor.v. Jan. 6 h Lor

Mrs

arid will sail from Now

America, where &he will join Mr. Lam.

£

u.h

on.

Belfast relatives have received woim
la
Mrs. Sarah Wight Peterson of Rockland, Mass,
that her mother, Mrs. Lydia Wight, is gaming

rapiidy

from

her

critical illness

recent

wilt

pneumonia and is considered out of danger.
Mrs. W'ieht will be 85 years old in February
and is considered
Mr.

a

remarkable

Mrs. Frank Selden

and

McMuhan)

who had been

the

case.

(Miss
holiday

Bessie

guests
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Mc-

of the latter’s

parents,
Mahan, left last Friday

for

their home in

Haverhill, Mass. They were accompanied by.
Olive, the little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. A
McMahan, who will spend the remainder of
the

winter with them.

Mr. Ira M.

Thursday

Cobe returned to New York last

after

spending

Tea House.

a

week at the

Way-

Mrs. Cobe went to Brewer
Friday, where she was the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. L. A. Savage until Sunday, when she
left for New York to join Mr. Cobe at Hotel
Walcott. Ed ro«te to New York Mr. Cobe
visited his mother, Mrs. Eva Cobe, Naples
road, Brookline, Maaa.
side

Machias in the

Gossip from Washington.

Revolution.
t

MULE FROM
STOMAGHTROUBLE

Henryk

The Liberty Pole and Capture of the MarWashington, Jan. 2, 1917. Hon.
I. Emerson of Ohio has a plan which, if
garetta.
The people of Machias bore a prominent
adopted by Congress, he thinks would be
a long step in the direction of reducing
part in the Revolutionary war, erecting a libthe high cost of living, especially to resi- erty pole, which they refused to take down
Mr. Emerson proposes when ordered by Lieut. Moore of the armed
dents of cities.
British schooner Margaretta, under a threat of
that the Postmaster General shall abolish
firing on the town, and later initiating the
parcel post zones in so far as they affect
food

the transmission of

duce the uarcel post

products,

rates on

re-

articles of

and increase the limit of weight on
food.
parcel post packages containing
Emerson has embodied his

food,

Congressman

was a miserable
Sufferer from Rheumatism and Stomach
Trouble. 1 had frequent Dizzy Spells,

pride in its honorable record, or love for
people he knew there. The manuscript
was found recently,with other schoolboy "compositions, in a trunk consigned to the attic:

cussion in the Senate, indignantly repudiates the suggestion that foreigners
have a greater capacity for intoxicants
In the recent disthan Americans.

freshening

the

me

At

fluid

as

Senators

«•

Other
visitors to our shores.
[joined in the discussion, until

Although his labors during the last
session of Congress compelled him to

participation

in the

re-

campaign, Senator J. H. Gallinger
New Hampshire has served notice

cent

of

hand in the campaign
two years hence, and do what he can to
displace his Democratic colleague and
that he will take

elect

a

Republican

a

Senator who will

1

the great majority ot
the .voters of that State. In an open
letter to the Republicans of New Hampshire Senator Gallinger says that he has

Republican since the days of Freand Dayton, and he continues, “I

Joyously they

danced around it,
With evergreens and flowers they
Feeble men with locks of gray
Saluted it at break of day,
Children young and maidens fair
All rejoiced to see it there.

a

mont

not too old to continue to advocate
the principles which Lincoln stood tor,
and which IRepublican Presidents since
am

day t >1he present

that

have

people

of the State.”

Hon. Frederick C. Hicks of New York
Mr.
recently delivered in the House.
Hicks reviewed1 the entire history of, the
Life Saving Service and the Revenue

Coast Guard, giving in detail the work of
branch of the Bervice. One of the
most exposed coasts of the United States

j

each

is the shore of Long Island, practically
the whole of which is embraced in Gon- I
Personal obpressman Hicks’ district.
servation of the twenty-eight life saving
stations which protect that shore has
made Mr. Hicks an authority on the i
duties and dangers of the Coast Guard.
Sloan’s Liniment for Stiff Joints.
Rhtumatic pains and aches get into the
and muscles, making every movement
torture.
Relieve your suffering with Sloan's j
Liniment; it quickly penetrates without rub
bing, and soothes and warms your sore muscles.
The congested blood is stimulated to action; a
single application will drive out the pain j
Sloan’9 Liniment is clean, convenient and

joints

^

quickly effective,

it does not stain the skin

clog the p- res.
Druggist, 25c.

Get

bottle

a

;

or

today at your

UNDYIinG rumance of the ska.
in naval design, construction and
equipment have taken place within my
period ot service. In sea power, in military efficiency, in comforts and conveni-

vances

we

1-1 nc o

there

•fnMrvn? if

is

as

great

a

n

T

T-hutKruc

j

1

had risen above the hill
And shed its rays on the stream so still
When a sloop glided from the land

Upon the bay with drooping sail

field in the navy to- j

have as many heart thrills on board
submarine or destroyer or flying craft
as he could have had on board a brig or
schooner crusing for pirates in the olden

can
a

days.

vitality try Dr. King's New Discovery. The
Boothing pine balsams and mild laxative ingredients soon drive the cold from the system.
Have a bottle on hand for winter colds, croup,
grippe and bronchial affections, At your Drug-

gist,

60c.

DEAN’S RHEUUAT1C PILLS for Rheumatism end Neuralgia. Entirely vegetable. Safe

The schooner lay, and o’er the rp.il
Her drowsy sailors nodded at the deep
To spectre fishes; some fast asleep
Within the broad and cooling shade
The lofty epread of canvas made.
The wrinkled sails to her tall spars clung
While straight down her gay flag hung.
There was not wind enough to trace
A dimple in old ocean’s face.
No warning had they of the pending blow
As onward came tne patriot foe.
Obrien, leader of the gallant band,
The tiller held in steady hand.

1

quick’ning speed the sloop did go
With dead’ning crash, but ere the sound
Was heard, leaped with gallant bound
A brave man on the schooners deck,
While the sloop with no grapnell to check
Her onward course drifted some yards away
And both lay motionless on the glassy bay.
With

The enemy’s bullets at his breaBt had sped
Ere the lone patriot could turn his head.
They charged upon him, but in the tide
He plunged and gained unharmed his vessel’s
side

Again

with quickening motion
The vessels moved o’er the sleeping ocean
While the boarders with watchful eye
Impatient stand as they draw nigh.
Ready each with fork and g\in.
Then when together the vessels lay
Gallantly the deck they won.
Sweeping madly on their way.

Bravely on the blood-stained planks
Stood the foe, with broken ranks,
Gallantly they fought and well,
Fought until their captain fell.
Then ended the murd’rous fray,
And

as bleeding on the deck he lay
A tear came trickling from his eye
his
As
blood-red banner from on high
Came floating down and the victor's cheer
Rent the air both far and near

StarB and Stripes are flying now
v
On Margaietta, and her prow
Heads shoreward, with a gentle gale
That barely fills each snowy sail,
While on each headland and rocky height
The people cheer the welcome sight.
The

When the victors reach the land
Warmly grasped is every hand
Of that tired and dauntless band.

00

use

coal-hod now holds less for the
money than it has at any time since
the 1904 strike. Prices for domestic
sizes range from $12 a ion to 15 cents a

58

per

family

54
46

was

A revision of the 1916 estimates of crop prowas announced
by the department
showing the corn crop to have been 2,994,793,000 bushels last year, a reduction of 59,742 000
bushels from previous estimates, and wheat
for 1915 was placed at 1,025,801,000 bushels, an
increase of 13,296,000 bushels over estimates
made last December.
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Crop Esti5

Crops

Q
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£

£
ET.

£
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i 1916
Corn'bu. ,1915
.nu,,
All
Wheat, bu.

0ats’bu.
1

,
,

}

15
16
5
4
170
175
6
5

1916
191B
1916
1915
1916

Barley.hu.!9l6
u

..
bu.

Eyei

]

Potatoes, bu.

\
1

Tobacco, lbs.

|

Cranberries, bbls.

j

...

,
bbls.
Apples,

Peached,

191i
1916
19I6
1916
m5

7.000
156
132

Cents
119
85
187
n2
67
4>
104

1915

1,680

$2 25

720

2 67

(

States.
Alabama.
Arizona.
Arkansas.
California.
Colorado.

ini-

( 1915
1»16

38
30

1915

Important Decision in

a

Liquor Case.

important rescript affecting the pro*
hibitory liquor law was handed down from the
It is a decision in the
Law Court Dec. 22nd.
case of Joseph Wallace vs T. Herbert White,
sheriff of Penobscot County. The decision is
against Wallace, who brought habeas corpus
for release from

jail

in

a

|

liquor

case.

There are other similar cases hinging upon
this decision. The petitioner was sentenced in
the lower court to imprisonment and to the
payment of fine and costs on a charge of selling
liquor. On appeal he was defaulted and the
sentence below was affirmed with the additional costs, although the petitioner was not in
court at the time.
The rescript, drawn by Chief Justice Savage,
holds that the sentence was not wholly void,
but void only as to the additional coats, and
that not having served the lawful sentence of
imprisonment, and not having paid the fine and
costs lawfully imposed by the lower court, the
petitioner is not entitled to discharge on habeas

Wilson.
97.778
33,170
112 186

466,289
178,816
Connecticut.
99,786
Delaware.
24,521
Florida.
56,108
125,831
Georgia.
Idaho.
70.021
Illinois. 960,081

An

proceedings

Indiana.

324 063

Iowa.
KanRas.

221,699
314.588

Kentucky

269 900

Louisiana.
Maine.

79,875
b4,U8
138,359
247,885
286,775
179,152
80,383
398,032
101,U63
168.827
17,776
43,779
211,018
33,553
756,880
168,383
56,271
604,946
148,123
120.0*7
5 1,784
40,394
61.846
69,191
163,334
285,909

Maryland.

Massachusetts..
Michigan.
Minnesota.

Mississippi.

Missouri.
Montana.
Nebraska.
Nevada.
New Hampshire.
New Jersey.
New Mexico.
New York.

North Carolina.
North Dakota.
Ohio.
Okahoma.

corpus.

Don't Let Skin Troubles Spread.

Oregon.
Red, pimply skin that itches and burns is |, Pennsylvania.
embarrassing, and gets worse if neglected. Rhode Island.
Bad skin is a social handicap and is a constant South Carolina.
Correct it at once with Dr. South Dakota.
source of worry.
Tennessee.
Hobson’s Eczema Ointment. This healing oint- Texas.
ment kills the germ, soothes the irritation and
Utah.
*4,025
22,708
quickly restores your skin to normal. For Vermont. 102,824
Virginia.
babies suffering the tcrtures.of eczema, or for
Washington. 183,388
West Virginia.. 140,403
grown-ups who have long fought chronic skin
Wisconsin. 193,042
ailments Dr. HobBon’s Eczema Ointment is a
Wyoming. 28,316
At
60c.
guaranteed remedy.

your

Hughes.
28,662
20,624
49,827
462,512
102,308
106.514

25,794
14,611
11,225
66.368
1,152,316
341,005
280,419
277,656
241,864
6,644
69,606
117,347
268,812
339,097
179,644
4,235
369,339
66,750
117,771
12,127
43,723
268,982
31,161
876,610
120,890
52,851
514,836
97,233
126,813
703,734
44.858
1,809
64,261
116,114
64,949
64,133
167,244
143,124
221 323

21,698

Mr. and Mrs.
Thatcher of Broadway have
the
announced
engagement of their
daughter, Miss Barbara Thatcher, to
Charles F. Guild, a sophomore at Harvara.
He is a son or Mrs. b. H. Build
of Bangor.
also
made at
was
Announcement
Christmas of the engagement of Miss
Prudence Webster, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alden P. Webster of Orono, to
Clarence Alden Whitney, University of
Maine Law, ’14, formerly of Portland,
Miss Webster and Miss
now of Chicago.
Thatcher are cousins.
Another announcement is that of the
engagement of Miss Elizabeth Gale Littlefield, superintendent of music in the
Bangor public schools, daughter of Mrs.
N. W. Littlefield, to George Franklin
Eaton of Bangor, a graduate of the University of Maine College of Law in 1916.

8,647,474

■-

Engagements.

Bangor, Me., Dec. 26.

George T.

Another Gift for Colby.
--

I

Waterville,
Blanchard,
W.

namnaien will soon

be launched.

This

Worms-A Danger tolMdren
No gain in a child’s health and strength is
are removed.
Signs
possible until all worms

KIDNEYS
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to the
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priced

unprejudiced mind,

To the

it looks inridiculous to see a man
driving a big houseboat of a car which he
has oftentimes not been able to pjy for
fully, and the upkeep of which is altogether beyond his means. There is a
place for everything. The man of moderate means who can afford a horse and
buggy would look ridiculous driving a
victoria, especially if he used it for a de-.
livery wagon.
There is a time and a place for all i
things. Tne fight, cheap car, which will
go where the driver wants it, and get
back, which will arrive safely over
rough, muddy roads where the big car
gets stuck and has to stay, which can be
driven at a cost of two cents a mile or
thereabouts, which will climb the steepest hills, is no joke, but a very comfortIt has brought comfort I
able reality.
and pleasure to thousands who would
otherwise be confined to a narrow radius.
It has brought remote country villages
into touch with their neighboring towns.
It has made life more livable on many an
It has saved hours of
isolated farm.
time for several millions of people. It
has meant hours of enjoyment in the
fresh open air for shut-ins who would
otherwise have been confined to the
walls of their home. It has been one of
the big achievements of the twentieth
more

was

as if the owner
the one who should

Good

)'

at Right
Prices
j

Always bears
the

Auburn, Mulne.

Signature

of

I

Charles F. Swift, Masonic Temp:
STATE OF MAINE.

veyed

to

Selden Morton

by

Philo J

York.gby

corded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
152, Page 132, reference to which deed is to be
had for a more particular description.
Second Parcel. Also another parcel of land
situated in said Frankfort, with buildings
thereon, described as follows: Being all of lot
No. 85 on the east side of the road leading by
the homestead of the late Nicholas West. Being the same set off by the Commissioners appointed by the Court, and conveyed to Selden
Morton by Jane Monroe by her deed of May 4,
1883.
Also another parcel of real estate situated in
said Frankfort,being formerly the homestead of
the late Jane Kingsbury, containing one hundred acres, more or less, and being the same
conveyed to the said Charles F Drake by two
deeds, viz: one from Abbie F. Kingsbury, dated
October 3, 1901, and recorded in said Waldo
County Registry of Deeds in Vol. 263, Page
360, and the other from Darius K Drake, administrator of the estate of Jane E. Perkins,
dated December 3, 1902, and recorded in said
Registry in Vol. 224, Page 474, and described ;
as follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake stand- *
ing in a red oak stump on the west side of
Marsh Stream, being the northeast corner of
land settled by Daniel Lane;thence north,eighty
degrees and thirty minutes west by said land
settled by Daniel Lane, two hundred and four
rods to a yellow birch tree marked “J. C. 1808;"
thence north ninety degrees and thirty minutes east, eighty rods to a stake and stones;
thence south, eighty degrees and thirty minutes east, one hundred eighty-six rods to a
stake and stones on the west bank of Marsh
Stream; thence southerly by said stream to the

place of beginning.
Also another parcel of real estate situated in
said Frankfort, being formerly the homestead
farm of Darius K. Drake, and the same devised by the said Darius K. Drake to the said
Charles F. Drake by will, an abstract whereof
is recorded in said Registry in Vol. 317, Page 19.
FRANK A. CUSHMAN, Sheriff.
3w51
Belfast, December 14, A. D. 1916.

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

Boston

)

COUNTY OF WALDO 3S.
December 14, 1916.
Taken this fourteenth day of Dec rn.< r,
1916, on an execution dated October 12, 1916*,
issued on a judgment rendered by our Supreme
Judicial Court at a term thereof begun and.
held at Bangor, within and for the County of
Penobscot, on the first Tuesday of April, 1916,
to wit, on the ninth day of June, 1916, in favor
him.
of Walter J. Bicknell of Hampden, in the
Coming down to analyze the question, County of Penobscot ai d State of M:.ine, and
just what particularly humor should against Charles F. Drake of Frankfort, in the
there be in a low priced, comfortable
County of W'aldo aforesaid, for the sum of
automobile that everyb dy can drive three hundred and fifty-two dollars, debt or
with little expense and which, a3 fir as I damage, and twenty-five dollars and eightyseven
costs of suit, and will be sold at
performance and looks go, is a tremen- public cepts,
auction at my office, No 19 Congrrss
Hmia Biippoao?
A pur thut trrpiv in nnmstreet, Belfast, in said County oi Waldo, to
ber from 75,000 in 1912, 200,000 in 1913,
the highest bidder, on the sixteenth day of
300,000 the next year, and which passed January, 1917, at eleven o’clock in th forethe million mark some time ago, has
noon, the following described real estate anil
title and interest which the said
proved its successful qualities. It isn’t all the right,
Charles F. Drake has in and to the same, to wu:
a sign of poverty to drive one, for it reTwo certain parcels of real estate conveyeu
presents an investment of about $400, to the said Charles F. Drake by Darius K.
about the cost of a good driving-horse
Drake, by deed dated November 5 1892, and
and nobody makes fun of a good animal recorded in the Registry of Deeds for said
and outfit.
Moreover, there are a score County of W’aldo, in Vol. 231, Page 42, and
of instances of Bar Harbor's millionaire therein described as follows:
First Parcel. A certain parcel of land w;rh
summer
set who own and drive almost
the buildings thereon, situated in Frankfort
every day in the year cars of the same
aforesaid, containing fifty acres from off the
make, when they could afford the highest south end of lot No. 77,
being the same conmotor made.

CASTOR IA

FOR FLETCHER’S

bov.

9 Groceries

the owner of one of those little gaswagons that made Detroit famous up
above the Bluffs, and couldn’t help flinging out over his shoulder one of those
characteristic insulting remarks that the
public seems to delight heaping upon the
‘'Flivver” owners. It doesn’t matter
whether it was that one with whiskers
on it
Hey, mister, you've dropped your
can-opener,” or that other moldy chestnut "Where’s the other one? Thought
they sold those things two for a quarter?”
Nevertheless, the ‘’Flivver” driver did
some thinking, and by and by he met the
Times editor and relieved his mind by unloading his grievances upon him. That
they both happened to know that the
big car owner bad by no means paid all
the cost of his big liner, and that it was
secured by a chattel mortgage for the
payment of the rest, was a fact that entered largely into the thoughts of each,
for The Times man drives a “Flivver,’’
too, and the jests were old stories to

of the little car
wear the smile.

Children Vij

grocer’s

Buffalo

Albany

-I
THE “FLIVVER.”

century.
On the whole, it looks

Independent.

CASTORIA

Me., Dee. 26. Nathan
Colby, ’55, of Santa

Paula, Calif., one of the oldest graduRobates of the college, has sent Pres.
erts a check for $5,000 towards the $500,000 endowment fund, for which an active

HARRIMAN-BATES. Saturday evening
Dec. 23d at 8 o’clock Loring R. Bates, a
machinist at the Bath Iron Works, and
Lillian Harriman, daughter of John N.
Harriman of Stockton Springs, were
united in marriage by Rev. C. W. Harrison of Wesley M. E. Church. They were
attended by Mrs. Jennie G. Perkins and
Irving Fowle, and will reside in this city.
—The Bath

KIDNEY' PILLS
FOLEY
BACKACHE

40,250 finitely
49.369

Druggist,

Totals.9,116,296
Bangor

I

i

—

The total popular vote for the four
candidates was 18,628,871 as against 15,007,282 in 1912. This is an increase of
3,631,589, accounted for by the increased
population aid the woman vote in the
The following is a
new suffrage States.
table showing the vote for States for
Wilson and Hughes:

ashes.

(Principal Offices)

New York

was

25,500
25,418
1,200 1,740 $12.40
1160
1322 ?14 90

no

STANDARD OIL CO. of NEW YORK

(Pro) 4,119,507.

70
142
70

dirt;

no

1

The vote for Mr. Benson (Soc)
[The Har Harbor Times.]
750,000 with eight missing States estiThe other day a man who had acquired
in
tor
Debs
mated
|
(Soc)
against 901,873
75
one of those big
battleship-looking cars
1912, t.'id for Mr. Hanly (Pbbo) was
that are
engine and go along the
225,101 against 206,928 for Chafin (Phbr,) road like mostly
a runaway express-train, passed
in 1912.

338

gallon.

Sav SOCONY

UPTURNS.

DPRirrAI

Complete official returns on the presidential election show that Mr. Wilson received 9,116,296 votes and Mr. Hughes
8,547,474, a plurality of 568,822 for Mr.
WilBon. In 1912 Wilson (D) received 6,293,919; Taft (R) 3,484,956; Roosevelt,

(t
«

6,120

J3
125
142

1 1916
,1915

bu.)

Pears
Du.
rears’ hn

O
►-»

l 1916
| 1915

Buckwheat, bu.

Hay, tons.

®

645
656
135
112

coal;

Wilson Has Popular Plurality of 568,822.
The Vote by States.

S'

O
D

®
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quantities.

Not a cent’s worth of fuel is wasted. A
Perfection is on when you want it and off
when you don’t. Carry it upstairs, downstairs, wherever extra heat is needed. Ni

FOR FLETCHER S
-----

[Compiled by

from every

Ca i

CASTORIA

DEC. CROP REPORT FOR MAINE.

in small

SOCONY Kerosene is about where it
has been for years—an average of 10 to
15 cents a gallon. Burned in a Perfection
Oil Heater, you get 10 hours of comfort

2,640 quarts of milk.

Ohnai

buy

SOCONY KEROSENE

The total value of food consumed per
was
found to vary directly with
As the relathe amount of meat used.
tive value of meat consumed increases,
the total value of food consumed per
family increases.
Families living on their own farms reported higher consumption of food and a
larger percentage of food derived directly from the farm than of those living on
rented farms.
The average quantity of fruit canned
annually per family was found to be 122
quarts; of vegetables, 32 quarts.

Final estimates of production showed a de
of 60,000,000 bushels in corn from the
November estimate and 32,000,000 bushels in
wheat.

you

Save money—burn

family

crease

the U. S. Bureau of

pailful—if

62 00
1 00
17 85
6 33

of house:

products consumed

r

THE

536 32

(per cent).
Bought (per cent).

Annual value of

to

sun

And on her crowded deck did stand
Full three score men, a gallant band,
With sweep and sail they onward go
In pursuit of the fleeing foe.

Cay for the adventurous youngster as
ever—perhaps a greater. Certainly he

Painful Coughs Relieved.
Dr. King’B New Discovery is a soothing,
healing remedy for coughs and colds that has
stood the test of nearly fifty years. For that
cough that strains the throat and saps the

Returned the men who’d followed far
The schooner till each tapering spar,
The low dark hull, the snowy sail
Were hidden by the night’s dark veil.
Now wearily homeward the patriots come,
Snouldering each his trusty gun,
Through the woods with lengthened stride
They come up the river’s side.

The

UnH

The changes in the material of the navy
have produced corresponding changes in
its organization and personnel. You no
longer see the gray-bearded boatswain’s
mate, quartermaster or quarter gunner
about the deck of our ships.
They were
brave and loyal to the core, and their
all
seas and
of
on
"yarns”
experiences
in all weathers, interspersed occasionally
with a little good advice to the young
officer, tactfully given, whiled away many
an hour of quiet night watches in port.
The old type of sailorman understood
his duties as thoroughly and performed
them as faithfully as anyone could desire, but machinery has banished him.
His place has been taken by the younger,
better educated man, who in a general
way is more capable, but who does not as
a rule follow the sea for a lifetime unless
he wins early promotion.—Admiral Badger in The Youth’s Companion.

Then sails were spread to fav’ring gale
The anchor swung upon the rail,
And as she sailed along the shore
It echoed with her guns fierce roar,
Till with the deep’ning shades of night
Ended this bloodless fight.

Then from o’er valley and rocky steep
Ere the startling echoes sank to sleep
Came sturdy men all through the night
Till they mustered in the morning’s light
A goodly band.
To their slender store
Of bullets the women glad gave o’er
Their pewter dishes from the pantry wall
And spent the night in running ball.
While with their breath the children fanned
The fire to aid iheir native land.

All those wonderful changes and ad-

have greatly gained, but I
ences,
think that those of us who started our
careers when the great naval advance of
the last generation was still to come,
who made their early cruises in sailing
ships or ships with auxiliary steam power oniy, look back with tender memory
upon the old and less mechanical environjnent.
The romance of the sea as conveyed by
Marryat and others in their stories has
not really gone; the conditions only have
changed. The sea and its effect upon

Uneasily sat the captain on his seat
In church. Intense the heat,
And through the windows opened wide
He saw gathering at the river side
Little groups of armed men.
A desperate leap he made then
Through the window by his side
And reached his boat upon the tide.
The bullets all did miss their mark
And unharmed he reached his bark.

over

worth

000

Again

today form the

which

Cutter Service,

did the people of the town
Meet together; silently every one
Listened to the speaker, who thus begun:
“What! Shall it then come down.
That pole; shall we change our song to woe?"
And loud rang out their answer, “No!”
“Then let the news be quick conveyed
That other towns may bring us aid.
Tomorrow is the Sabbath day
And when to church you wend your way
Let each have ready sword or gun,
For manly deeds may soon be done.”

(percent).

448

Average per family. 132 00
It was found that the average annual
value of meats consumed per family
(other than poultry) was $107.25; of
poultry products, $55.40; and of dairy
products, $98 36. The quantity of dairy

Compared with last year’s value, other crops
showed the following increases:
Oats, $96 673,000; potatoes, $95,071,000; beans,
$17 992,000; onions, $1 601,000; apples, $27,660,000; oranges, $9,545,000 and wild hay, $11,053,-

“What! Rebels are ye! Well, by my soul,
W here are they who raised that pole?”
Then said the captain with a frown,
“Be who they mav it muBt come down.”
Hut the people stood spell-bound,
SpoKe not, uttered not a sound.

The Coast Guard of the United States
the subject of an address which

of

From farm
!

more.

bound it,

218

food:
Average per family.
Animal products (per cent). 58
Groceries (per cent). 25
Vegetables (per cent). 11
Fruits (per cent). 6
vaiue

Cobs.
Coal (2 6 tons).
Oil (56 gallons)..

$1,025,765,000,
$83,462,000 over the year before, when the
production was almost 400,000,000 bushels
was

Out leaps .the gallant captain—Moore.

was

♦

third,

And its still shrinking

family... $642 00

Annual vaiue of fuel:
•Average per family.
Wood (9 4 cords).

or

But up from the gleaming bay
A schooner comes in war array.
Her anchor dropped beneath the tide
In the river she doth lightly ride.
A boat is lowered, quickly manned,
And pulls in swiftly to the land,
And as her keel grates on the shore

championed

and advocated, and I now give notice
that in the campaign two years from
now I shall advocate those principles before the

Wheat,

the

of

Bought (per cent). 42

to

a

per

From farm

lat year.

Stout men plied their axes well
And in the woods a tall pine fell
’Twas slender, straight and fair.
And when it stood erect in air
Rang out a pealing volley there
Resounding far o’er hill and dale
While lightly upward curled the smoke
And the echoes in each silent vale
The death-like silence broke.

cor-

rectly represent

been

output.
ICotton, the second most valuable, with
ias of $1,079,598,000, increased $476,378 000

use

Bought.

j

All records for value of the country’s impor
tant farm crops were exceeded this year de
spite the smaller siz^ of the crops. Their val
ue has been placed at $7,642,609,000 by the U
S. department of agriculture in the final esti
mates of the year. This is $1,750,000,000 more
than the same crops were worth last year
Higher prices, due partly to reduced produc
tior., and partly to the demands of American
food from the warring nations of Europe, were
responsible for the vast increase in value.
Four crops each were worth more than a
billion dollars. Corn, with a total value of $2,295,783.000, showed the greatest increase, being worth $573,103,000 more than last year’s

A brilliant blaze of light
Ard strident voices broke the stillness of
the "ight.
Within the people of the town
Were gathered; those whom the hand
Of time had t ent feebly down
And sturdy men who proudly stand
Ready to battle for their native land.
While swift their way from tongue to tongue
The wars first stirring rumors rung,
Exciting youth and grey-haired sire,
While, stronger, fiercer, burned the tire
Of Liberty in each patriots breast.
And ere they went their way to rest
They voted midst the loud applause
To rear a pole in f reedom’s cause.

and

Furnished by farm. $424

Annual

Values Highest in U- S. History.

»

flung

■

Average

j

family.

fond. fuel,

nf

house:

P,

A.

4.8 persons per

Annual valuo

RLCOKD CROPS.

and Concord.

the little tavern whose sign swung
Creaking in the wind across the street was

arise unless the debate were
in executive session behind

rest from active

me uuu urum

From

might

continued
closed doors.

Lexington

C

ledges,

Senator Weeks of Massachusetts suggested serious international complications

»

Just where the river met the tide
Was nestled the quiet town,
Above tne stream ran clear and Wide
’Till it went plunging, foaming down
Bel ween dark
grim and tall,
And madly leaping th’ opposing wall
Mingled with the waters of the hay
That sparkling in the moonlight lay.

no
tney are mure bcl-ubiuihcu
home. This aroused Martine, who vehemently declared that citizens of this
country could absorb as much of the fiery
hoc

enemy

ing

I
Yet for the dying captain tears did flow,
!
Pitied and soothed, no longer a foe.
;
And when h’- spirit had passed away
His countr>’s flag covered the lifeless clay,

’Twas eaily spring and o'er the land
Each
breeze the fire still fanned
That burned within each patriots breast,
And plough and hoe were left at rest
For now the quick’ning news had come

pending prohibition legislation for the District of Columbia, it
developed that a provision had been inserted in the bill exempting members of
ioreign legations from its effect because
on

well and I can truthfully say that
"Fruit-a-tives” is the only medicine
that helped me”. LOUIS LABRIE.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
At all dealers or sent postpaid by Fruita-tives Limited, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Machias! For thee I wake my feeble song,
For thy brave hearts and arms So strong
That thrice beat back the invaders train,
And long shall sound the tuneful strain
Of gallant deeds ’twere done in Maine
l*or Liberty.

least a
a strict
bookkeeping tally, it seems to be isa losexing proposition. ThiB paradox
plained by the facts brought out in a
oulletin just issued by the department,
entitled “Value to Farm Families of
Food, Fuel, and Use of House.” These
items, namely, food, fuel and shelter,
which every farm furnishes to the farm
family without money cost, are the factors which Btrict bookkeeping does not
take into account and which constitute
the difference between profit and loss on
the farm which seems to be losing money
when in reality it is breaking even or
perhaps making a little profit.
The facts brought out in this bulletin
were gathered by a survey of a thousand

Many a farm is yielding at
profit, when, according to

small

families representing widely separated
Figures were
sections in 14 States.
gathered covering the value of all food,
fuel, and shelter, itemized to show what
part was bought pnd what part furnished by the farm.
Following iB a brief summary of the
more significant averages established by
this inquiry.
The figures |»iven are based on reports from 950 families, averag-

A friend advised “Fruit-a-tives” and
from the outset, they did me good.
After the first box, Ifell / was getting

the

Senator Martine of New Jersey, that
staunch defender of the liquor interests
whenever prohibition is the topic of dis-

cussion

food, felt wretched
sleepy. I suffered from Rheumatism dreadfully, with pains in my
back and joints, and my hands swollen.
and

his

attention at his hands.

much

and when I took

the Pine

it is not probable
Emerson’s ideas will receive

that Mr.

St., Montreal.

594 Champlain

well told in "Forest and

self-sustaining,

ment

!
j

1

"For two years, I

Shore, or Legends of
Tree State,” by Charles Porter Ilsley,
published in Portland in 1856. The boyhood
of the, writer of the following attempt to tell
is subordinating every other considera- !
these incidents in rhyme was spent in Machias
tion in an attempt to make his depart- and he has never lost his interest in the town,

propositions in a resolution directing the
Postmaster General to investigate their
advisability, but inasmuch as that official

Value,of hood, Fuel, and Use of House for
Average Farm Family.

Felt Wretched Until He Started
To Take “Fruit-a-tives”

Revolutionary struggle on the sea as the people ot Lexington and Concord had done on the
land, by the capture of the Margaretta. It
was the first British vessel captured by the
Americans, and the story has been told many
times by many writers. Both incidents are

FARM.

LIVING COSTS ON

MEN

WANTED-To BRING OR M ML

their Safety Razor Blades to me to be sharpened better than new. .Single edge, such as
Gillettes, 36c; Durham Duplex
Gems, 26c.
72 Main street
60c. per dozen. C. E.
Belfast, Me.
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PERUNA Has Helped Thousands I
foe to catarrh.
The
It is

J

voluntary testimony

a

lab hah es that. Peruna benefits in a number of wavs.
cl;rvs:ion. restores the Rtrenotk
kolna

ft*

of

thousands osPeruna builds

-i

condition.

it

Peruna has special value in catarrh. It
gives vitality to the system, restores tone
to the membranes and enables these to
perform their functions. In many eases its
benefits begin at once, and it rarely fails
when treatment is continued properly.
The Peruna Medical Department willbe
glad to assist you to overcome this disease.
The doctor’s advice is free. Don’t delay
treatment.
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of information most often wanted, and
the reader will find it in a most compact
and handy form. The meaning and use
of words and phrases frequently misused
and misunderstood are made dear, and
the knowledge is available without the
necessity of labor required by the use of
New York:
dictionary or grammar.
Harper & Bros.
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1915 Bird Count.

tired to work, wake up !
he or pains in sides, when j
twinges you may be

Average

sure

Observer

]

believe very
I.

ipensation

Region.

A handsome volume, from the press
One hundred and twenty-four pairs of
birds nest and raise their families on the of Charles E. Nash & Son, Augusta,
the title “A Son of Maine—
average farm of 108 acres in the North- bearing
Herbert Milton Heath,” constitutes an
eastern States, according to estimates
a
based upon the second annual bird count appropriate memorial to lawyer, orator
and citizen who from his early manhood
conducted by the Bureau of Biological
was conspicuous in the professional life
Survey of tile U. S. Agriculture depart- and the
public affairs of the State. A
ment.
In that part of the plains rebrief sketch of his busy and interesting
gions east of the one-hundreth meridian
series of Mr. Heath’s
the counts would indicate almost exact- life is followed by a

Compensation.

of

Farm in Northeast has 124 Pairs—

125 Pairs on 100 Acres in Plains

h-red
Fay Shelburg.All,
k.dney trouble two years.
r,v
good until 1 got Folev
Sold
,>(hr b"xes cured me

strongly

enters into

the same density of bird population,
125 pairs of nesting birds to each 100
In the Southern States, where
acres.
ami the compensathe counts were limited to the part of
way that we cannot [he farm
surrounding the home, which
naturally supports more birds than the
g man who was con- tilled
there seem to he on the
me-tings in a West- | farms areas,
where counts were taken 131 pairs
a fine singer, and a
if
to eacn 100 acres.
The
birds
nesting
u from an old lady
counts so far received, however, from
,i
go and sing to her
tnese sections do not furnish a sufficient
.crested in his work,
oasis for estimating the birds on the reniity was unable to j mainder of
the farm.
In the Northeastern States it was estiorgan and startnated that the average bird population
walk several miles, u
if eacn 1U0 acres of isolated woodland
over
I mice
ploughed
mder
observation was 199 pairs, while
c reached his destlhe average bird population for each 100
sorry that he went.
icres of the area covered was 125 pairs,
lady appreciated his i’he
reports from the Rocky Mountain
so much
^ xpressed
o
States would indicate that the bird popuis glad he went.
ation is smaller ill this section.
ihat he had business
Three 80-acre tracts in New Mexico
use, the manager of
nrticated IT pairs to 80 acres or 21 pairs
,st and difficult to apo eacn 100 acres.
In the irrigated dishis card into the man
rict of western Colorado two reports insurprise, was ushered 1 licated tnal
irrigated land in orchard
dice at once. The man; md in fields of grain and root crops sup- !
ie
young man cordially,
; asked if he conduct! >orted a bird population of 60 pairs per
meetings in a distant .00 acres, but on contiguous non-irrigat- j
id land the bird life shrank to 5 pairs
late. The young man
or 100 acres.
In Arizona a 40-acre tract
w as then asked if while
lontaining only a few nouses, and for !
went out to a farm and
he
most
part covered with desert
The young man
; lady.
1
showed a bird population of 50
inquired how the man- ihrubs,
lairs of 26 species, of which 22 were in't is, to which he replied,
It is 1 lectivorous. A semidesert tract of the
,vas my mother.”
covered with brush mostly
ame size,
that the young man’s
anaacted satisfactorily ; ess than 6 feet high, showed 31 pairs of
6 species.
In the mountains ot Arizona,
repaid again for his lear
Flagstaff, a tract of 70 acres cover- i
old lady.
■d
with
yeliow pine and Gambe! oak supenter was engaged to re• i fence and his
employer i lorted a bird population of 31 pairs of 18
:he instruction to do the 1 ipecies.
In California 20 acres of the campus
When the
as he could.
if the University of California showed
at night and found the
[: 17
pairs of 23 species. A tract near Gil! at work on the fence he
oy, Cal., containing 30 acres of fruits
; .rcefully what he thought
ind about 8 acres of pasture and creek
ceding orders. The young
lottom, gave the unusual figure of 176
at he had no work ahead
A simlairs of 34 species on 38 acres.
;
,!o a good job without
larly dense, though less varied, bird j
and the matter was droplopulation was found in a 52-acre peach i
1 ircnard
This |
near Port Clinton, Ohio.
::t on, the young man’s
'howed 108 pairs of common farm birds,
-ed and he became a coni6 pairs of purple martins, and 6 pairs
.vtifii his county advertised
1 if
English sparrows, a total of 150 pairs
;
erection of a court house
1 if 29
species.
mgs he put in a hid and it
In
the South the counts showed an
..(though it was not the
iverage of 77 pairs of 20 species and 5
man for whom the fence
lairs of English sparrows on 83 acres in
board
w as chairman of the
an average of 95
miissioners, and when the Florida; in Louisiana
lairs of 29 species on 53 acres; and the
jired of him about giving
founts from Texas indicate an average
:
ly was, ”1 do not want if 91
pairs of birds of 21 species or. 60
.pi fence is still in good
icres.
The average of all counts recontractor doubtless felt
vived
from the Southern States is 76
: .r the extra work he did
lairs of birds of 23 species on a farm of
>8 acres.
,! the president of a PittsUn the 25b acres on the LornelJ Unireceived a request for a
versity campus at Ithaca, N. Y., a very
11.ink it was. The aplarelul study indicated 573 pairs of
.iuId give no security but
lasting birds, aii average of lbC pairs of
lie could pay the note
-.>: months.
Something lative nesting birds per 100 acres, and
sparrows per
possioiy the writer’s >6 nesting pairs of English
of 225 nesting birds
ing the request, caused 100 acres, or a total
count made
)er
A
similar
100
acres.
He
look the matter up.
Khinebeck, N. Y., in a 210-acre secapplicant was a young lear
ion indicated 54 different kindp repreisiness ability and was uplented by 33b pairs, nearly the same per
g a prosperous business
icre as shown at Cornell University.
mke, so the loan was
The results of the 1915 bird count just
atrrppd
jublished oy the Biological Survey indiddent doubtless thought
cate
an average ot 8 pairs of robins and 6
more than increase the
lairs of English sparrows on each farm
a little and, incidental1 >f 108
acres, where the count was made
g man, but he was doing
The avern the Northeastern States.
u, for when the young
ige of all reports for two years shows 7
nine was Henry C. Frick,
lairs of robins and 5 1-2 pairs of English
steel manufacturer, the
the bank made it one oi; 1 iparrows tor each farm covered in this
lection.
;he country.
J a check for $140 which
m legally, but. he questioneht to it and returned it.
nice letter from the cor-* i>
sent it and the matter
But in a few
ms mind.
eived $1,000 more for some
he hoped and a little later,
m he
had expected from
When he added
-.action.
gather the result made him
Holds
‘Be
He
l be a ten-fold compensaheck returned,
Stomach is the Source
ng the word compensation
r
sense than the definition
of Life.”
lii tionary, making it mean,
we get what is coming to
“Many women paint and powder and
r good or bad.
So far we
tse cold cream and lotions when their
! the good, but the other
complexion begins to fade. They think
w rth considering,
a sallow, wan looking face can be
made
waited several to bloom like a
man had
healthy one by such treatmake
would
that
vacancy
But this is all wrong.
ment.
nr.
it finally came, but in
“The skin must be treated from the
was carried to his train
nside out, not. from the outside in. True
if his last run as conductyeauty must come from| a healthy body;
uipany, or any other, so far it cannot result from an
-:

ly

realize; that
for what we do,

ihau

we

■

j
!

■

■

1

notable speeches and the text of
eiuquem. iriuuies pain ms memory
the
Kennebec Bar, of which he was
by
long a leading member. The book of
nearly 200 pages, with portrait, edited
and arranged by Gertrude E. Heath, is
issued by Mrs. Heath.
more
me

The January Wide World Magazine
contains as its opening feature an interesting and well-illustrated article on “The
Romance of the French Foreign Legion,”
written by E. fc>. and G. F. Lees. As
the writers of the article show, “La
Legion Eirangere” is literally steeped
in romance, and it is therefore the romantic side of the heroic yet often maligned legionaries which they have set
forth most prominently.
Practically
every man in the corps has a history, if
he could only be induced to tell it, and in
the present war the Legion has covered
The article relates
itself with glory.
some thrilling deeds performed by what
ha-t been called the “glorious rascals.”
Other articles of interest are: “Adrift in
a Mine-Field,”
“Canada’s Last Frontier,” “Our Zambezi Lion-Hunt” and
“Exploring the Black Canyon,”
The January Popular Mechanics Magazine comes forward with a wealth of
striking material, both in picture and
text. Recents developments in the fields
of science and mechanics and many ingenious inventions and devices are described. One of these is a tiny wireless
receiver which resembles a fountain pen.
With it messages sent from stations
near by may be picked up.
Another invention is an underground wireless telephone. A system of floating safes for
installation on ocean liners and a big
buoy designed as a substitute for lifeboats, are novel inventions described in
this number.
The illustrations, 386 of
them, are up to the magazines’s usual
high standard. Among the page views
are shown the guns of the dreadnaught
“Pennsylvania;” the battleship “Arizona,” lately put in commission; unusual
scenes from civic parades and carnivals;
views from the various theaters of war;
furniture designed especially for children; novelties, and children’s pages.

APPETITE AND HEALTH
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Natural,”

Says;

■

unhealthy

PITTSFIELD

Notes.

PERSONALS.

Charles E. Henry was a business caller
in Belfast, Wednesday.
Mrs. Bert Reynolds of Burnham was a
business caller in town

Wednesday.

Lewis Cates, a student of the U. of M.
who has been the guest of friends in
town, left Wednesday for his home in
Monroe.
and Mrs. Edwin A. Porter left
Thursday for a visit with relatives in
Monroe, called there by the illness of a
relative.
Dr.

••Every-Day Words and Their Uses,”
Mrs. H. E. Ramsey and son, E. A.
by Robert Palfrey Utter, PhD, is Bure to
prove useful to students, speakers and Ramsey, are visiting in the home of Mrs.
There is included a vast fund Ramsey’s daughter, Mrs. Aaron P. Mcwriters.

\\

THE PERUNA CO., Columbus, o.
\ituition Of Women.

and

Jjmes Willard
Schultz, the incomparable author of Indian
storieB, again reveals his intimate
knowledge of Indian
life and character in the new
serial,
Lone Bull s Great
Mistake," which
lhe Youth s Companion annout ces tor
the coming year. It is the
story of Lone
Bull s desertion of his
tribe, his adventures and misadventures, and his return
to Ins people.
Along with the thrilling
adventure goes a vivid and attractive
picture of Indian family life.

oore distr -sing to the sufferer
Noth’ -.
anuhisfrienda. Chronic*
catarrh >3 systemic-thatia, it u present throughout the body, thouehU
11
1
it may manifest itself m a local ulceration.
a
constitutional
treatment
will
Only
overcome ayBtemic catarrh %
Local :r atr.ients sometimes help the acute manifestations, hut th«v
■
*
I
cannot overcome the systemic diadorer.

\\
1A

I

Literary News

Chro iic Catarrh is Curable

l
\

one.

Loss of appetite is a eure sign of ill
health.
Those who take Dr. 'Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale People as a tonic invari-

ably

say that their improvement began
a noticeable increase in the appeWhen you are sick and your vitality is low your appetite fails. Kotiiing tastes good. You take no pleasure
with
tite.

stances good digestion is impossible.
Dr. A\ illiams’ l'ink Pills tone up the
entire system, the blood is enriched
and good rod blood is essential to normal digestion. The plane., that secrete
the digestive fluids are strengthened,
not merely stimulated, and you once
more

enjoy

a

good a]'petite.

Looking

forward pleasurably to meal-time istlie
first sign of return:.lg health, strength

and vitality:
AVhat to eat then becomes a problem
and it is solved by the diet book that
the Dr. AVilliams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y., will send you on request. It gives the relative digestibility

ef different foods, gives tiie proper diet
in various diseases and is a bandy book
to have.

The price of Dr. Williams’ rink Pills
is fifty cents per box. Your own druggist sells them or they will be sent by
mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
KiVEK-BUILT OCEAN CkAFT.
Some Facts About
Ohio

a

Nineteenth

Century

Industry.

There are yet some persons, uninformcourse, who believe it is folly to
think of navigating the Mississippi River
and its tributaries with anything larger
than a scow of shallow draft.
For the
benefit of those persons the Enquirer
printed recently an article about the
many ships that were built along the
Ohio River and loaded cargoes there for
ports across the sea, and sailed down the
Ohio and Mississippi and thence out upon the Gulf of Mexico and the broad At-

ed, of

lantic.

They were not small craft, either, but
schooners, brigs, barks, barkentines and
full-rigged ships with square yards, big
and seaworthy enough to voyage to any

port in the world.

One of the first of these ocean-going
vessels to be built upon the Ohio was the
100 ton brig St. Clair, launched at Marietta in 1801 and loaded at Cincinnati for
IT___

..

n.i_
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Capt George L. Norton,

Editor of the
Marine Journal.
Schooner Horace A Stone cleared from Port'
land custom house
Tuesday for Bridgetown
Barbadoes, and was to go to sea to-day. Her
consiatB
of
cargo
22,937 bundles of sugar.hogs*
head shooks valued at $40 842—Bath Times,
Nov 12. 19X6.

What memories of hardship this paragraph recalls in our experience when engaged in a like pursuit. It was in the
winter of 1859 that I was second mate of
the hermaphrodite brig Elmer, of Bangor, Capt. Abram Tapley, of the famous
Tapley brothers, as master. We loaded

under and on deck with “shooks and
staves" at Portland, Me., for ship’s acfor the windward
West India
Mr. and Mrs. George Gilmore of Burn- Islands, Barbadoes being the first port
of call. If our cargo was not disposed of
ham, who have been guests in the home
of Mrs. Gilmore’s sister, Mrs. B. L. there, we had the tratje winds to favor
us
in seeking the leeward ports.
We
Fitzgerald, have returned home.
had waited for a southeast gale to blow
of
Pratt
were
Mr. and Mrs. John
Troy
out and give us a favorable wind, which
in town Monday on a brief wedding trip. it did, in a ehort time, leaving Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Pratt were the guests of in a screeching northwest gale with a
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold W. Dodge.
bad head sea, under foresail and topsail,
all the sail she could carry with safety.
forof
Thorndike,
Ames
Benjamin
The second morning after passing
merly of this town, who with Mrs. Ames
South Shoal Channel, the brig,
had been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. through
in a fearful following sea, broached to,
A. Coffin, returned home Wednesday,
went over on her beam ends, shook off
Mrs. Ames remaining for a longer visit.
her deck load, and, as she “payed off,”
Charles Cowan of Augusta, who with righted with no apparent damage above
Mrs. Cowan arrived here Saturday to decks, but we soon discovered that she
spend Christmas with her mother, Mrs. had sprung a leak, and that bad enough
Maud Hurd, was called to Readfield Sun- to keep us pumping almost continually,
day by the sudden death of his father. as I remember about 1,500 strokes per
Mr3. Cowan went to Readfield Monday.— hour, and this condition lasted till the
a j_»
gale moderated, when the leak diminished
somewnat, nut not entirely.
Arriving at Barbadoes without further
died
Mrs. Alice Harriman Dickey
Dec. mishap, and
finding no sale for our cargo
the
at
home
of
heart
failure
her
of
15th
here, we sailed for
Pointe-a-Fitre,
Merrick
in
Mrs.
R.
GreenQ.
daughter,
Guadaloupe, where Capt. Tapley disposed
Mrs. Dickey was born in
ville, S. C
of it and where our suffering began. The
Stockton Springs and was formerly Miss first
night the heat was terrific and the
She v as twice marAlice Harriman.
mosquitoes unbearable; sleep was out of
ried.
Her tirst husband was Capt. Dan- the
question for those that hadn’t an imiel Panno of that town who died many penetrable skin.
We had hoisted out
of
yellow fever. the longboat and it
years ago at Calcutta
lay astern full of
Later she married Mr. Dickey of Stock- water
through its open seams and the
on
some
the
who
died
ago
years
ton,
captain, mate and myself got into it and
One daughter by her first sat down between the
Pacific coast.
thwarts, which
marriage, survives. A son, also of this brought the water about up to our aimmarriage, died in his youth. Mrs. Dickey pits, and in which condition we were
and her daughter have frequently been
quite comfortable until it became monothere, and their last visit was two years onous. wnen we crawled back on board
some
weeks
with j land
ago, when they spent
fought, the mosquitoes till daylignt.
Mrs. J. Frank Harriman of New York j I’he next
day our skipper purchased a
at
her cottage in Northport, paying boll of
mosquito netting and we managed
brief visits to relatives in Belfast and [ to
get some sleep the following nights,
Stockton.
Mrs. Dickey was a very is all hands had to work on
cargo in
handsome and charming woman and had those
days, and when night came one
many friends.
could
even
in
a
sleep,
bee-hive,
through exhaustion.
-----We
had
been
our
discharging
cargo
-q
about three days when the cook was
taken with fever and soon became deMothers--This Child Wat
lirious, which resulted in his jumping
Cured of Bedaverboard the second night and .coming
near losing “the number of his mess.”
The captain’s hammock was swung under
Mrs. C. W. Peters, Lancaster, Pa.,
the main boom and awning, he heard the
R. 3.. writes: “My six-year-old girl has
1
splash, called the mate and myself, who
wet the bed since she was a baby.
manned the yawl, rowed after and saved
found no relief until I tried your sample of Foley Kidney Pills. I saw they
the cook.
We found him to be as crazy
were helping her, and bought two botas a loon and
tles of my druggist and she is altokept him under surveillance
to
Kidney
Thanks
Foley
cured.
till the next morning, then sent him to
gether
Pills for the benefit I have found in
an
improvised hospital ashore, where
them, as it takes a lot of washing off
I have told a number of mothers
me.
Captain Tapley and myself soon followed
since 1 found the cure.”
with nearly all the crew, down with
him,
Parents no longer scold or punish a
fever.
Instead, they
child for bed-wetting.
I was given a mattress on the floor in
improve the little one's physical condia room in this primitive
tion, until the annoying and mortifying
building with the
act is done away with.
captain, who had the only bedstead in
\\ few simple rules aided by the use
the
place. The second night the captain
of Foley Kidney Pills will stop any orbecame delirious and through his incodinnrv case of bed-wetting that is not
caused bv obstruction or malformation
herent
mutterings I could make out that
of the parts. They are safe to take and
he was going to cut some one’s throat
absolutel v free of harmful drugs.
and in the dim light of a candle on a shelf
Folev <Sr Co.. 2S?,r> Sheffield Av., Chicago,
will send their leailet on bed-wettii.c *r
near his bed 1 could see the
glitter of a
any one asking for it.
big carving knife. Wherever he got it 1
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

Farland of Montville.

count

know that he had it and perhaps it was
my throat that he contemplated cutting.
If ever I was scared in my life, burning
STATE OF MAINE
up with fever and hardly able to crawl. I
was then.
COUNTY OF WALDO. S. S.
I was trying to pull myself
together to jump out of the window,
December 22nd, A. T>. ?916.
which was near where I lay —we were on
Taken on execution, wherein W. D, Hutchins
the ground floor—when the captain, with
of Augusta, in the County of Kennebec and
1.
F.
Grant
of
and
the
State of Maine, is plaintiff,
strength of a maniac, got up, put on
Jackson, in the County of Waldo and State of his pants and coat and deliberately walked
Maine, is defendant, and wil Ibe sold by public out of the door, brandishing his weapon
auction, on the 29th day of January, A.D. 1917, and
threatening to use it on the first
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at the office of
oerson that dared to interfere with his
F. W. Brown, Jr., in Brooks, in said County of
Waldo, all the right in equity which I F. Grant escape. By his ravings I ascertained
that he imagined himself in prison.
of Jackson, in said County of Waldo, has or
When the door closed behind him I
had on the 17th day of June, 1916, at 10 hours
and 15 minutes in the forenoon, when the same
oreathed, it seemed to me, for the first
was attached on the original writ, to redeem
time since I had seen that long-bladed
the following two described lots or parcels of
tnife in the hands of practically a maniac,
mortgaged real estate, to wit, the first lot or ind one of the mildest
mannered, best
parcel being a ceitaiu tract or parcel of land
iisposiuoned, kindest men I ever met,
situated in Monroe, in said County of Waldo,
being a part of lot number 3 in the letter C j ivhcii rational. The next day he was
tract, (so-called) and bounded and described as found sitting on the doorstep of a resifollows: Beginning at the northerly side of the
dence, completely exhausted and mutstream on the easterly side of road leading
tering to himself, it. had been learned
from the house formerly of one A. K. Fletche
that he had escaped from our improvised
to North Monroe; thence easterly by said
hospital, search was made and the kindstream to land now or formerly of one Caleb
oearted physician found and took him to
Knowlton; thence northerly by said Caleb
his home and thereby saved his life.
I
Knowlton land to land of Moses Larrabee;
thence northerly by lands of Moses Larrabee,
began to recover aB soon as I learned of
to
and
Charles
the Gilman Gould estate
Boyd,
cis safety
and in about two weeks the
the road leading from Jackson to Monroe Vilsickliest ship’s crew that ever trod a deck
lage; thence easterly by said road to the south- was back on board the Elmer, well on
west corner of the Fletcher mill lot (so-called);
the road to ultimate recovery.
My, but
thence by the westerly and northerly sides of
how we had suffered for everything from
said mill lot to the road tirst herein mentioned;
thence southerly by said road to the bounds beproper medical, attendance to palatable
food and care when unable to raise our
gun at,containing eighty-six acres more or less,
excepting therefrom the burial lot located on heads from our straw pillows without a
said premises, and the easements of any roads
herculean effort.
laid out across said premises. Said above deWhat seafaring man of to-day knows
scribed real estate is subject to a mortgage
anything about the hardships such engiven by said I. F, Grant to one Charles Mitch- dured
before the Civil War and about
ell of Monroe, Maine, recorded in Waldo County
Registry of Deeds,in Book 318,Page 45,on which which there was no thought of legislative
relief? We would have been ashamed to
is said to be due about three hundred dollars
The second lot or parcel of real estate being
ask it. All engaged in the calling at
A
follows:
certain
as
described and bounded
that time believed it to be a part of the
lot or parcel of land, with buildings thereon,
game to suffer privation. Those who
situated in Jackson, in said County of Waldo,
have lived through such, and it did us no
and bounded northerly by the road leading
harm, cannot help smiling when we read
from Bowen’s mill (so-called), to Jackson
sheets,
Mills: easterly by land formerly owned by of the white pillow slips and
bank
of
the
north
shower baths and steam heat that has to
Henry Seavey; southerly by
Marsh Stream, and westerly by land now or
be provided by law for those who style
formerly occupied by one George Fenderson, themselves seamen at present. While I
containing eighty acres, more or less, and be- was never
happier than when with my
ing parts of lots numbered 63 and 64. This clothes
slung over my shoulder I
parcel of real estate being subject to a mort- climbed bag the
hill to my humble abode
up
gage given by said I. F. Grant to the City Nain a small Maine village after such periltional Bank of Belfast, Maine, recorded in said
is
said
on
which
ous
voyages and privations as related
Registry in Book 318, Page 45,
to be du*e about three hundred dollars.
above, and in less than a month I was
ALBERT B. PAYSON,
eager to take a chance in another.
3w52
Deputy sheriff.

———1—J—1111 'I
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■■ill

Hil'jjP

No Chills or Draughts

J

The room where baby has
his bath should be kept warm
and comfortable.
Socony Kerosene used as fuel i n a

i

1

j
I

}'
j
)

PERFECTION
SMOKELEftS^OIL\

J(

11

adds cheer and warmth

to any

//

11

It is clean, smokeless and dependable.
It is economical, too, and
can be carried easily from room to
room, just as needed.
Ask your dealer to show you a
Perfectiofi Heater, or write us for a
descriptive booklet, mailed free on

If

HEATER

j

Wetting

1
1

i
I

|

I

V

For best results use Socony Kerosene
—insist on So-CO-ny.

I

/,
If

II

11
1

V
I

f
I
11

1%

Standard Oil Company of N. Y.

ll

Stove Dept.,

ll

50 Congress Street, Boston

SHERIFF’S SALE.

Ig Dllipo
That is the secret of all beauty—it’s
along that river in the next 10 years, and
lector, who had to paBS ; beautiful because its natural.
Every they were staunch
Sheriff’s Sale.
of white
vessels,
bine in a city, thought he 1 woman with a
good digestion has a good oak and black walnut, with too,
masts of yelhis income by running a :
OF WALDO SS.
COUNTY
complexion.”
low pine.
lie began business, but'
111s is tne opinion oi tne tanlac Man
December 20, 1916.
In the 40’s the shipbuilding business
r way before the railroad j
who has headquarters at the City Drug
Taken this twentieth day of December, 1916,
the Ohio revived, and as late as
along
a of it and discharged him.
sixth day of Octothe
dated
an
execution
on
j Store.
1850 the brig Louisa of 200 tons, the
r of this can doubtless re- j
ber, 1916, issued on a judgment rendered by
Sick and Don’t Know It.
bark
John
Swasev
the
of
and
300 tons,
re situations have been
the Supreme Judicial Court for the County of
He continued: “The trouble with most bark Salem of 350
tons, were launched Waldo, at a term theieof begun and held at
business prosperity turnwomen is that
are sick and don’t
at
ire
Cincinnati, and everything in and Belfast, in said County.of*Waldo, on the fourth
through bad manage- know it. Scoresthey
of women, from girls aboard those vessels was
of September, 1916, in favor of Florwhere situations have been
supplied at Tuesday
N. Perry of Burnham, in said County of
to mature mothers, call on me daily and that inland
city. From keel to truck, ence
business failure
I robable
Rufus Reynolds of said BurnWaldo,
not one out of a dozen really knows what from
royal mast down to spanker boom, hum, foragainst
success by good managefour hundred dollars, debt or.damage,
is the matter with her. They have doc- every bit of
tuir dealing. The men who
standing and running rig- and thirty dollars and thirty-three cents, costs
1 tored for everything under the sun—for
ging, sails and blocks, was made in Cin- of suit, and will be sold at public auction at
place (he fault where it begastritis, gas on the stom- cinnati.
the postoffice in said Burnham Village to the
l iame
God, or the Adminis-j indigestion;
ach, headache, dizziness—and the chances
The largest and finest of the scores of highest bidder, on the twenty-fifth day of Januck, but the fact is, "what- are
in the forenoon, the
ten to one in every case that the sailing
v
ships launched along the Ohio uary, 1917, at ten o’clock
Boweth, that shall he also
real estate and all the
1* he sows courtesy, diligence, i whole trouble is in the digestive organs. was the full-rigged ship Minnesota of following described
right, title and interest which the said Rufus
“Let pale, nervous, tired women tone 850 tons. She was to
carry cotton to Reynolds has or bad in same on this 20th day
'-'ss, attention to business, good
the Bystem with Tanlac. Give it a Europe, and wsb in that trade for
the square deal, he will reap up
many of December, 1916, at ten o'clock in the forechance and they should rapidly regain
years.
sometimes thirty, sometimes
noon, the time when same was seized by me
1 eometimes an hundred.”
health, beauty and joy in life.’’
The advent of steam-driven vessels on this execution, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land, together
an
end
to
this
business.
Mrs.
McLeod’s Experience.
put
(Jther hand, if he sows discourtshipbuilding
Now there has begun a new era of boat- with the buildings thereon, situated in Burnhess, superficiality, inattention
Among the Bangor women who say a
ham, in said County of Waldo, and bounded
bad habits Lnd the crooked; good word for Tanlac is Mrs. Gordon Mc- building and navigation on these rivers, and described as follows: Commencing at the
v ill
that
of
the
wide
and
shallow
steel
and
long,
failure
generally Leod of South Bangor, who saitj-she noreap
east end of the bridge crossing the Sebastidred,” with no one to blame but ticed a change for the better after taking barge that carries almost as much cargo cook river at Burnham Village; thence running
ae a big ship, and that is towed in fleets.
in an easterly direction on the north line of the
Tanlac only a few days.
Troy to
-“Before that,” Bhe told the Tanlac These barges are again to revive navi- road leading from Burnham Village to
land now or formerly occupied by Charles E.
on
these
all
and
desare
rivers,
different Kinds Of Coughs.
Man here, “I was a victim of aches all gation
Sherman; thence northerly on land of said
over my body.
I had stomach worries so tined to revolutionize present methods Charles E. Sherman to the Sebasticook river;
'"1 to different kinds of
coughs—“dry- ? couldn’t eat.
of transporting siow freight in these
were restless.
My
nights
thence in a southwesterly direction along said
*dt>ter cough,” la grippe cough,
I believe Tanlac is the greatest tonic in valleys,—Cincinnati Enquirer.
Sebasticook river to the first mentioned bound;
oufch, asthmatic cough, and racking, existence. I have urged others to try it.’’
being the„same premises conveyed to the said
Rufus Reynolds by Eri D. Bickford by deed
Ha i>err pUKl‘. l0 raise choking phlegm. Enos
The Tanlac Man is at the'City Drug
Children
aoli.
Ind
writes:
**I
concoughed
dated January 19, 1909, and recorded in the
L,;lU',
where be daily meets people and
FOR FLETCHER S
hardly sleep. Foley’s Honey Store,
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 298, Page 261.
tnd Ts*
tells of
results to be obtained through
W. L GRAY,
Sold g re*lev®d me,curing my cough entirely.” the use the
of Tanlac.—Advt.
CAS TOR IA
4w62
Deputy Sheriff

cry

Personal Reminiscences.
B»>

tigniyoeven tears uia.
Adams, Springfield, Mo., writes: “I
I am
severe attack of kidney trouble.
getting old, 87 years. I tried different treatH.
had a

H.

ments, but

none

did

me so

much

good

as

Foley

Kidney Pills.” Foley Kidney Pills build up
weakened kidneys, help rid the blood of acids
and
Sold

poisons, and
Everywhere.

relieve

Concerning

bladder

troubles.

•

Home-Made Sausage

S

in Bags and Links

• Pressed

J
£

!

Ham and

Bologna

g

J

i

at

FOGG’S MARKET

§

—————————
Collector’s Notice of SALE.
STATE OF MAINE.

lard situated in the City of Belfast, in the County of Waldo, for the year 1916
Unpaid
The following lift of taxes on rea> estate of non-resident owner in the City of Belfast, for
to me for collection f< r said city on the first day of July, 1916, remain
committed
the year 1916.
unpaid; kr.d notice is hereby giver that if said taxes, interest and charges are not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including
interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at the office « f the City Clerk, in the Memorial Building m said city, cn the first Monday of February, 1917. at nine o’clock a. m.:
Owner
Div. Lot. Acres. Tax.
Description of Property.
Godfrey. Mary Alice. Lot on S. E con er of Congress and Bradbury
streets..
1-4
$5.00
..
1
39
taxes

on

EDWAPD
corn

|

| ARLINGTON SAUSAGE $
FRANKFURTS and
g
{•
SCOHNLANDS
g

Belfast, Maine, December 20, 1916.

SIBLEY, Collector

of

Taxes, City of Belfast, Maine.
3w51

Meal.

the still small voice of
WatterBon of the Louisville Courier-Journal, who expresses regret that Kentucky has no corn meal
poet, the New York Sun Bays:
The romance of corn meal? Why,
there is the flavor of romance in every
golden cupful poured from between the
upper and nether millstones of the few
remaining water mills with which mankind is still blessed.
And there’s something more than the
flavor of romance in stone-ground corn
meal. There’s the flavor of bannock and
johnnycake and Indian pudding like what
mother used to make!, A flavor that
makes the ordinary, corn meal of commerce a thing of no account, flat, Btale
and unprofitable. And the pity of it is
that, in the New England States at
least, thp old gristmill with millstones
turned by water power are going the way
of the dodo and the bison.—Biddeford

Listening

Marse

|

Deerfoot Farm Sausage

to

Henry

Journal.
Then the corn meal mush, sliced when
cold and fried in pork and eaten with molasses, used to taBte mighty good.

Searsport National Bank

FEtL LIKE 01 VIM3 IP?
Many Belfast People

on

JSearsport,
The annual

the Verge of

A bad back makes you miserable all the
time—
Lame every morning; sore all day
It hurts to stoop—it hurts to straighten.
What with headache, dizzy spells, urinary

weakness.
No wonder people are discouraged.
Who do not know the kidneys may be the
cause of it all.
Give the weakened kidneys needful help.
Use a tested and proven kidney remedy.
None endorsed like Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Mrs. E. G. Sprague, R. F, D. No. 4, Belfast,

says: “About two years ago, I was feeling
rather poorly and run down. My kidneys were
disordered and at times my back ached, especially after a hard day's work. I read of Doan’s
Kidney Pills and bought some at the City Drug
Store. Two boxes of this medicine rid me of
the trouble and I now enjoy good health
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask

kidney reitedy—get Doan’s Kidney Pill
Foster
same that Mrs. Sprague had.
Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
for

a

—the

IMaine.

of the stockholders of

Searsport National Hank will be held at

the

Collapse.

meeting

banking rooms
January 9, 1917.
their

in

Searsport, on Tuesday*

meeting will be for the election of diensuing year and for the transaction of such other business as may legally
come before it.
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
Dec. 12,1916.
4w50.
This

!

rectors for the

Eyes Examined.

Glasses Fitted.

Frank F. Graves,
Registered Optometrist,
Belfast, Me., I. O. O. F. Bldg

FOLEY KIDNEY PIUS
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

■

II

■

EVERY THURSDAY

211;

BY

port and two

The

will have

Red Men’s hall Sur^Jay at 2 30 and
meetings
7.30 p. m., with Mrs. Almatia Waugh of Bangor in charge. A silver collection will be

We continue to receive requests for
to aid a war of extermination on the English sparrow, but they
waete
are immediately consigned to the

taken.

contributions

extended to R. Leigh
Pitcher Miller of Northport on the
arrival of a daughtei,Dorothy Louise, Jan. 1st.
Mrs. Miller graduated from the B. H. S. in the

Congratulations

are

and Bell

the

spare, oh spare,

Spiritualist Society

Belfast

sparrow.

class of 1913.

On Dec. 1st the number of motor vehicles in use in the United States had
reached a total of 3,352,000, valued at

The banks and public offices were closed Jan,
1st, but the stores were open and there was no
observance of New Year’s and no watch
meetings in the churches to see the old year

and the motor exports for
total over .$160,000,000,
approximately more than 81,-

$2,000,000,000,

out and the

this year will

numbering

|

cars, sent to 74 different countries.
That is certainly going some.
000

pupil clipping
U

tell what Gen.

Can any
Pershing’s
forces are doing in Mexico? We hear of
the continued activity of Villa, of his
capturing and looting towns, of the
one

the

of

movements

Carranza

expected
maintaining a force
zen soldiery at a cost of over a
This “keeping
dollars a day.
raids

and of

where

on

our

we ar.:

war” is

a

million
of

facility,

ambiguous
These

he

in the Note in

are

ers

are
a

to

by

meet

Charles

A.

title of

holds the

players

cash

interested to

of $1000, the income
annual prize, either in j

sum
an

some

suitable

trophy,

to

j

purposely
question?
was

at

Democratic House leadbusy trying to devise means to
deficit; of $370,000,000 in the

At the

ascertain the “leak” in official circles
which certain Wall street operators

!

the Mexican trouble.

regular monthly

business

meeting
Society

of

directors of the Children’s Aid
of
Maine, held Tuesday Jan. 2nd* a unanimous
vote ef tiianks was passed to the committee
from the Universalist Sunday school who had

the

journed

j

of The Journal readers will
agree with us that there is no prettier
sight than a full-rigged ship under all
sail in a stiff breeze. Rut that has be-

the winter

Fortunately

There

hospital Friday

as

artists at

for medical treatment and is

gaining-Enos Hatch, a medical patient, left
Saturday for his home at Citypoint.... Miss
Lillian Smith of Searsport has served her pro-

quarterdecks..
French, Italian and

bation

other

foreign ports who made a business
of painting ships portraits,which our seafarers brought home with other souvenirs from the four quarters of the globe.
In one case, however, a captain brought
hori e a portrait of himself, painted by a
pupil of one of the noted French artists

term and

accepted in the training
Miss Ruth Coombs will graduate from

school.
the

!

is

training school Feb. 27tn.

seven-reel

great

Dust.”

The

feature,

scenario

was

“Less

than

the

written especially

for Miss

j

on the original, of a
abroad, ar.d the copy was j
made for Dr. E. D. Tapley of this city,
whose uncle, Capt. Robert Tapley, coman

improvement

painting

made

snip, on hoard oi wmcn another member of the family began his
manueu

me

seafaring
This ship

careerat
was

not

the age of fourteen.
a

clipper, carrying

skysails and moonsails—she had double
topsails and royals—but a good, staunch
and wholesome craft such

as

were

launch-

yards in the days when
ships paid for themselves in one voyage
carrying cotton from New Orleans to
Liverpool at a penny a pound. As to
this picture, Mr. Sanborn is not only an

ed from Maine

artist but be knows every rope and spar
of a ship and all the details are accur-

ately reproduced, and his skilful brush
depicted the good ship Hattie E.Tapley riding the waves like a thing of life.
has

TRANSFERS IN

REAL

ESTATE.

M

rs.

Mrs.

Wood, her daughter, Mrs. Alice Creasy,
Maude Gross and babvs Dana Gross, rep-

resented four

Much regret was
generations.
expressed that the family circle was not comFive sons and daughters living in
plete.
other States were absent.
A fine dinner was
served and it is hoped the family may meet
o

fiener

on

similar occasions.

following

transfers of real estate

day, on

Years

his return

11,805.57

Circulation.

58,900.00

The Annual
with submitted.

:omorrow
not

ire

tween

is to follow

Belfast

We have

PEAR’S NET
PROFIT $30,215.68.

%

Province of Alberta

5's, 1925.

City ot
Greater

Further Information

imminent,”

tou

a

few

of

Mr.

and

Checking

AC-

COUNTS PAYING
PROPOSITIONS.

becomes

Success,

not

so

against

a saw

not

and in-

Yccount is
<

serious

a wound, although
Dr. H. E. Small was called to sew up the
wound, and at present the patieDt is doing
a

one.

W

call your attention to

our

Accounts

are

paying propositions.

enlightened

It is not

more

as to

cheeking

account the

uuiioiucuus

wu

nave

from one dollar to several thousand.

Start

Jan. 1, 1915

$1,841,005.07
.T

of the death of her daughter Amy, (a
friend of
young married lady), an intimate
her cousin, Miss Inez Hanson. Sympathy is
extended to the Hanson family in this sadAlbert M.

Ames, Church street,

our

member-

Representatives, took
train Monday afternoon, for Augusta, to be
present at the opening of the legislature.
Mrs. Ames is spending the present week with
to

the

House of

reierreu

Jan. 1, 1917

$2,154,865.25
This

to

tor itself.

mother, Mrs. J. M. Ames, School street,
week will be the guest of her grandmother,Mrs. Gooding Grant, in Prospect.

his

speaks

C. VV. WESCOTT. President.
R. A. BRAMHALL, Cashier.

DIRECTORS

issued bearing 4 per cent for four months

(

CERTIFICATES

are

)F DEPOSIT

3 per cent for any shorter time.

Everett

trustees,

Staples

and

getting the bone well into place and she is apparently doing well at present. She is with
her sister, Mrs. Frank Harriman, where she
ill remain until able to go to her own home.
Her many friends regfret this painful exped-

w

ience and extend

sympathy.

Owing
scarcity of coal, great quantity
of snow and the consequent bad traveling,
which often renders the getting back and
forth of Mr. Blair from Belfast an impossibility; and the prevalence of severe colds and
whooping cough among the parishioners of tne
to the

he

specialized

in

Spanish,

later

Messrs.

H.

or more

TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY
:
Capital Paid in
Stockholders’ Liability
Surplus

Other Undivided Profits

and

Most convenient for

teaching

that

cottage in Sandypoint. Deepest
sympathy is extended to the mourning family
in this irreparable loss.

ents at their

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne in a
five-act Metro photoplay, “The Wall Between,"
presenting a thrilling romance of army life, will
be the feature at the Colonial today, Thurs-

$100,000.00
100,000.0'
50,000.0'
11,805 57

j

Total.$261,805.57
THE ALLIES REPLY

Charles A.

language in a school in Newtonville. Many in
Stockton will remember him, he and hiB sister
having spent several summers with their par-

day, afternoon and evening.

Selwyn Thomps

Already

temporary money.

Hopkins,

Thomas W. Pi;
Charles P. Haz
Charles H. W

Valorus A. Simmons
Asa A. Howes
Elmer A. Sherman
C. W. Wescott
Ira M. Cobe

(

L.

we

OFFICER'S

|

many have joined and we invite you. A few cents or a
dollar saved each week makes your next Christmas purthe beginning of a larger Savings Account. Call
( ihases
very easy, or perhaps marks
This Fund is particularly fine for the
>r write us if you do not understand about it
^ uildren—to teach them to save

Jniversalist society,

May

have your ac.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BELFA

Savings Account,

started December 26 and will close January 31.

the

101H

Bank

ness.

elect

1

;i n

$2,014,292,44

are

re-

ment

!

$1,734,278.20

hough the beginning be small.

Mrs. Wellman Hanson, Sandypoint road,
<
cently received from her sister Sarah, Mrs. )UR HOLIDAY
Herbert Staples of Philadelphia, announce- J SAVINGS FUND

j

Jan. 1. 1914

is the nucleus which

a

j

$1,583,598.41

the Individoal’s respnsio ili-

aiTuuuts,

Apph

Jan. 1, 1913

his actual Assets than his likelihood of

uueutwiig

on

$1,432,971.15

Bond

They

other Offerings

Jan. 1, 1912

prepared to avail ourselves of
glad to advise on any security whic h

working toward that goal. The Savings Account

ranging

Price 99.

$1,221,835.93

ixpands and grows until you have a sum sufficient for the Investment Bond, the
Favorable Business Opportunity, or for Necessity. The Mile Stones on all roads to
•’rosperity are Bank Accounts. We pay 4 per cent.on Savings money and^have ac:ounts

well.

1920.

Jan. 1, 1911

active balances only. These are the instruments of accu.
mulation, but the Savings Account is the Reservoir for
If you lay aside eacn week, m>nth or year, some am uin t
the excess accumulation.
The goal of every Individual is to.
t becomes ever afterward a servant for you.
accumulate in excess of his daily needs, and to bank a sum periodically in a Savings

Maurice Pendleton, Cape Jellison, who had
employed in the Perkins' mill at Sandypoint the past week, met with an accident Fri-

;

Price 100.

Jan. 1, 1910

ACCOUNTS.

been

his wrist

m

I

$1,042,502.56

much “where he stands as in what direction he is going’’ that entitles
The Bank Account points the way he is going.
It is the

>AVliNljro

j

$869,049.74

cey, measure and barometer of the Individual himself. The secret of success is to
ready for the opportunity, and the Bank Account is the primiry reidinesi; it is
he bond of sympathy and mutual assistance, enabling the Individual and the Bank to
If you haven’t a Checking Account now, we invite you to open one.
lo operate.

second daughte
Leroy Nickerson, Church
recent graduate of the M. C. I.,

j

Jan. 1, 1909

oe

Nickerson,

®

mo-

$439,923 02

;he Man to consideration.

Mrs.

1

Jan. 1, 1900

are

mutual educators. Through the

ty.

street, and a
Pittsfield, left Sunday for Prospect Ferry,
where she will act as a substitute for the
teacher, who is ill. She is boarding with Eugene Barnes and wife.

day, striking
dieting quite

We shall be

may have under consideration at any time.
herein.

jHECfelNG

days.

Hortense

ot

Profits,

business connections

our

I

OUR DEPOSIT GROWTH

Dtferings

Mrs. Harry W. Griffin of Mattapoisett,
Mass., the guest for ten days past of her
father and mother, Capt. and Mrs. Frank A.
Patterson, East Main Btreet, left Tuesday
morning by train for Portland, where she will
visit her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Silas B. Adams,
Miss

through

®

ABOVE WE OWN OUTRIGHT AND RECOMMEND
INVE3TMENT, YIELDING FROM 4$ PER CENT TO 6 PE!

Last January

the best avenues of information.

,,

®

Price 98 1-2.

S^n Paulo, tsrazil, 6’s, 1922.
Winnipeg Water District 5’s,

nru

Markets and

K

u

Creek County, Oklahoma, 5’s, 1925. Price 103
Maine Central Railroad Co 1st 4 1-2’s, 1935.
Price 100 1-2
Portland, Maine, Ry. Co. 1st Lien & c-onsol. 5’s, 1945. Price 9

value of our investment Account is $15,000 to $20,000 in excess of a
tear ago, in other words, the Bank has at least $30,000 actual Net Assets in excess
1 >f those of last
year. It must not be overlooked, however, that this very satisfacory showing has been in some measure made possible through a return of Invest-

student at Hebron Academy,
who spent his Christmas vacation with his
of New
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rich
York, who are boarding for the present at
The Stockton, left Monday to resume his
This is his last year at
studies at Hebron.
the school.

* V.,.

THE

remainder, $215

a

anil

*r\

Province of British Columbia, 4 1-2’s, 1925. Price 94.
City of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 5’s, 1935. Price 95.
Price 99.
Central Maine Power Co. 1st 5’s, 1939,

j
J

Rich,

timn

BOND DEPARTMENT

liquidation

j

r>haa nnln kta

si

®

SPECIAL INVESTMENT OFFERINGS JANUARY 1.

seems
we said, “A period of easy money
which has proved emphatically true for the
whole year; but favorable opportunities in Bond Invest^
ments have been offered.
We have added
The Profits for the year are $30,215.68.
5
of
per
to
Dividends
two
$20,0t»0
Surplus Account, increasing this to $50,000; paid
:ent each, again
increasing by 1 per cent for the year the return to Stockholders; and
:rrried the
whith now is $11,805.57. The
68 to Undivided

trip.

k

No business is too small to receive our

NATIONAL

Lester M. Bragg, having been ordered to'I ; nent values heretofore charged off.
We have suffered a loss during the year in the death on August 12 of our late
Key West, Florida, his mother, Mrs. Jennie M.
Bragg, has given up her apartments in Boston i President, Hon. William B. Swan, whose many years of close association had
and came to Bangor last Thursday, where she
aught, us to love, admire and respect him. His loss is keenly felt by patrons as
will spend a month with her cousin, Mrs J. O.
veil as associates in management. His sterling integrity, strength of conservatism,
Whitteraore.
'orce of progressiveness, and energy were universally recognized. The policy
Frank B. Jacxson, Church Btreet, having
vhich has been obtained under his leadership, example and teachings will continue
been drawn on the jury for the present term
;o be potent to the Institution’s future life.
of court, Mrs. Jackson accompanied him to
Belfast to remain the guest of his aged mothBOND
The sales of the Bond Department are increasing; hence
er during his tarry in the city.
They left DEPARTMENT.
becoming a source of greater profit. We expect thi
home Monday morning.
to continue to expand and through it to be able to offer at all times a
Department
Mrs. Harold Hawes, Cape Jellison, and inilass of bonds especially selected for their Safety, Marketability, Investment Yield
(oni
Hitarrlirifr with hpr narAnlR
Mr.
and possible Enhancement of Value. In selecting an investment these four features
and Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, Church street,
should have your closest consideration. It is very easy to purchase an investment,
in
Perkin’s
is
while her husband
employed
but not so easy to dispose of i^.
To be able to dispose of it is the mast imports.! t
mill, Sandypoint, and is able to be at home
point to be considered. We make a constant and special study of the Investmen t
only on Saturday nights.
Dun

TO

.jp-.p,.!'

LH1B

“hoodoos.”

no

sell and what h
i,,

to

exorbitant values.

tion; no Deposit too small to be most wcl
receives the best of *our courtesy and assistance—only one service
Let us serve you?
THE CITY NAHONAL BANK OF

Deposits again record an increase ol $140,5u0 with a total
now of
$2,154,865. This large growth will continue;
$3,000,000 of Deposits are as sure in the near future as
today. Though pleased with the achievement to date, we

bridge

were

CITY

in

S

are

MOST IMPORTANT.

satisfied, nor shall be, for to be satisfied is to decay. “The difference bean Optimist and Pessimist is that one believes in Mascots and the other in

Hoodoos.”

®

In..

come.

and Statement of Condition as of January 1, 1917, is*hereBoth Patrons and Stockholders will be pleased with the progress

DEPOSIT INSREASE 1916.

am

facts are significant; from them a certain deduction is that wool hi
higher the present year and likely to rule comparatively high for

Report

nade.

otnnlr

in
taw tnere were in the United States 61,000,turn
possessions,
about 52, 500,000; ancj in 1916 only 49,000,000 head; while the
p
ereased from 80,000,000 in 1910 to over 100,000,000 in 1916. The !
tralia from 1911 to 1916 has been from 92,000,000
sheep to 69,000,o

$2,375,570.82
PATRONS OF THE

nHHih’onallitre

state .or anairs while the
European War continudI..
turned from producers to consumers
only.
We have recently noted in our reading features
regarding th*
probably of particular interest to our Waldo County Farmers: th :
ment has co‘mmandeered all unsold wool within the British Isles av

up

people

2.154,865.25

to
Band- The annual meeting
■Juow, have decided that it will be better
at the church until spring.
services
iiscontinue
of the Belfast Band was held Monday evening,
1
The romnanv of our ladies sewing on Red
J an. 1st. A prosperous year was reported and
Therefore, Rev. A- A. Blair made the followCross work under the aubpices of the Current ! ing announcement from the pulpit last Sunit is hoped to have a bigger and better band
in number—met last I
for the coming year. Officers were elected as Events Club—twfenty-one
day: “There will be no services in the church
f ol lows: President, Earl L. Talbot; Vice Presi- week with Mrb. Everett Staples, Church | till further notice." The Sunday school will
Jan. j also be discontinued until preaching is redent, Koscoe L. Hammons; Secretary and Btreet. The next session, Wednesday,
to meet sumed.
Treasurer, Horace Grant; Directors, Frank A. 10th, is invited by the Misses Colcord
N ye, Selden H. Gillum, Selden B. Hammons, with them in their home, East Main street.
Old friends of Frank Goodhue in his native
solicited from all our ladies
J. F. Sylvester, Charles F. Hammons; Direc- Contributions are
town will deeply sympathize with him, his
old sheets, old
wife and daughter, in the sudden accidental
tor, J. Lee Patterson; Business Manager, Wm. of old materials, especially
M Thayer. The band is a local organization tablecloths, napkins and towels.
death of his son, Herbert Ryder Goodhue,
in his room at his father’s
that merits and should receive from every citiMrs. Josephine F. Stowers Main street, from asphyxiation
Mass. He was a fine
zen all possible aid and encouragement.
Sandypoint, met with quite a serious accident home in Hyde Park,
a graduate of
As George Partridge of Searsport, with
young man of great promise,
last week. She fell as she was stepping into a
a student at the
t hree horses hauling 4,200 pounds of pressed sleigh and broke the left wrist—a bad break. Bates College, Lewiston, and
where
h ay, was crossing the lower
last Satur- Dr. H. E. Small was called and succeeded in Harvard Summer School of Languages,

The

let

179,957.43

Other Undivided Profits.

THE STOCKHOLDERS AND
BANK OF BELFAST:

npprl

The net trail,
how conservative he is in his purchases
pamor

3,000.00

100,000.00
50,000.00

po
1

K

issued payable in all parts of the world.

VOU

bringing!

HEREABOUT.

1,000.00

Capital.
Surplus

Deposits.

and next

day afternoon, he felt the draw sinking under
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds him, but the horses started up and pulled the
load across just as the draw spread apart.
for the week ending Jan. 3. 1917:
Sarah H, Coffin, Unity, to Samuel B. Rolling, Street Commissioner Weymouth was notified
do.; lard ard buildings in Unity.
and at once closed the bridge to traffic. On
J. Benjamin Tweedie, Thorndike, to Florexamination it was found that one of the upence Palmer, do.; land and buildingB in Thorndike.
rights had rotted at the base.
Repairs were
Willis P. Gilman, Prospect, to Calvin H. made and the bridge was opened to traffic yes
land
and
in
The
of
wires
the
PenobBeot
do.;
Partridge,
buildings
Prospect. terday.
Bay ElecGeorge W. Friabee, Belfast, to Frank M. tric Co. were not injured, but the telephone
cable coutaining the wires from Belfast tc
Bailey, dc.; land in Belfast.
Jeffrey R. Brackett, Boston, to Helen C. Bangor and Searsport end from Rockland tc
Mosley, Newburyport, Mass.; land tn Iales- Bangor were injured and a crew from the
local office repaired then.
boro.
The

E^rle Winslow of Quincy, Mass., arrived
Christmas day to spend the week with his
maiernal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon
F. Ellis, Church street, leavintr Monday, New

for

Friday afternoon and evening the Colonial
heatre will present Mary Pickford in the

Pickford and is the first feature made
of that day, in which he appears in the by her own film company. The following was
blue coat and brass buttons and the ruf- j taken from the Chicago Evening Post:
We have waited a long time for Mary Pickfled shirt of the old-time autocrat of the ;
ford and her first production under her own
That
a
quarterdeck.
portrait,
prized trademark, but it has been well worth while,
possession, is today in the home of a ! and we can afford to wait as long again if by so
doing we can be assured of as much of a
grandson and ere long will pass to a torial treat as greets us inw“Less Than picthe
Dust.” You who have peen “Queen Mary”
great grandson.
as a tangled haired
only
maiden
who
village
These reflections by one who has long
j romped through scenes with childish abandon
regretted that he was not permitted to I will not oe disappointed, for Rahda is still a
But the role requires much clever
to
the
the
sea
call of
respond
were! lively child.
acting, and it is excellently handled.
prompted by a visit to Sanborn’s studio I Mrs.
Margaret P. Wood, 10 Vine street, enthe other day, where was seen a splentertained twenty-five of her children and
did oil painting of the good ship Hattie
grandchildren at dinner Sunday, December
E. Tapley, built at Brewer for one of 24th. The fact that Borne of them came from
the famous Tapley brothers of Brooksville and thereabouts. It was a copy, gether for six years, made it a notable event.
am)

Univeisalist par-

Friday afternoon with Mrs.
Snow, Hopkins’ block, Church

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street,
drove to Belfast last Thursday, finding the
sleighing excellent. Bare spots are reported

Walter

Fairfield, a surgical patien':, is gaining_
M. V. B. Knowlton of Belfast entered the

who trod their

were

campaign.

of

and
heirlooms
prized
the descendants of the hardy and able

manners

Mexican

a

many of the vanished or vanishing fleet
of square-riggers have been perpetuated

by

the

Notes. Mrs. Lizzie Waterman of
Belfast,
surgical patient, is gaining_Miss
Mollie Williams of Islesboro, an appendicitis
case, is doing very well.... Mrs Walter Henry

very rare sight, and from present
indications must before long become one

are

for

season

Hospital

a

on canvass

in

lecture
to be given at the Unitarian church
at 8
o’clock.
The various committees will be announced at this meeting and plans made for

Many

things

Aid of the

next

Mrs. Crawford of

definitely
factory.
neither Democrats r.or Republicans will
There will be a regular meeting of the Belhave a majority of the next House, necfast Board of Trade at 7 tomorrow, Friday,
essary to elect a speaker, and that a
President Slugg has inaugurated
evening.
handful of independents will determine
the idea of holding the regular meetings on
which side will control the organization,
the first Friday evening of each month, which
there is trouble ahead for both parties will be
continued during the year. This meetin that direction. And then, there is ing was called for 7 o’clock, that it
may be ad-

that were.

Auxiliary

Corinna, the guest of Mrs.
.The ;
by
for sometime,
many friends of Mrs. Cora Sides will be sorry ; L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street,
left for home December 28th, Mrs. Titcomb
to know that she fell Dec. 30th and broke a
accompanying her as far as Bangor,
wrist.

:

of the

oue

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Morrison, Church street,
left Friday morning for Pittsfield for a weekend visit with his mother.
They returned
Monday afternoon.

serving sandwiches,
Miss Kathryn Newcomb...

coffee

An investigation is unriprwav

come

for

played for at checkers each year. The anchecker tournament is to be held j
at this writing, Monday.
with the Lewiston Checker Club on Jan. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. McLaughlin, School
West Belfast.
Miss Carrie Newcomb restreet, left by train Monday afternoon to visit
turned home Dec 29th from Altoona, Penn., their
daughter, Mrs. Allen Burse, and family,
where she had been visiting relatives and
in Coscigan for a few days.
friends for seven weeks... .The Friday CounJ Mrs. John H. Wardweli and son Stanley,
try Club met Dec. 29ih with Mrs. Whitman |
for Boston to
Newcomb. The afternoon was spent with Church street, left last Saturday
visit relatives in that city and in 8 ton eh am,
sewing and Victrola music, The hostess was
.vi ass. and Hanover, N. H.
assisted in
cake and
be

nual Maine

had advance notice of the Note to Ger- charge of the Christmas tree at the Girl’s
many and profited thereby to the extent ; Home, and to Hillard Buzzell, who represented
of several millions, and “Tom” Lawson Santa, for the very efficient and whole-hearted
has been invited to tell what he knows manner in which the affair was conducted; also
about it. As revised figures on returns to all who assisted Ky contribution or otherwise in making the exercises so happily satisof the last election show
that

*>

blessings

David Dunber, Middle street, who had been
with his family over the Christmas holiday,
left by steamer, Dec. 27ih to join his company
in New York.

Portland, wno
Chapman
champion checker player of

in the form of

or

will be

with

street.

of

Maine, has given the
t<*be contributed as

The

revenue.

The

ish will

Mathews.

Capital. President Wilson
and Secretary Lansing are busy explaining the Note to Germany and the subsequent explanations which did not explain but made confusion more con-

meet

coming summer.

Belfast checker

fraught

near.

and ail.

Traveller’s Club will meet with Mrs. R.
Dunton, Cedar street, Tuesday, Jan. 9th.

learn that E. K.

all her children far and

to

1917 be

/May

nis

Program: Paper, “Temples and Shrines of
Japan,” by Mrs. John R. Ddbton; reading,
“Fuji-Viewing,” Mrs. E. S. Pitcher; reading,
“The Cup of Humanity,” Miss Maude E.

the National

founded.

and will repair and renovate it for

F.

and

busy and troublous times

at the

corner

of Stockton

Cedar and Franklin

of

house

15,000.00

LIABILITIES

The Journal bears the New Year's greetings

Boxe7

one now

loss!

a

Both what the farmer has

60,000.00

$2,375,570.82

week.

The

that his State papers were models of
diction. Can it be possible that, with
this verbal

also

streets

occupancy in the

past master in

English language,

Alice LaFurley, West Main street, was
the guest of Mrs. Percy Kneeland, Cape Jellison, from Wednesday until Saturday of last

If

GENERAL”
CONDITIONS

Miss

Ansel Mayo Lothrop, whose engagement
M. Heal, was recently announced has bargained for the Julia L. Chenery

The Ambassadors of the Entente Powers spent hours struggling with the unfortunate phrase regarding the objects
as stated by the two sides and to nave
cabled every assurance that the President did not mean what the strict grammatical construction makes him appear
to say.
President
Wilson’s admirers have
was

Mrs. H. E Small, West Main street*
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Humiston
at “The Stockton” on New Year’s Day.

to Miss Marian

President's Note to Germany:

of the

em-

are

FARMERS

Have

per year.

account, which provides the bond of mutual assistance.

U. S. Bonds to secure Circulation.
U. S. Bonds to secure U. S. Deposits.
Due from U. S. Treasurer, 5 °!o Fund.
Due from Banks.
105,472.47
Cash on hand.
74,484.96

at pres-

TRAVELERS’ CHECKS

of the strongest.

we can assist in that (ojr oasis on suen loans is oil
per cent ot the vamp r,<
■f to engage in any other undertaking we extend such credit as
your reswarrants; but in and through it all, we come back to the association „t

Banking House.

Dr. and

Thanksgiving,

January 1, 1917.

-$2,116,613.39

Dr.

of citi-

the next three months will be most critical for the United States,” and of the

use

on

oti-iinnr

tributed to the Home since

Washington special says tiiat “it is
realized in the highest circles here that

claimed that he

string

for the gifts of $5 and $1 from friends.

A

the

a

Directors of the Home for Aged Women
at the January meeting last Tuesday evening
passed votes of thanks to all who had con-

troops,
border,

out

„ll

from

The

expensive business.

an

prize

their

Edward I. Littlefield, Church street, is

of Business

ASSETS
Loans and Discounts.$1,058,707.38
Bonds and Securities. 1,057,906.01

A New

ployed on Sears' Island cutting wocd
ent, coming home Saturday nights.

Beginning

At the

you know, is one
$5.00, $6.50 and $8.00

as

wait to meet

The City National Bank of Belfast

Maurice Carter of Toronto was tHe guest of
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Ellis, Church street, last
week.

Year’s party was given in the Universalist vestry Monday evening for the Sunday school. Sixty gifts were distributed, each

OUR SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT

STATEMENT OF CONDITION OF

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

year in.

new

I

,

City National Bank of Belfast

The

the whole system subnormal—below
par—weak and slow—blood depleted
thin, with that tired feeling, poor
appetite, delicate digestive power or
almost none at all.
.The ideal treatment Is
Hood's Sarsaparilla—thoroughly to
purify the blood and expel poisons, and
Peptiron Pills, the new pepsin, nux
arid iron tonic—to put power into the
blood, give strength, increase red corpuscles and restore normal ljealthtone.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has in forty
years won and held the favor of the
people, almost to the exclusion of other
sarsaparillas and blood purifiers.
Begin this course of medicine today.
Any druggist will supply you.
and

in

_

We say,

grip, hard colds, pneumonia,
fevers, diphtheria and other bloodpoisoning, prostrating diseases leave

Belfast.

in

—of

—

The

The Helping Hand Society of the Baptist
church will hold a social and entertainment in
ihe vestry Wednesday evening, Jan. 10th, at
7.bl) o’clock. Rsfreshments will be served.

For one square, one
.cvertisinu Terms.
lei. length in column, 26 cents for one week
n 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
no
buinscription Terms. In advance, $2.0U a
$1.00 for six months; 60 cents for three

bask*.

Coombs had charge
Sunday, one in North-

of three funerals last

C ..xitLES A. PILSBURY. f £$us;nes8 Manager.

year;
months.

paid $4,557.

unt

am

1,191)1

Taken from Annual Report January

Necessary to Overcome Impure and
Weak Condition of the Blood.

Undertaker Charles R.

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

PURITY AND POWER

report of the State pension agent gives
the number of pensioners in Waldo county as
The

bfijLFAST, THURSDAY. JAN. 4. 1917
Pl'HLISHFP

of Belfast.

The News

Republican Journal

The

To the German Peace Offer. It is Denounced as a War Manoeuvres Inadequate,
Empty and Insincere.
In reply to the proffer of Germany and her
allies for a peace conference, the entente allies,
in a collective note made public, Dec. 30th, declose that they "refuse to consider a proposal
which is empty and insincere." The allied
governments insist that no peace is possible so
long as they have not secured reparation for
violated rights and the free existence of small
states and have not brought about a settlement for the future security of the world.
The note declares that the proposal of the
central powers is not an offer of peace, but a
"war manoeuvre," It is declared to be founded
on "calculated misinterpretation of the character of the struggle in the past, the present and
the future."
The note does not specifically outline the definite war aims of any of the entente governments except Belgium.
Before the war, it is
pointed out, Belgium asked for nothing but to
live in harmony with her neighbors. Assailed
in spite of the treaties guaranteeing her inviolability, Belgium, the note says, has taken
up arms to defend her independence and ‘‘her

neutrality violated by Germany."
Belgium’s aim, which is declared to b6 the
only aim of her king and government, is described as "the re-establishment of peace and
justice. But they only desire peace which
would assure to their country legitimate reparation, guarantees and safeguards for the
*
future,"
The note, which is the joint act of Belgium
France, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Montenegro, Portugal, Roumania, Russia and Serbia,

I declares that the present strife was desired,
I provoked and declared by Germany and AustriaHungary and that Germany made no effort to
bring about a pacific solution of the trouble
between Serbia and Austria-Hungary, as did
Tells How to Make rlair C
Great Britain,
France and Russia. A peace
Lustrous on Bald and Tii
concluded upon the German id^a would be only
to the advantage of the central powers, says
Thousands of men and worn
j
the
war
caused
dethe note, while disasters
by
bald every day and don't k\
mand penalties, reparation and guarantees.
; why. This is indeed a pity, s
The German overtures are described as a
! ist, who states that bald i'
calculated attempt to influence the future
from carelessness.
course of the war and to end it by imposing a
The treatment is very aim;I
The overtures are also said to
German peace.
| dirt by shampooing every tei’. .1
have the effect of intimidating neutral public
the dandruff germs by frequ.i;
opinion as well as to stiffen opinion in the cen- i little of the real Parisian i?age,
tral powers, “worn out Dy economic pressure
I preparation that the best dn:.
and crushed by the supreme effort which has
leeommending as one of th
been imposed upon their inhabitants.”
safest treatments to surely sto;
“Finally,” it is asserted, “those overtures at- and falling hair, rem ive a!'.
tempt to justify in advance in the eyes of the 1 properly nourish and invigorat
world a new series of crimes—submarine warParisian Sage is also the
fare, deportations, forced labor and forced en- woman's favorite hair dresslistment of the inhabitants against their own | makes the hair seem twice a
;
countrymeitfand violations of neutrality.”
i gives it a softness and luster f

[

DON’T BE I
_

|

btate of Trade.

|

miration. A generous bottle
from a. A. Howes & Co., wh
you.

Trade.. Holiday influences, price uncertainties, car shortages and peace talk all
Lull in

Holimake for quiet end of a wonderful year.
day and retail trade break all records. Wholesale and jobbing distribution finish an unprecedented year. Industry at full capacity
despite holiday observances. Car shortages
acute. Iron furnaces, coal mines, lumber mills

and general industry affected. Collections
good. Record clearings for year. Speculative
commodity markets unsettled by peacej talk.
Stocks lower,—Bradstreets’ Dec, 30th.

Mr Frsiiricl 11.
OH NEW LONDON.

j

|

l

receive pupils in Piano iterpretation, Organ, also coacho *
and opera, after Jan. 1st. Addree>
Searsport, Me., P. 0. Box
Will

4wlp

Wmff

There

ftews of Belfast.
in Bath, where he has
inborn is

W

^■^(ity

Monday after

began last

sC“u

■»<,7h

Kiltredge,
„f the

verely sprained his wrist.

K, gl

district deputy presi| |! ,wker,
of Maine, will
p.b kail Assembly
to install the officers of

1

prj,|ay
She will be assisted by Mrs

the past
folaohlia H'd next week, and the
"V
shall print Mrs. Thomas B..
-sting paper, “The City Care
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.ckiand Courier-Gazette.
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B

Bangs has taken the office
k recently occupied by Dr.

Harry

B^ t’nsnn, audwhich

he recently bought,

,e

1®

hard traveling the Rockland

me
t

to

me

last

Heliast

weeK

to

better
r

tnc

10

Friday

a. m.

for

was

a

city team and a few firewould have cost at

-.oral alarm

is

instant relief in

wearing the famous

Ground Gripper

recently
Capt. F. L.
schooner, originally

illis &

V*

Guy

This

■

;i 48 tons,

's'

was

to

snipbrokers

built at Bel-

was

years ago she

,•

wrecked

was

bought by Capt. R. W.

was

had her repaired on the mare named her for his two

I

P
rear of
rifle pracd liiat H. C. Buzzell was takhickens and ducks until V

lilted up

a

in the

room

Main street for

.r,

v

ci

front end

out

won

Raymond

-men as

R.

against
Sherman,

!

i.ufus Mayo, Dr. O. S. Vickery,

|

i:etail Dry Goods Association
ior meeting last Thursday afening at the Augusta House,
a
>rge attendance of represen-

and others.

j

all

>m

the State and many

over

to the association .were

lance

H. H. Coombs and
f this city attended the meeting
nt at the banquet in the even-

f

sessions.

ly

»

Capt. and Mrs. C. Y.
spt. and Mrs. Christopher Young

[

\\ -tiding of

|

anniversary
Searsport

veil the 50th
tneir home

ii

r,-

of their
avenue,

.Sunday, Dec. 31st, with a simple
their only
jg which included
Edwin P. Frost, and her husCottrell would not consent to a

v

b:

on

»

elebration. She provided an exinner and was very much sur-

l
j

qualiy pleased,

to think

that

so

ibered the event with gifts, postals
which came from friends near by
S ri nt, Massachusetts and Canada.

g:

is

the

of

son

the

Capt.

late

>ung and

Mary Ann Lucas Cot*
uttrell is Clara E., the daughNathaniel and Rachel Pottle
Their marriage
,d.'i Northport.
<

;

t home of the officiating clergy.0 Thomas, pastor of the Baptist
11, 1«66. They were attended by
Misses Ellen Kr.owlton and Sarah
q both since deceased.
They

|
;f
J

1

Belfast, for about 33 years

st

comfortable

t

East Belfast and

m

-wn

■

attrac-

they built. Capt. Cottrell

cn

d

and

the Bradman

as

born

was

house, not

They had two
died in infancy, and

present residence.

Eilen, who
-ite,

has lived

useful, thoughtful

a

whom it

of

Edwin P. Frost,

Mrs.

now

be

can

truthfully

‘‘the salt of the earth

Methodist,

She is

Worn*

member of the

a

1'emperance Union and of the
Aged Women Association.
i-caouic

in

ne

from

tu

iier

iu

trouble.
a

most

when

uuu

Capt. Cottrell
successful

early boyhood
and

uui

he

career

accompanied

21

years of age he
the schooner Tarry

command,
had charge of the schooner
>f
and the well-known schooner
'vis, named for the wife of the late
!
‘avis, was built for him at Belfast
•M
last command was the schooner
•'

ne

n

was

lost

on

trip

in

which

--

J

*

home.

and
‘-s

in

three

days

his

vessel, the
driven under bare poles to sea,
shore that he was three weeks
For several days the crew lived

k

The

greater part of his trips
Indies, but he made two
When in the coastwise trade

W est
d,a:v‘
1

t

quently accompanied by his wife
:er.
The Journal, with many other
ends congratulations,with the wish

Mrs. Cottrell maylive to
rTl“re anniversaries.
and

er

joy

A

shoes?

If you don’t believe it ask “your neighbor.” For by the number
of pairs we are selling it
would almost seem as if
every other person in Bel-

send notice of

fast are

members.

Mrs. Margaret S. Vinal entertained the S. S.
Club last Monday evening. A picnic supper
was served, followed by auction.
Mrs. Lynwood B. Thompson wou the first prize, a bronze
calendar, and Miss Leverne Whitten the consolation. Ii Was voted to make Mrs. Jessie Hart
Allen and Miss Annette Holt members of the
duj> and they will b9 initiated at its next
S.

[i
o

The North Church Guild was entertained
Years night at the home of Mrs. Clyde
B. Holmes, with Mrs. H. L. Kilgore and Miss
Clara Rs Steward as hostesses. Confectionery
and nuts were served. It was voted to assist
the Circle in the annual supper this, Thursday. evening, to have a Guild picnic supper in
a few weeks, and a
Japanese party at Easter.
The Guild members are working on socks for
the French army. The next
meeting will be
with Mrs. B. O. Norton, Mrs. Leroy W.
New

per

6 p.

Strnnf

their indebtedness to delinquent

|

One of the

Join‘and get

most

possible and therefore will hold it
the church, and free, Everybody welcome.
public

as

renovating and improving the tenements
Williamson’s
listory says: “The brick block on i'.lain street,
iow (1875) owned by Woods.Mathews & Baker,
?as built in 1823 by Captain David Whittier
nd Captain, now Admiral, Joseph Smith, both
hen residents here. The northerly store was
irst occupied by the builders, the southerly,
•y John Clark, who now lives in China, Michi;an. The two upper stories were finished into

in

iow

annual meeting of the Ladies’ Sewing
Circle of the North Congregational church
was held
Wednesday afternoon. Decamber
27th, at the home of Mrs, Clara M. Morison,
The annual reports
with a good attendance.
Officers were elected
were very satisfactory.
for the ensuing year as follows: Mrs. Charles
A. Pilsbury, president; Mrs. Clarence O. Poor
and Mrs. Mary C. Mansfield, vice presidents;
Mies Carrie M. Cutter, secretary; Miss Mabel
R. Mathews, treasurer. It was voted to serve
a supper in the vestry this, Thursday, evening, the night of the annual meeting of the
The

church and

parish

are

parish,

welling

was

•hales & Son, successors to Woods, Mathews
i Baker.
The block in 60, 62 and 64 Main
treet. At No. 60 is Frank A. Nye, undertaker;

made

Jo. 62 is the entrance to the

tenements; and «t
Jo.64 is Walker H. Coombs,dealer in antiques,
urios and second hand furniture. In the second
tory are two three-room tenements and in the
hird story,two six-room tenements. The rooms

a party was given in
of James H. Howes’ dry goods
store in honor of one of the clerks, Mrs Eva
Coombs Brown, whose marriage to Albe^ E.
Hutchins is to take place soon. At 6 o’clock a
chafing dish supper was served, Miss Alice
Aborn, Miss Florence Brown and the truest of
honor cooking creamed chicken and Welsh
rarebit, which were accompanied by hot rolls,
olives, ice cream and cake and coffee. Mrs.
Brown was presented with a handsome framed
picture, The Coliseum, Mr. Howes making

the

room

presentation speech

large and airy, and open at
he rear upon the flat roof of an extension
vhich is used for drying clothes, etc. All the
this

n

story

enements

open fireplaces.
the spacious attic, which is not

n

in behalf of her fel-

fireplaces
partitioned

two

ff, and from the end windows there is an exview of the bay which takes in Turtle
tead. There is a rear as well as front entrance

The regular meetng of the Women’s Alliance of the First Parah was held last Thursday afternoon at the
>ar8onage. Mrs. Arthur Ritchie read Keligi ous Intelligence, and after the business ses-

E. Clark

on Socialism.

ion, Rev. A. E. Wilson gave a talk on “Socialand Its Status After the War.” He deI nied socialism a a national
ownership of the
neans and sources of production
and the
equal distribution of the benefits to all. This
vas illustrated by public schools and highways, municipal water-works and
lighting
ing; press correspondent, Mrs. Georgia W.
jlants, and our national Post Office system,
Juan; patriotic instructor, Mrs. Edith Danjermany was referred to as a country that
forth; guide, Mrs. Mabel Webber; assistant lad largely nationalized itself, but under autoguide, Mrs, Gladys Ramsey; color bearers, cratic military control instead of democratiMertie Brown and Elizabeth Phillips. The
cally, Its remarkable efficiency as shown by the
Auxiliary Sewing Circle presented Mrs. Cook war was due to this phase of Germany’s nationwith a cut glass flower basket in appreciation
al ’ife.
To cope with it England and France,
of her services for four years. The Auxiliary
‘specially the former, found it necessary to
and SonE presented Mrs. Whiting with a foun- nationalize their industrial life. England soon
tain pen, and Mrs. R. M. Carter with a silver
nut all the railroads under government con•pie knife for her services as musician. The trol, also many factories, and mines, regulated
Sewing Circle gave the Auxiliary $15 for a
nrices, and otherwise made all things work toChristmas

,

sm

gether collectively for the benefit of the whole

present.

j

nation.

Sale

DO NOT FORGET THE
NINE CENT SALE AT

CARLE & JONES’

Dry Goods Store
Saturday, January
Cc
Monday,

6
8

Very truly,

CARLE & JONES.

men

in the trenches

>f

aim, and
togetherness.

>e

content to go back to the former

common

Cent

The

whenever State road

Many are wearing the famous Ground Gripper
shoes, but there are others no doubt who are

suffering

from foot troubles who

are

not

aware

that instant relief may be had by buying a
pair of these shoes at The Dinsmore Store,
which has the exclusive sale-Carle & Jones
will have a dress goods sale beginning Jan. 9th
and continuing 14 days, when they will give a
discount of 20 per cent on all wool dress goods.
....Girl or woman wanted for general housework. Apply at 116 Waldo
Avenue_Dr.^CS, Webber is at his dentist rooms in Masonic
Temple every day during business hours...
Housemaid wanted by Mrs. M. L. Slugg, 32
Church street.Annual meeting Stockton
Springs Water Co. at 12.30 p. m., Jan. 16th
Annual meeting Stockton Springs Trust Co. at
10 a. m. Jan. 16th-Sheriffs sale at 10 a. m.
Jan. 30th at the office of Walter A. Cowan in
...

Winterport_Professional card of Prof. F. R.
SweetBer of Searsport-For the next 30
days J. W. Ferguson & Co. will give a discount
of 20 per cent
over

are

j

to

be discussed.

called for

have

developed

have

a new

10

a.

m.,

building

or

finally adjourned

Hamburgs.
TERMS CASH.

J. W.
AlphonsoC. Collins,

I

From

ind for

3 -l«’s.

Saturday, Matinee and Evening
VA1.ESKA SURAH in

Feature.

is open for

horses from the battle-

crippled
Referring to the

I

have friends in

!

j

1917

Win. M, Thayer

!

Business

Manager

llness. She was thirteen years, six months
ind twenty-five days old; too young to leave
is.

en-

gagements for

Journal's

Rouen, France, whose

rox terrier is 17 1-2 and another friend in New

fork whose dog will be Id in January.
iroken hearted.”

vsoiomai

I

am

i neaxrs

ONE DAY ONLY

FflIDAY, JIN. 5,

WANTED

MATINEE AND EVENING.

AHERICA’S POPULAR

Mary
In

a

STaR

Mrs. M. L. SLUGG,

Pickford

32 CHURCH STREET

beautiful production of

her latest triumph,

Belfast Water

a

wonderful

photo play.

j

Prices, 600 Seats,

15c.

100 Reserved Seats,

25c.

STORAGE

an

Company

Whereas the Belfast Water Company has increased its rates to Individuals from Jan. 1,
•1917; and whereas, the City G -vernment, believing the said increase to be e -ntrary to contract, has under advisement and investigation
the justice and legality of said increase.
I, therefore, as Mayor of Belfast, deem it
my duty to suggest to the Citizens that in paying their Water Tax they do so under prv>tes»
as to said increase until the City Government
is able to determine the permanency of said
increase, which determination will be brought
about ..s quickly as possible and within a limited time at the most.
W. K. KEENE.
Mayor of Belfast.

WANTED
girl or woman for general housswork in a
family of two. Not high wages but an easy
position. Apply at
4
ltf
116 Waldo Avenue.
A

J

PACKING

Wednesday Even'ng

OF

GAIL KANE in
“THE SCARLET

just

Matinee 2 30.
Evening 7.00 and 8.30

"THE STRAIGHT WAY.”
A Wiiliar.i Fox Feature.

World

letter

time has been actively engaged
a society that cares for the

seven-reel

Moments of the Tenderest Romance and
Scenes of Thrilling Adventure.

_Paramount Feature

some

Selected all star cast in

Funny Situations,

Tuesday Evening
“HUSBAND and WIFE”

a

contributor. Mrs.

III

House, C&.T^

✓

Monday Evening

In

Animals.

valued

THE

veloped into double pneumonia and our sweet
larling died in our arms after seventeen days

Bloomfieid, N. J. 16-10

UAMPRESENTS
John Barrymore
in “NEARLY A KING11

“THE ROAD TO LOVE”

of

our

publication
jf her animal stories Mrs. Favre says: “I hope
it may tend to make people more kind.
Animals are always the victims of men I find.
Even the best loved of them.
We err through
ignorance or arrogance. I am in deep grief
vaving just lost my own dearly cherished lit:le dog, our Follette (Hearts Delight) who
travelled in twenty different countries with
is safely and happily.
Then I took her to
I‘ delearby Geneva and she eaueht a chill

for bronchial troubles than
any other one medicine.
It contains no alcohol.

hrom the Princess “Zin Zin.”

Lover

from

wounded and

scorn
EMULSION

“CONEY ISLAND PRINCESS”

j

urg

the work of

n

The irritating, tickling cough
affects the lung tissue and
wears down nature’s
power to
resist disease germs.

Friday Evening

c

jrace C. D. Favre, the writer of a series of
\nioi9l Stories recently published in The
lournal, she tells of the loss of a pet drg, Mrs.
Favre is temporarily residing in Switzerland

Bronchitis or Tonsilitis

Fenwick and Owen Moore in

a

■eceived

MA Y BRING

Scott & Bowne,

his bean in

Atlantic-Pacific Company j
in Concord, N. H., returned home Monday to
tike charge of the local store of this company
Mr. Nickerson of Bangor,
Main street.
on
l jrnoe'ly here, has been transferred to Dexter

lift CHEST COLD

|

vio

Ferguson & Co.

of the store of the

at 1 30 p.

OATH’’

one

WANTED

Household Goods

At the Waldo County General Hospital a
Gioods packed, stored or shipped by our expert
! young woman for the training school and
packers. Estimates given by calling.
for the vacancy the tirst of February.
hospital,
[I For
particulars apply to
Home

spirit

It is doubtful if they will

Furnishing

haphazard

of “go-as-you-please” individualism. An
ncreasing number of English writers recognize that a great social reorganization will
:ake place after the war. It will come, but as
3. G. Wells’ say8, perhaps “clumsily and ungraciously.” If in self defense the nations of
Europe become more nationalized and socialzed, Mr. Wilson said that our own country
would have to do so, too. The old order of inlividualism and capitalism has had its day,
chis war has made that plain, and the new
>rder is for more socialism, not less. This,
rhursday, afternoon the Alliance will meet
with Mrs. William B. Swan, High street, to
lew on the shirts and slings for the Red Cross,
which have been furnished by the Bangor
branch. The next regular meeting of the Alliance will be held with Mrs. James C. Durham, on Jan. 11th, when Mrs. Eugene L. StevS s is to have a paper on Salem, and Miss
Frances Chase will give Religious Intelligence.

We shaM give a di3cejnt of 20 °7o on
Dress Trimmings and Braids, All-Over
Laces, Lace edges of all kinds and

was

AN

Irene

g

For the Next 30 Days

maintenance

The meeting, which

TONIGHT ONLY—TWO SHOWS—7.00 AND 8.30 P. M.,

with

^

Discount Sale

l

Replete

Company

BELFAST, MAINE,

|

m.

pared to give better service than ever before
1917 and wishes its patrons a
happy and
prosperous New Year-Capt. and Mrs. C. Y.
Cottrell publish a card of thanks.

Belfast Opera

Waldo Trust

]

on dress trimmings and braids,
laces, lace edges of all Kinds and
Hambiirgs. Terms cash-Don't forget the
9-cent sale at Carle & Jones Saturday, Jan.
6th and Monday, Jan. 8th—two days only, with
bargains for everybody....Wanted at the suppresses the cold, allays the inWaldo County hospital, a young woman for flammation, steadily removes the
the training school. Particulars of Miss Mina irritation and rebuilds the resistive
j
Valentine, Supt.Mrs. O. L, Staples, Mr. power to prevent lung trouble.
and Mrs. C, M. Webb publish a card of thanks.
SCOTT’S has done more
-The Penobscot Bay Electric Co. is pre1

all

join.

o

some beautiful scenes of Yellowwill complete this feature program.
Friday evening, Irene Fenwick and Owen
Moore are offered in a surprising and
unique
Paramount Feature, “A Uoney Island Princess,” an adaptation of the well known play
“The Princess Zin Zin.” For
Saturday, mati-

in

the tenements.

,o

Marie Sholes, Mrs. Georgia Hoffses and Earle

A.

are

ended

Braley.
of

with sinks and toilets

There

A Talk

Auxiliary

provided

Mr.

ire

clerks.

The

are

are

Knowlton is having them papered
nd painted throughout. In many of the rooms

nd

Cards followed, the prize, a piece
of Nippon china, going to Miss Aborn. The
others present were Mibb Maude Russell, Miss
Emma Hichborn, Miss Maude Matthews, Miss
low

occupied by

first

northerly store, prior to Mr. Knowlton’s
uying the property, was occupied by L T.

Friday evening

Last

were

he

chairman of the supper committee.

the show

houses and

dessrs. Whittier and Clark,” The southerly
tore has had several tenants since 1875, but

to which all members of the

invited.and Mrs. Pilsbury

the second and third stories.

n

your tnends to

of

Notices have been issued for a meeting of
legislative committee of the State Board
< f Trade, to be held at 10.30
Wednesday mornNew Year’s
was read by Miss Ginn.
ng, Jan. 10, 1917, at the Augusta House. Unity,
The vegetables were in generous quantities
Ella Wheeier Wilcox were read
Resolutions
by
I 4orris L. Slugg of this city is a member of the
and were sufficient for several dinners.
•by Miss Stoddard. The February meeting will nee and
ommittee.
evening a strong and powerful Fox
be held with Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, who will
A sewing meeting under the direction of the
feature, “The Straight Way,’’with the internaDr. C. W. Steward had quitfc an experience be assisted by Mrs. Clara H Seekins.
Benevolent Committee of the Women’s Allitional star, Valeska Suratt, in the lead will be
nswering a call to Lincol iville Beach Monday
ance of the First Parish, Unitarian, will take
ifter the big snow storm. The roads were not
Thf. County Officers. The county officers the main attraction.
of
home
Mrs.
William
at
the
B.
Swan, >»*oken out as the snow drifted in as fast as it took the oaths of office Monday, Jan. 1st, and
place
ould be shovelled out. No team had betn
A Good Roads Meeting.
In answer to a
High street, this Thursday, afternoon at 2
h rough. The doctor secured a good team and entered upon their duties. Sheriff .'rank A. call
Shirts and slings will be made to asby the county commissioners a meeting
o’clock.
term
with
an
his
third
enviIriver and they undertook the trip. In many
Cushman began
was held in the grand jury ro< m at the Court
sist in the work of thf» Red Cross, and several
laces they were obliged to go far out into able record for
efficiency in the past. Clifford )
1 ields and many times the driver had to
house Thursday morning, Dec 28th, to discuss
of the Alliance members are knitting socks.
go
succeeded himself as
.head and break a road for the horse but by J. Pattee of Belfast
road matters
About 40 leading men of the
Miss Grace H. Hayes received a telegram
ouch walking and some shovelling they firailv county treasurer, and Walter A. Cowan of
were
present, including Senator
r^t through and the doctor was able to attend
his second term as county
entered
cuuiihuu nroiners oi
upon
LVionuay noun iiuui uic
Winterport
Charles M. Conant and three representativesns patient.—Camden Herald.
able
and
efficient
in
New York stating that sch Rachel M. Stevens,
attorney—both
county
eleet.
The call was read by County CommisOf the Christmas eve observances in Wal- their respective positions. Harry E. Bings,
of which her father, Capt. J. 0 Hayes is in ;
sioner Peter Harmon of Thorndike, who was
James
E.
succeeded
1
been
Libby made
command, had
reported that morning off ham. Mass., a local newspaper says: “Ar- Esq., of Searsport
permanent chairman, and H. C.‘ Buzzeil
cher unit achieving success was the Uri- of Unity as Judge of Probate, and Charles E.
Delaware capes. A letter was received from
was made secretary.
Two methods.of raising
rersalist chorus led by Mrs. Florida McKeen Johnson of Belfast succeeded Arthur W. LeonCapt. Hayes Tuesday p. m., but gave no par
funds for State roads were fully discussed—
< Chamberlain.
Mrs. Chamberlain always works ard of Morrill as Register of Probate. Dr. A.
ticulars although he said he could write a
that of a bond issue and by the mill-tax.
Ail
vith method and determination, two qualities A Small of Freedom succeeded Peter A. Harnewspaper full.
present were cpposed to a further bond issue,
hat are largely accountable for what she mon of Thorndike on the board of county
and many were dissatisfied with the mill tax.
The meeting of the Men’9 Club of the First
ccomplished late Sunday afternoon. Her commissioners The clerk of courts, George but after a
Parish, announced for this, Thursday, evening
lengthy discussion it was decided
of
and
Edward
A.
deeds,
I. Keating,
register
ompany met at half past-four, and in an
that the mill tax was the better method of the
has been changed to Friday evening at 8
j iour’6 time sang to fourteen “shut-ins,” at Evans, were elected two years ago for a term
two, and should be adopted. Universal dissato’clock.
It will be held in the Unitarian
( welve different places.
Friends joined the of four years.
isfaction with the patrol system was expresschurch and will be open to all, men and woJ mit as it made its way towards Beaver Brook,
The speaker is a Mexican teacher who
The City National ed, and it was the unanimous sentiment of the
men.
New Advertisemens.
nd at its final station the group numbered
is spending the winter studying in Boston,
bank publishes a statement of its condition at meeting that the cost of the State road build{ bout thirty persons.
A automobile followed
and he will present Mexico’s problems from
the beginning of business Jan. 1, 1917, with ing the past year had been too great, that
j t over nearly the entire route, so delighted
of interest to its stockholders, there had been too muclv red tape, and too
the native point of view. He has also been in
} [rare its occupants with the
effect of the other matter
It was the
business men. and the public gen- much expense for engineering.
Villa’s and Carranza’s armies. He comes well y o’ces in the
depositors,
wintry air,”
recommended as an interesting speaker. This
erally_You can join the Waldo Trust Co’s voice of the meeting that the county commissioners be notified by the representatives-elect
The “Whittier Block.” One of the oldest Christmas Club for 1917 at any time up to Jan.
is a rare opportunity to the people of Belfast,
and recognizing this fact, the officers of the 1 usiness blocks in the city recently became 31st. It insures you money for next Christ- of Waldo county of the time and place of
he property of Charles E. Knowlton, who is mas, for taxes, insurance, etc, Join now....
Men’s Club desire to make the meeting as
hearing at the next session of the legislature,
* he

any time up to

stone Park

and have it

turnips, onions, cranberries, dates, orapgep,
bananas, mincemeat, jelly and one dozen eggp.

join

can

January 31, 1917.

cartoons and

instructed *o procure the marker
in readiness to be placed in the
spring. A paper on "Philanthropic American
Women,” written by Mrs. E. F, Stevens of
were

You

g

photoplay offerings, headed by the
The January meeting of John Cochran
world famous John Barrymore in a
comedyChapter, D. A. R, was held Monday even- drama of
romance and adventure,
“Nearly a
ing with their regent, Miss Amy E. Stodwill be presented tonight at two shows,
King,”
dard, who was assisted by Mrs. Amos Clement
7.00 and 8 30 p m. “Nearly a
King” gives
as hostess.
Miss Isabel Ginn was made a
John Barrymore a wider field for the
display
for
committee
markthe
State
member of
of his unique comedy talents and
amazing
ing historic spots. Miss Ginn and Mrs. E.
versatility than any other photoplay in which
S. Pitcher, the special committee for marking
he has appeared.
The Hearst News comedy
the John Cochran homestead on Northport
avenue,

Open for Membership Dec. 16

end Mias Manda R

Belfast Ope&a House.

pleasing

T

Insures you money for Christmas next year,
for Taxes, Insurance, your Winter’s
Coal Bill, and other purposes.

==

meeting.

Other orders for food may be left
m.
Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades, telephone 1432.
Orders for Saturday should be placed Friday and all special orders placed early. Mrs.
Amos Clement was made chairman of a committee to make articles for the French small
hospitals. It was voted that the secretary
to

only by

family at the Home for Aged Women
were made happy with a New Years dinner
contributed by the Once in Awhile Club. The
basket contained two chickens, potatoes, beets,

$1.50

guest* at her
home on Congress street last Friday from 3 to
5 p. m. Sandwiches, olives and cake were
served Miss Avis M. Morison poured coffee
and Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes tea. Mrs. Dinsmore’s little daughter Ruth assisted in receiving in the hall.

—

with

wearing them.

For sale

room

delightful

gfw • meat

tEimble partjT to ifilut thirty

A DVERTISED Letters. The following letters
remained unclaimed in the Belfast post office
tor the week ending Jan. 2, 1917: Ladies
Mrs. Mae Dunlap. Miss Ethel Hall, Mr9. Elizabeth F. Libbey. Mrs. E Johnson Murdock.
Gentlemen—Frenchboro Land & Fisheries Co
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Howes, Kelley Brothers.

the elected officers
ly installed for the Gircle,
the following appreviously published, and
pointed officers: secretary, Mrs. Abbie PutMrs. Harriet
conductor,
assistant
man;
Coombs; assistant guard, Mrs, Viola Downs.
Alice
Two members were initiated—Mrs.
Grant and Mrs. Alice Saunders. L. C. Putman,
past commander, very ably installed the officers of the Post.including the adjutant, Thomas Gannon; sergeant major, L. O. White, and

evening and
It was voted to- keep the
$1 per afternoon.
club room open Saturdays in January from 2

first, and all were surprises. The afternoon
was spent socially.
The guests were Mrs
Herbert L. Seekins, Mrs. Everett Hamilton,
Mrs. Fhed R. Poor, Misses Flcrence E. Dunton
and Amy E. Stoddard.

-i-:-

Nine

invited guests.

as

rental of the club

Mrs.

In all his

‘ay’s sail of Delaware Breakwater at

were

'-,ar|e
r.
presided.
Essie
tendance. Mrs.
Mrs. L. A Hammons, Misses Alberta Farnham, Florence D. Chaples, Florence M. Brown
and Leverne Whitten were elected to membership. It was voted to make the price of

Camp, S of V.,
:a: ng life he never lost a man or had
held a very interesting meetiug last Monday
cident to his vessel. He was an evening, when the following officers were inavigator and always used good
stalled by Mrs. Anna Huntley of Rockland,
His two most serious experiences Division installing officer:
President, Miss
record hurricane many years ago1 Bessie Hubbard; vice president, Mrs. Ada Rob■'
Mexico and in the blizzard of bins; chaplain, Mrs. Rose York; treasurer, Mrs.
He was Nina D. Cook; secretary, Mrs. Ethel S. Whitmany lives were lost.
remained at

1

a

bers of the Circle

followed. Mrs
joint installation of the officers
Mary Pendleton,pest president, veryimpressive-

W. Hassan.
quartermaster sergeant, A.
The January meetiog of the Woman's Club
afternoon with a good atwas held

The

f

Mrs. A. F. Richards his been coaflnad «a hfi
home on Cedar street the pest ten weeks, bat
is rapidly improving.
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., served a
when memclam chowder at noon Tuesday,

Tuesday

wOU, nvu,

condition.

the
f

rnuajr cveum^,

Leslie C. Follett entertained WednesA covered dish lunch was
day afternoon.
served at 1 30, each guest bringing her contribution, covered. The hot ones were opened

the Kilgore house on Bridge
tenement occupied by Ralph
This call,
A-as no damage.
of late, was promptly re-

there

Elon B. Gilchrest, chairman of the financia
committee of the Municipal Christmas tree
fund, reports between $50 and $60 to be turned
The
over to the Associated Charity fund.
setting, guying and lighting of the tree was
done by the Penobscot Bay Electric Co. for

$25.

at

P1'

ueiu

game in

the cup contest.
f eight games remain to be
will take place when the

;

^

repair

renovate and

wil1

«

those sen-

The first of a series of six subscription cotillion parties was held in Memorial hall last
Friday from 8 to 11 p. m., with about 25
couples present. McKeen’s orchestra of Jnree
pieces furnished music. The next will be

,)imors has bought from Fred
;he fast pacer Altissmus and
me over on the boys when it
...sedway racing. He ia ready

c

V|

ungainly joints,

M. Randall, Morris L.
Slugg, William H. Hall and Irving T. Dinsmore went to the Randall cottage, The Hermitage, Pitcher’s pond, Saturday, to remain
over New Years day and were joined Sunday
by Herbert T. Field,

Bowker.
review of
,rn8i’e annual

have those

to

sitive corns and those tender callous places, when

William

Messrs.

P.

B^"
W

ashamed

Mrs. Basil Allen was seriously ill the past
week with mastoid trouble and at present is
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Hart,
Mr. Allen left Monday on his first trip on the
road for the firm of Swan-Whitten-Bickford
Co.

re8ult

S

Aren't You

Charles F. Thompson, senior member of the
firm of C. F. Thompson & Co., has sold his interest to his partner, B. H. Mudgett, who will
continue the business. Mr. Thompson has not
announced his plans for the future.

a

BjTpher

B^'
•B(~

quorum at the school commit-

call of the chairman.

B. H. S. ’16. hae
Coe-Mortimer Co.
»nd unit clerk.
carrying his left hand in
yiVll.
of a fall in post office

^9,-'

wu no

meeting, called for last Friday evening,
and it will be held some time in January at the
tee

vays

I

carle & jones’

Co.,

BELFAST, MAINE.

I wish to inform the public and my patrons
in particular that I am at my dental parlors in
Masonic .Temple during business hours and
will be pleased to welcome all who call.
lml
DR. ERNEST S. WEBBER

Beginning Jan. 9th, Continuing

CARD OF THANKS
Capt and Mrs. C. Y. Cottrell wish to express their sincere thanks for the many kind
words of greeting they received on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of their marriage
Belfast. Dec. 31. 1916.
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Razor Blades to me to be sharpened better than new.
Single edge, Buch as
Gems, 25c.
Gillettes, 35c; Durham Duplex
50c. per dozen. C. E.
72 Main street

Belfast, Me.

HUMPHREYS*

The President’s Note.
What at.

English

Churchman

Says.

LONDON, Dec. 25. The dean of Westminster, Right Rev. Herbert Edward

Ryle, preaching

in

the

Abbey today,

said:

resolve, God helping us, to
overthrow military brigandage in Eu“It is

our

rope, to rescue the liberties and homes
of the desolated countries, to obtain foi
those people reparation for their wrongs
and for humanity lasting securities
against a recurrence of aggressive violence and crime.
“It is true that the President of the
United States after two years of study
of the question and innumerable notes
seems to believe that the object of the
two groups of belligerents is the same.
He knows that Germany refused arbitration, declined a conference and rejected every overture to prevent war.
“He knows that his own coun rymen
have poured money like water to assist
the destitute and outraged remnants of
the little Belgian people wt.ose treaty
rights were violated and whose frontiers
were invaded before war was declared.
He knows of the infractions of The
Hague conventions, which the American
people have studiously promoted.
“He knows of all the details of the organized atrocities reported upon in strict
He knows of the sinking of

inquiries.

me
uie unarmea passenger snips, use
Lusitania and Arabia, without notice or
of
the
murder
warning. He knows of
Capt. Fryatt, of the nocturnal deportations of Belgians and French into slavery. He knows of German connivance at
Armenian massacres.
“And yet he is of the opinion that the
Nations nho are leagued to disarm this
evil demoniac of National militarism
have the same extreme in vi< w as the
perpetrators of these historic crimes.
“President Wilson has either in a fit
of mental aberration sent the wrong note
or tie has entirely misapprehended „tne
'.European situation.
“These tilings are black and vile. The
very thought of them on Christmas Day
makes one shudder. Does anyone supthat peace would be honorable
pose
which regarded the assailants and the
defenders of humanity as having in view
What kind of unity of
the same ends?
extreme do you expect between wolves
and sheep dogs over the fleeces of torn

lambs?

“Peace on the basis of such a hypothesis would he only an armistice giving an
exhausted foe a much needed interva
for recuperation before renewing his insatiable passion for the hegemony of tiie
world and the destruction of his rivals
with a savage war.”

Right to “Abandon
Dispute
Our Historic Policy of isolation.”
President’s

Further indication that President WilBon’s peace note
insofar as it foreshadows the entrance
of the United States into an international
league to enforce peace, will be the subject of a sharp controversy in Congress,
came today, when Congressman John J.
Rogers of Massachusetts, a Republican
member of the House Committee on
Foreign Affairs, addressed a letter to
Mr. Lansing, Secretary of State, demanding that he answer certain questions as to the intentions of the Administration in this regard.
Mr. Rogers does not believe that President Wilson has the right without the
consent of Congress to overturn the
traditional policy of isolation which this
country has maintained Bince the days of
George Washington, especially when the

Washington, Dec. 25.
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Witch Hazel
Bleeding, Itching

or

Burning.

One application brings relief.
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, at
all druggists or mailed.
Send Free Sample of Oil to

for infants and Chiidren.

Secretary Lansing:
“In a statement given to the press or
Saturday last and described as ‘8 official,
to

the .view is set forth that the Rresidenl
has the power to commit this country tc
the abandonment of our historic policy
of isolation from entangling alliances
without asking the consent of anyone,
The statement
even of the Senate.
further indicates, however, that the
President’s present plans contemplate
treaty alliances with Foreign Nations
and that these treaties would require the
consent of the Senate.
“As a|member of the Committee or
Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives 1 beg to propound to you the

following

query:
“Does the Administration hold that by
treaty or otherwise, without the consent
ot the Congress, it has the power to com
mit the United States to membership lr
an armed international league to enforce

peace?

As a representative in Congress of a
community I woulc
great industrial
further ask: ‘Does the Administrator
hold that by treaty or otherwise without
the consent of the Congress it has the
power to commit the United States tc
membership in an armed international
league to enforce peace under an agreement which would require us to arbitrate
before a foreign tribunal our right to exclude Chinese or Japanese cheap labor?’

"

Humphreys* Homeo. Medicine
L5G William Street. New York.

Company.

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s

SICK ANIMALS

Brought Aboul
President’s Offer.

German

Threats

Editor Brooklyn Daily Eagle: Youi
editorials on taking Secretary Lansing tc
task for his “on the verge of war, which
he afterward retracted, were justly called for.
But now the cat is out of the
bag. Germany evidently has again snap-

nnci

in IVA e

Wllurtn^u

■foots

tirnK.

Tbe
the submarine question.
President’s cold and selfish note is the
result. See how it has been received in
Berlin and Vienna, with rejoicing; how
Hall Caine answers it from England with
How selfish Mr. Wilson must
sorrow.
seem to the Allies, who are suffering
such untold slaughter, when he writes
about our neutrality, alongside of their
frightful woes!
Prussian domination feeds on slavery.
We see actual slavery for Belgians, but
a touch of it already extends around the
world.
We have felt it. Mr. Wilson
tries to keep it to himself, but it is the
crack of the slaver’s whip that prevents
this Administration from showing its
hand.
We are not on the verge of war
now any more than we have been. When
Carranza can outbluff this Administration, the crack of the slaver’s whip can
only cause another note of humiliation.
Mr. Wilson’s note has caused rejoicing
in Berlin-. Count von Bernstorff shows
his satisfaction. Now, he says, we can
have a conference. A conference with
whom? The slave driver who lays his
whip upon the table? That will not be
acceptable by David Lloyd-George, who
patterns after our own Abraham Lincoln, whose famous words he quotes.
Mr. Wilson might sit at tbe table, and
so would Mr. Bryan, who so quickly congratulates him. The American people,
however, will not' shake hands with the
slave driver. He must step aside before
his country can have peace. Germany
breakB her treaties under her slave
.driver’s whip. Until she takes that whip

ably

on

Friend,

A iuIG BOOK on disease* of Horae*,
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Poultry, mailed
free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Medicine*,
156 William Street, New York.
away there can be no safe guarantee.
Mr. Wilson’s note is another.blunder.
It ha9 caused explanations upon explanaWhat a relief it
tions with the Allies.
would be if it could be recalled, with the
With all
excuse it was misunderstood.
his command of language Mr. Wilson has
L. P. G.
fallen down,

Probate Court nei,
tor the County of Wai.n
A. i>. 191H.

At a

Brooklyn, December 24, 1916,

«

December,
Lieut.

wiLBUK j. carver,

POBKRT

5*8
In < ui; of Probate, held at
Belfast.on »iie l2Hidayof December.1916,
Robert K. Dnniuii, titiHen under the last will
of Willi in S. f
raiiiiayaii, late oi Belfast, in said
County, ueeease- having presented his fifth ac
count as t.i.sieeot san. es tate for allowance.

Lieut. Carver at the beginning of the
in 1914 was an officer on the armored
cruiser Tennessee on one ,of the most remarkable voyages in the annals of the
Navy. This was the mercy trip of the
Tennessee, when she carried $4,600,000 in
gold from America to Europe for the
relief of stranded Americans. She also
carried from places of peril to safety
zones, no less than 6429 war refugees.
In September, 1916 Lieut. Carver was on
the Memphis, formerly called the Tennessee, at the time Bhe was wrecked in
San Domingo harbor, 20 sailors drowned
and the cruiser lost.
He has written an
interesting account of his personal experiences during this catastrophe. During his leave of absence Litut, and Mrs.
Carver were the guests of Lieut Carver’s
mother, Mrs. Clara Carver, in Searsport.
They left December 26 for Sayville where
they expect to remain two years.
This—And Five Cents,
MISS THIS. Cut out this Blip, encents to Foley & Co., 2835 Sheffield
Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and
address clearly. You will receive in return a
trial package containing Foley’s Honey and
Tar Compound for coughs, colds, and crouu;
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
DON’T
close five

Tablets.

Sold

Everywhere.

In the British Home of Commons Dec.

21st, Bonar Law,the Government leader,
rtf tVwj fZ tir rvi

-j

ti

nou no

r\trt\r\r\a

-j

“Is peace to come in this war on the
basis that the greatest crime in the
world’s history is to go absolutely unpunished? It is my firm belief that unless all the Nations in the world can be
made to realize that these moral forces
must be vindicated there never can be an

enduring peace.
“I am not afraid, I am Bure our
troops will fight to the end. If the people at. home, who up to now have made
few sacrifices, except the sacrifice of
those dear to them, are determined in
this matter, and if they believe that the
objects for which they are fighting can
be

secured, then there is no
not prepared to make.”

sacrifice

we

What To Do For Bad Colds.
you want a cough medicine that gives
and Bure action in healing colds, coughs
It healB
or croup, get Foley’s Honey and Tar.
inflamed membranes in throat, chest or bronchial tubes;|breaks up tight coughs, loosens
phlegm,makes breathingjeasier.Btops tickling in
throat. Contains no opiates, bold Every where
If

quick

30,000 Americans

h

ighting

mu*

A true copy. Attest:
Akthck W

Photos by American Press Association.

Pictorial Phases of Year’s Events Abroad

oiunni,

|JHv

were

A true

for the Allies.

|

UCI

BUULU»*CiH

<11

j

The elimination of Servia us a factor,
which was made certain in the winter
of 1910, and the certainty that Turkey
could be relied upon for troops and
supplies, coupled with the apparent difficulty of the allies in launching a
stroke in flip back of the Teutonic

death at sea.
Air craft battles have
been many. Derce and deadly; casualties of all kinds have been heavy.
Outside of war the old world has
been normal, with the exception of a
brief rebellion in Ireland, which had
been expected and was ruthlessly suppressed. Japan and Russia formed an
agreement, and Japan made new demands upon China, whose ruler, Yuan
Shili Kai, died in June. Deaths abroad
during the year included Franz Joseph,
emperor and king; Carmen Sylva, Roumanian queen dowager and a personality of note; Dr. Metehnikoff, the bacteriologist; Mounet-Sully, French actor, and Sienkifewiez, Polish author.
Sir Roger Casement was executed for
treason as instigator of the rebellion
in Ireland; also Fearse, the rebel
“president,” and Connolly,’ the military
chief.

winter at augusta.

it

by writers
It has

come

to

be

State’s

commonly

affairs.

WANTED

accepted

| throughout the State that no paper in Maine
: is so well prepared in mechanical equipment
and editorial staff to deal with any question
before the public as the Kennebec Journal.
Advance notices of all the committee hearings are published in the Journal, a matter of

GET

CASH BY DISPOSING of your old
pamphlets, books, autograph letters and pictures noted people. I also want old and curious pictures of cities, buildings, ships, street
and American views. Want list free.
G A JACKSON,
4w61p 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.
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1EXECUTORS’

Leonard. Register.

NOTICE,

;

n,.

J
by give notice that the>
pointed,executors ol tlie i;

>•

of

DOLLY J, BRYAN
Iat•
in the County of
Waldo, dm
having demands against tl

certain Instrument purporting to be the last
will and tes:ament of Charles E,Campbell,
late of Winte port, in said County of Waldo,
deceased. Having been presented for probate.
Fred Atwood of W Intel port, in said county,
named executrx in said will.

A

ceased

are

desired

to

pi.

-.

settlement, and all indebted

ed

make pa)

to

ment

i,
inmn ,;i,

«Eoi.(il
JUl)>o\ j
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
freedom, Me„ Dec. 12. liu*.
interested by causing a copy of this order to he I
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they | i DMINISTRATRIX'S Mi| h
A scrlber hereby gives tmi
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the secduly appointed administrati
ond Tuesday oi January next, at ten of the !
MARY ELLEN GOODW IN,
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap- in tlie ( ouuty of Waldo, «!.•<•■
bonds as the law directs, ai
proved ai d allowed.
mamis against file estate of
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A.true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

desired to present the same
all indebted thereto are iet;u
ment immediately
HESTER M.
Knox, Me.. Dec. 12. ibin.

Leonard, Register.

At a Probate Court, hem at Belfast. within and
lor the County ot Waido, on the 12th day ot
December, A. D 1916.

|

\\

t DMlNlSTltATOH’S
NO'l |<
s. MOSHER of Unity, in said
county. -Tl senber hereby gives mt.
widow of Lind ley H. Mosher, late of Unity
been duly
appointed a i:>.
said County ot Wa do, deceased, having pre- i
*enied a petition praying that an allowance be i estate off
JOHN DICKEY, late
granted to her out of the personal estate of i
said deceased’s estate.
in tlie County of Waldo
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to j bonus as the law direct.-. .\
ill persons interested by causing a copy of tbit
demands against the estate
>nier to lie published three weeks successively ili i desired t<. present the san.e
all indebted thereto are re p
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
ment immediately.
;tt Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Joint, to be held at oelfast. witlun and for said 1
WAL I !■
Jount-y, on the 9th day of January, A. 1). 1917 ! Brooks, Me., Dec. 12, ISM*
it ten ol the clock before noon, and show cause i
t any they iiave.why the
prayer id said petition- ! A DMIN1STRA IRIX’S >•
Jr snouid not be granted.
A senber hereby gives me
JAMES LIBBY, Judge*
duly appointed administrati i.\
A true copy. Attest:
THOMAS H EAGAN, late
I
Arthur vv. Leonard. Register.
in tlie County ol Waldo. <
bonds
as the law directs.
*
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and :
demands against the e>ta1<
for tin- County of VValuo. on lhe second l uesare ue ireu t.
present the
day of December, A. 1). 1916.
and all indebted thereto are
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
pa)ment immediately.
will and testament oi Lydia s. Feiguson, :
HAN N \H
ate of Belfast, it) said County of W aldo, oeProspect, Me., Dec. 12. 191 r
leased, having been presented for probate, .lane
W. Ferguson named executrix in said will to j
UAKDlAiVS NOTICE. ( h
»erve without boad.
r by gives notice that he h
Ordered, That notice be given to ail persons | pointed guardian ot
interested by causing a copy of this order to be i
GEORGE P, WOODWARD
piiDiisneu uuee weens successively m me ue- :
vi lie,
publican Journal, published at Beitust, that they
I
at
a
Probate
be
held
in
at Meltlie County of Waldo, ami
Court.to
may appear
last, within and for said County, on the second 1 law directs. All persons bavin
ruesday of January next, at ten of the clock said George P. Woodward ,r
before noon, and snow cause if any they have,
sent Hie same for settienien
thereto are requested to nr,
Aliy the same should not he proved, approved
aid allowed.
diately, to
Joseph n.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Bangor. Me.. Dec 12,I91»i
A true copy, Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

LLWILY
Li
in

..

j

■

j

A

G1

IIr

A

1.1)0 SS—In Court of Probate, held at Mel

fast, on the 12:1. day of December. 1916.
Elwin C, Dickey, administrator on tiie estate ot
Fiances L. Robertson lare of Monroe, in said
Jounty, deceased, haviug presented liis first
tt

tnd tinal account of
tate tor allowance.

administration of said

es-

ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published m Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro>ate Court, to be held at Belfast,on the 9th of
)f January next, and show cause, if any they
nave, why the said account should not be allow'd.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register,
_

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on .the 12th day of
December, a. i). 1916.
IT7ILS0N P. WENTWORTH of Knox, in said
ff
county, guardian of .Jesse F. Yeaton ot
Knox, in said County <>f W aldo, having prelented a petition praying that he may resign
lis guardianship of said ward and that said
esigiiation may be accepted by the Judge of
lie Probate Court.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
ill persons interested by causing a copy of this
irder to be published three weeks successively
n The Republican Journal, a newspaper punished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
! aid County, on the 9th day of January. A. D.
1917. at ten ol the clock before noon, and show
muse, if any they have, why the prayer of said
jetitioner should not he granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
I true copy, Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

Beitast. within and
the 12th day of

on

Ordered, That I lie said petitioner give notice to
ill persons interested by causing a copy of this
>rder to be published three weeks successively
n The Republican .Journal, a newspaper publishid at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
'ourt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
,'ounty, on the 9tn day of .January, a. I),
1917, at ten ot the clock before noon, and show
:ause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
)etitioner should not be granted.

ITT

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

Leonard. Register.

Probate, held at
ft Belfast, on the 12th dav of December. 1916,
iarah J. Maiden, executrix ot tin last will of
ieorge D. Maiden, late of Wiuterport, in said
bounty, deceased, having presented her first and
a

1,1)0

*

in tlie
bonds

\

County of Waldo, ilas

tlie law directs,

i

a

..

a

A

i

\ 1)M1NISTRATRiX*S NOT!
t\ er hereby giv* s notice tl,
appointed administratrix ot
LLEWELLYN F. AREY,

desired to present the same
all indebted thereto are re<;
ment immediately.
HI
Montville, Me.. Nov. 14. in;

88.—in Court of

inal account of administration of said estate
or allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in 'l he Republican Journal,
t newspaper published in Belfast, in said Couny, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
lay of Janua-y next, and show c«use, if any
hey have, why the said account should not be
tllowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

I

EXECUTOR’S NOTICK. Tie
1
by gives notice that lie I.
pointed executor of the Iasi v

I

of

JAMES C.

WHITE, late of

deceased, and given bonds as
All persons having demands

1
r

tate of said deceased are d»
the same for settlement, and a
to are requested to make payi
to David H. Smith of Islesbized agent in the State of Mail
(HA HI
■

Boston, Mass., Nov, 14,191«
nod

liber hereby gives
Administrator's
sc

been
i)f

m

duly appointed adnnniMi

MARTHA A. FREEMAN, latfl the County of Waldo, •
yonds as the law directs, *l
demands against the estat
are desired to present the san.
ind all indebted thereto are
jayment immediately to Roi
Ifelfast, Me., my authorized a
)f Maine.
CHARLES
Malden, Mass., Dec 12. Ittlt-

RATES

i

will have its

familiar with all the

persons

flEORGE B, PENDLETON of Islesboro, in
J said county, widower of Ida M, Pendleton,
] ite of Islesboro, in sa;d County of VValdo.deicased, having presented a petition praying that
n allowance may be granted to him out of the

to those who are watching
inning, and law- I great importance
The Journal also publishes at
■ new legislation.
enforcement measures wi 1 be introduced.
the opening of the session biographical sketMaine families wishing to keep up with the
ches of the members of the Legislature, acof
in
and
direct
education
inprocession
topics
companied
by portraits.
the
terest to them, must follow
Legislative
The price of the Daily Kennebec Journal
proceedings of their State. In order to do that will be $1 25 for the session.
it is necessary to have a daily record of pro- ;
Address: Kennebec Journal Company, Auceedings with explanations and interpretations gusta, Maine.

equal suffrage

copy. Attest
ARTHUR VV.

U a Probate Court, belli at
for the Comity of Waldo,
I). 1916.
December,

l

lively

The Maine Legislative session is at hand.and
is bound to be one of the most interesting in
our history.
The law makers cannot escape
dealing with several matters of vital importance.
The Good Roads contest is certain to be
a big one and one in which every tax payer in
Maine is interested—a mill tax plan against a
Signs Of Good Health.
bond issue plan, and the “trunk line" and
Bright eyes, clear skins, alert brains, and State-aid scheme versus business roads over a
energetic movements are signs of good health. largely increased mileage for the benefit of the
You don't have them when digestion is imfarm-to-market idea. Then a budget system
paired and fermenting, decaying food clogs the
inteetines. Foley Cathartic Tablets set you ia to be introduced for discussion and’consideraright. Act without pain, griping or nausea. tion from every angle by the Legislature. An
Too-stout persona welcome the light feeling
attack will also be made upon the primary law!
they bring. Sold Everywhere.
toward Belgium and to the help it had
given the Entente in the war, and said:
“There are 3u,000 Americans fighting
for us; America is with us in the war
because of the invasion of Belgium and
the German campaign of frightfulness.’’

been coming down into Asia Minor in
direction which would bring them
into junction with the British column
moving up the Tigris river toward Bagdad
in February Russia captured Erzerum, Mesopotamia, from the Turks.
This was followed two months later
by the capture of Trebizond, on tile
Black sea. Russia's southward march
from bases in her own home territory,
backed up by her fleet on the Black
sea, really a strategic prolongation of
her line in Bukowina and Galicia, constituted a menace to German ambition
in the near east.
a

given to an

j
i

1,1J() SB.— 111 Conn
fast, jon the I2t; d,
l.oidse M Kuudiett 01 \\
ty. extcutrix of the last w,
lett. iate ol Winterport, in
ed, having presented he: in
ofariuuui.s ration of s;,j,| ,.Mi
Ordered, That, notice ih,
weeks successively in The l.,
newspaper published ii. L.-p
that all persons interested m
bate Court, to lie belu at H«*,,
of January next, and
.snow
have,why the said account 1,
^ 1
AA true copy. Attest:
A HTHl'K W. 1

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December, A. D 1916.

|

111

nonce ue

j

A KTJI 111 \\

by causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Ke
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Be Hast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
ciock before noon, amt show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

KILMER, Lata

The
Bukowina and eastern Galicia.
Russians had been expelled from the
Warsaw and Vistula line in the autumn of 1919, but a considerable body
remained in eastern Bukowina and
just outside its borders. The AustroGermans had also left garrisons for
their original fortifications there. Early
in January the Russians began a drive
in the vicinity of Czemowitz.
Noth-1
ing of consequence resulted, but the
movement, taken in connection with j
attacks in the district of Vilna and
Dvinsk. in the north, gave proof that
Russia still had aggressive power. "In
June General Brusiloff assumed command in the southwest and, aiming for
Lemberg, turned the flank of the Austrian defenses in Volhynia and Bukowina. In one week the Russians claimed 80,000 prisoners, captured the for-

11is*i

terested

j
|

In the British House of Commons the
other day Noel E. Buxton, Liberal member of North Norfolk, paid tribute to
the generosity of the United States

•

^

|

IC11JU9C8

Register.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Philena F. Bagley, late
of W aldo, in said County of W aldo, deceased
having been presented for probate. Bertha R
Pease named cxeeu nx to serve without bond.

tress of Dubno. also Czernowitz, and powers through Greece, brought up
marching upon Lutsk and Kovel. again the supposed German dream of
I
FBPRISES have not ceased in ! But about ibe time that Lloyd-George a Beilin to Bagdad route. This dream
voiced his optimism the Russians found was dissipated when it became evithe surprising world war, now
dent that Russia was forcing the
well into its third year.
The themselves checked on the river StokTurks out of Mesopotamia aud effechod and on the Dniester, south.
more important of these surtively co-operating w’fcli the allies at
Greatest of Naval Battles.
prises in 191(1 have been in France, at
Sa loniki.
The situation of Germany
sea. ou the Italian front and in the
Lloyd-George ulso had in mind the
had a serious look ns autumn came on,
Balkans.
In January the Germans, naval battle of Jutland, which took
with Verdun untakeii. the allies stormwho were supposed to he on the defen- place on the last day of May. This \
a third line on the Sotnme and the
ing
achas
naval
been
called
the
greatest
sive in France, sprang a vicious attack
Russians displaying enough vigor in'1
the
to
tion
in
It
was
greatest
history.
along a five mile front in the Chamtheir southwest to hold the Austrian
date in this war. The British claimed
pagne. Farther north, on Vimy ridge,
forces at full strength in Volhynia,
and at Ypres, Belgium, they stormed a great victory, which amounts to a Bukowina and Greece. Then suddenBritish trenches. SCO yards and GOO confession that the German navy is
Roumania east her lot with the alThe ly
no means a negligible factor.
yards in lengtl^, While attention was by
lies and, as it. was supposed, added
Germans ventured to sea seeking batthus drawn to the northern 'front the
men to the enemies of the
tle. They overcame the advance Brit- 400,ObO
Germans suddenly launched heavy at
Teuton on the Vienna to Constantinoish column and were not checked untacks on Fob. 2‘J north of Verdun,
line.
til the lieltVy British battleships ar- ple
starting a tremendous drive against
Von Hindenburg Scores Again.
rived on the scene.
that famous salient, which the crown
Botli sides lost heavily In battleships,
How Von Hindenburg turned to grapprince originally struck at in August.
In a ple with this new foe is the most surcruisers, destroyers and men.
1914.
Three days later Fort Pouau
tactical sense the action was a draw, prising chapter in the history of the
mout. four miles from the city, was hut
it demonstrated that the German war. a new example of efficiency at
captured following a bombardment navy is not “bottled up.”
headquarters and in the fighting ranks.
which nearly razed its walls,
'.'ext |
Early in the spring the Italians re- Xo check worthy of the name was sufsix
fort hied ! sumed activities on the line of the fered after
day the Germans captured
crossing two frontiers unFrench villages and on the “9;h shifted Isonzo,
particularly at Goritz. In April til converging armies met before doom!
the attack from the north to the south
the Austrians suddenly began an of- ed Bukharest, taken on Dec. (i.
east.
Fighting continued for weeks. tensive against Italian positions in
Roumania seems to have repeated
The midd’e of May it was evident that Trentino, which the latter had inf ad- ! the French blunder of August. 1914,
tile Fren.h line would hold in front of eij May, 1915. This move was a com- wheu, instead of
going to the aid of
the city itself.
plotc surprise and forced the Italians Belgium. Joffre sent a big army to reAt the end of cover Alsace. Instead of
The element of surprise in the Ver- into hurried retreat.
stabbing Buldun drive lay in that the Germans May Austria reported 80,000 prisoners garia, Roumania marched north into
would risk heavy losses in storming and 200 cannon as the spoils of two Hungary, a move which invited Gerfortification's for the mere purpose ap- months’ operations. By the middle of mans and Bulgurs to strike at her viJune the'Italians had turned on their tals from the
parently of shortening their front.
south.
So. while Von
enemy, and the great offensive .was Mackensen marched and
conquered in
Counterdrive by the Allies.
checked.
t
the general direction of the Danube,
It has been hinted that the German
The Austrian movement was evi- central Roumania
and Bukharest. the
offensive at Verdun was launched to dently timed to affect Italy’s aggressive
Roumanians, who had poured over her
forestall an expected Anglo-French of- movements in the south, where the obnorthern border, were easily turned
fensive against the German communi- jective of the Italians is Trieste.
back, their conquests wrested from
cation farther north.
Such a move- Goritz stood in the way of progress
them and the entire venture of ttie
It fell
ment was launched the 1st. of July toward the coveted citadel.
last of the Balkan states was turned
9.
fall
of
Goritz
Since
the
the
Aug.
the
river
and
the
river
Somme
along
into a fizzle, so far as support of the
Ancre, Feronne and Banaume being Italians have made slow progress to- allies was concerned. There remains
ward
Trieste.
the objectives.
j Greece—at least the rebellious
Every day for two
part of
Something was needed in the allied
weeks either the French or British
it—to stimulate the hope that the Teuplunged forward, now capturing a vil- camps at midsummer to pull up wan- tonic
powers may yet receive a vital
lage, now a woods. Again the Ger- ing hopes, hopes dashed by the aban- thrust in the back. The
conquest of
donment of the Gallipoli expedition
mans would retake ground by desperin January, the surrender of Ivut- 1 Roumania required time, energy and
early
ate counterattack.
Supposed keys like
el-Amara with 10,000 British soldiers lives. Whether the compensation will
Contalmaison and Combles were capin April, the subjugation of Servia and equal the investment time alone can
tured. but I’eronne and Bapamne still
Montenegro and the menacing situa- ! tell. The end of 1910 finds the German
cover the railroad along which the
tion in Greece.
The allies’ infantry j powers resourceful in men and unGermans on the battle line in France
from Gallipoli had been transferred to daunted in spirit. On the other hand,
receive their supplies through Belgium.
Saloniki with the evident purpose of the allies' cabinets are reorganizing to
At the end of two weeks of forward
marching northward and taking the restore the flow of victories to the
movements on the Somme.
Uoyd- Bulgar forces in Servia and on their channels of midsummer.
Lloyd-George
Goorge, British minister of war. ex- own borders in the rear.
became British premier Dec. 7.
claimed in a council of leaders. “VicSerious Outlook For Germany.
Miscellaneous Events.
tory is beginning to flow in our diIn some respects it seemed as though
Minor events of the war were the
rection.”
the allies hail unloaded a dead weight torpedoing of the British channel
Russia Conies Back.
by abandoning the direct attack upon steamer Sussex, the transfer of the
f-rmefniifim-xytlcx
rnu„ Tiuccinm, nlmaot
Lloyd-George evidently included in
submarine war zone across the Atlanthe flow of victory Russia's great en- from tlie beginning of the war had tic in Octolier nod General TCitehenei-’o
L.

U. S. V.

FOKAitl).

*
a

1» King Constantine of Greece; 2, French soldiers protected by masks against a
gas attack on the Somme front; 3, Sir Roger Casement, hanged for participation in Irish rebellion; 4, Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria, who died;
5, Roumanian infantry, which entered war this year; 6, Earl Kitchener,
Britain’s war rfiinister, drowned; 7, the Sussex, cross channel steamer, torpedoed oy a submarine; 8, British battleship battered off Jutland during
*
greatest sea battle in history.
By Captain GEORGE
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At a Probate Court held at, Belfast, within and
for file County ol W aldo, on the 2nd Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1916.

j

I

“It is all very well to say, ‘Let us get
their terms of peace.’ Yes, bul can you
get any terms more binding than the
treaty for the protection of the neutrality of Belgium? Can you come to any
conclusions on paper or by promises that
will gives us greater security than we
had before this war?
“Not this Nation alone, but tne neutral Nations,
will, I hope, understand
the ,position at which we have now
arrived. Germany has made peace proposals? On what basis? On the basis of
her victorious armies. Is there a man
who, considering the conditions undsr
which this war was forced on ub and the
conditions under which the war has been
carried on, honestly believe that the
dangers and insecurities from which we
have suffered can be cured in any way
than but by making the Germans realize
that frightfulness does not pay, that
militarism is not going to rule the world.
“What are we fighting for? Not territory, not greater strength as a Nation.
We are fighting for two things—for peace
now and for security for peace in time to
come.
L t the House remember that
what has happened in this war—outrages
in Belgium outrages by sea and land,
massacres in Armenia which Germany
could have stopped by a word—then realize this:
The war will have been fought in vain,
utterly in vain, unless we can make sure
that it shall never again be in the power
of any State to do what Germany has

are

mhimi

|

WHERE ENGLAND STANDS.

ci

Ordered, that notice thereof lie given, three
eks successively, in 'ike Republican Jounai,
newspape published in Uedast. in said County, that all ersons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
day of January next, and show cause, if ai y
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed,
JAMBS LIBBY, Judge.
\v
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;

<
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resort.

war
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WALDO

Lieut. Wilbur J. Carver entered Dec.
27th on his new duties as Censor of the
German Radio Station at Sayville, L. I.
This is one of the largest and most
powerful radio stations in the world. It
handles a large volume of messages, and
communicates with but a single station,
which is located at Natauanbach in the
Mountains of Germany. The Sayville
station is entirely under the charge of
the United States Naval Department and
more than 60 men are required to conduct,
and guard it.
Lieut. Carver is one of three naval
lieutenants who censor all messages sent
and received, each one being on duty 24
hours at a time. In addition to this
Lieut. L. E. Lindsey, as ranking officer
present, is in charge of the administration. Sayville is on the southern coast
of Long Island about one and a half hourp
In winter it is a
from New York City.
village of three or four thousand inhabitants, but during the season it is a great
summer

V. DUNTON
ft county, trustee und.-i
nlla Baker, late of Bellas!
Waldo, deceased, having ;
praying that bis appoint),.
and that letters of tru-i ito law.
Ordered. '1 hat the said 1
ah persons interested by
order to be published 1 In,,
111 i lie Republican Joun,„;
ed at Belfast, that tli*
Court, to be held at J el last
County,on the 9th day m ,1
ftt len of the clock hyfure n
if any they have, why the
er should not be granted
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A true copy. Attest:
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Thinks

©astoria is a harmless snbstitnte for Castor
Roric. Drops and Soothing Syrups, it eont.dn-'
Opium, .Morphine nor other narcotic; .s
more than thirty years it has been in com tam;,i
,,
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind
.1
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising
and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, ai.u
">
siniilation of Food; giving healthy and «atm-;,j"'.
..

npacp

will make necessary the maintenance of
a sufficient military and naval establishment to do the “enforcing.”
Mr. Rogers’ view is exactly that which
was stated in the special despatch from
Washington this morning, as embodying
thetgeneral opinion of members of Congress who have studied Mr. Wilson’s
peace note. Mr. Rogers said in an interview today:
“Mr. Wilson, apparently^ without realization of what he was doing, has made
an
epoch making announcement, the
purpose of which is to sweep away the
foundation on which American international relations rest.”
Here is the text of Mr. Rogers’ lettei

j Time For Little but War Abroad In 1916! 1
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Belfast, Maine.
Dean M. Braley, a residen'
cook, died Dec. 21st at a hoard
terville. The remains were
Burnham and funeral services In
He ia
his late home Dec. 23d.
by a widow and Beveral children.

gain administered the Sacrament of
Confirmation on Friday evening to a
class of -.
Sunday, August 16, 1897, a mission
[IV.
under the direction of the Rev. Peter
Resident Priest.
., First
Ward, C. SS. K., Saratoga Springs, N.
^ I „ree of the few Catholics Y., was
opened and continued until the
Searsport, the Rev. following Friday, when the exercises
years as- closed with
[*|B ter the past six
73 having made
,0,Brie'1, late Rev. Edward Mc- the mission.good results,
to
Bangor,
Church,
i; ’5“ Jahn’s
Another mission by the noted Paule day, June 3, 1894.
ist father,
the
Rev. Elias Younan I
e'.s * j’
fidelity to his sacred was given in the summer of-, followr
It was not
»rli;'" .i-..raclerized the years of ing which Father Younan
Hezekiah King's fault
gave a series
i*!
Bangor, gave an im- of lectures for the benefit of the non- that he was horn a half wit and with a
which
at Belfast,
|
Catholic people of Belfast, at which the twisted leg besides. llis parents died
a

^Sic Church in Belfast

leserved

j
(,
>

!

j

success

his

j

|
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the work of his
agan had on the 23rd
’•:ased from Mary A.
:ig that on which the
the consideration
mg thereby that he
ard to the day when
uhlished at Belfast,
r O'Brien announced
ling the erection of
Brannagan immediijust south of the
11 been holding for

iher

party of Bangor

a

mm

t.

Father O’Brien

faithfully labored,

Belfast. Generousmcs and non-Cathoa public supper
ur'.
held, which netted

substantial

return,

ither O’Brien at

once

parochial residence,
rum the public beneproving sufficient,
and foundation,
house progressed
end of January,

liar
w

use

,,

sufficiently

h 17

t ha

annniirniomont

that

com-

npancy, and Father
| just oefnre the
take possession of
was, however, to be
Bangor, and formal comfort, had
..recked his health
Belfast. Ainid the
us of the seaside

RECENT

DEATHS.

■

••altn-laden

George F. Kaler, vice president of the
W. H. Glover Co., and for 47 years proprietor or manager of a block manufaetory, died Dec 27th at. his home in Rockland.
He was a native of Camden, but.
came to Rockland
in the early ’50s and
was engaged in
the dry goods business

atinos-

associations of a
population,
p Ahelic
few duties, it was
:g priest might reenergies. But as
■Her months passed
i.is many deeply inthe sands of his life
g oot, and that uni.ange for the better

until 1869.
He was the last of
of eight children.

i?ays wouiu ue ievv.
freedom from ali
benefit of a winter
v. J. E. Kealy was

January, 1895,
■

sent to

charge
pastor sought a retemporary

departing strength

viiig

scenes

of our fair

on. the first day of
Father O’Brien turned
y. arris his old home in
ie hoped a few days
i!;
condition for his
But his childhood’s
first saw the
:iere he
sow destined to be the
resting place, for on
11, 1895, just a few
id awakened from a
■id easy repose, with:. ii
summons came,
.rice J. O’Brien went
His priestly life at
one as at Bangor, had
■al, and much per-

family

Charles M. Tibbetts, who had been in
the fruit and confectionery business in
Rockland since 1858, died Dec. 28th,aged
82 years.
He was a native of Bath. He
was a member of the Rockland Band,
which escorted the 4th Maine Regiment
through Baltimore the dav after a mob
had attacked the Massachusetts regiment.
He sang many years in church
choirs and was one of the charter memhers of the Wight Philharmonic Society.
He is survived by a wife and two sons,
Capt. Charles C. and Frank M. Tibbetts.

me

i
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j
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Business was suspended Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 26th, at Southwest Harbor
during the funeral services of Capt.
John T. R. Freeman. He was the oldest active business man there and conducted a general store, coal pocket and
wood yard, although past 78 year3 old.
In his earlier life he was a master mariner.
Two daughters survive, Mrs. Fred
Walls and Mrs. S. B. Brown of Northeast Harbor.
Services were conducted
by Tremont Lodge of Masons, of which
Capt. Freeman waB one of the oldest
members.

Thomas Card, an old and highly reresident of Unity, died at his
home in that town Dec. 26th.
Although
confined to his bed but a few days he had
a
been
for
time.
He was
long
failing
;
been accomplished, j
'fast had served to tenderly and faithfully cared for by his
sister and E. 1. Young. Mr. Carll was a
well as many v^ho j
kind and pleasant neighbor and will he
of neglect, to the
much
and especially in the home
::ion, to the love and where missed,
he had always lived.
Had he
her church, so that
lived until March he would have been 83
ol his early death
old.
The
funeral
services were
years
at Belfast, the conheld at the home Thursday and the buriii
that the zealous
al was in the Fowler yard.
the
it passed from
labors and triumphs
Capt. Courtney Gilbert, 60, commander
of the fisning schooner Dor. thy G was
2nd Resident Pastor
found dead in bed Thursday morning
Belfast.
Dec. 28th, at 178 Newburv street. Portland, and a strong odor of gas led to the
;ig Father O’Brien’s
discovery of a leak in the tube of a gas
_■ letter, under date
heater.
Capt. Gilbert had complained
as addressed Father
of heart trouble, and it is believed the
m the Vicar Genercombination caused death. His schooner
is in Portsmouth and he came to Portiy.
land Wednesday to sign a crew f :r Jamieas lost its first resident
son Brothers.
His wife, Mrs. Martha
A.ii become changed and,
Gilbert; three daughters, Mrs. Dora
.;;g the parish in anoth-iiine full charge in your
Hodgdon. Mrs. Abbie Murphy and Mrs.
Lillian Barlow, live in East Boothbay,
on is one which will deand he has a brother, Frank 0., and a
o msidering your
years
sister, Mrs. Carrie Sullivan, all of Portwhich you may look forland. He was a native of Isle Au Haut
vpects will be none the
-er.t clouds.
Accordingly and had been a seafaring man 30 years

spected

■

urself into the frame of
riest and missionary and
•••> and hopefully for the
>, however small in num-

or more.

Mrs. Rebecca M. Sylvester, for many
years a resident of Rockport, died Dec.
'-ur care.
22, at the home of her grandson, Eugene
accesses in Belfast will
Sylvester, in Ludlow, Vt., at the aee of
recognition than any la- 92
years, 4 months and 22 days. Until
in a more favored sitabout, three years ago Mrs. Sylvester
made
her home in Rockport and was a
in
rt-ly
(Christ,
M. ^. O’Brien; V, G.
woman wno nati greatly endeared herself
Belfast.”
to many in that community.
For more
than 40 years she was a member of the
ho had come to Belwork of the church Methodist church, and many Christian
Brien’s absence, was virtues were exemplified in her daily life.
resident pastor of the She was the widow of the late Edson
Belfast, where he re- Sylvester of Rockport, and had outlived
ferred to Waterville, all ot her family except nine grandchildren,of whom she was very fond and who
1 >er
were
in turn devoted to her in her de1, 1905.
Kealy’s stay of about clining years. Funeral services were
there were several held Sunday afternoon at the home of
listory of the parish her grandson in Ludlo-v, and the remains
that more than mere were brought to RocKport, accompanied
iiould be accorded; by her grandson, j. Albert Sylvester of
f th*. Rt. Rev. Bishop,
Malden, Mass., tor interment in the
I homas Marshall Post family lot in Amsbury Hill cemetery.
»n Memorial Sunday,
•uccessful missions by
■l and Paulist
fathers, re:eath of Mr. ilranna>

i.

i.

■

For Poor

liishop Mealy,
first official visit to Belhave already mentioned,

Appetite and
Weak Digestion

The man who can’t eat doesn't feel
much like working, and the man with
a
weak stomach doesn’t get much
1 of
Confirmation in Hay- pleasure out of eating. Your stomach
he Opera House.
is
very important to your health, work
1
oher 14, 1895, was the oc- and
happiness. Don’t abuse it, don’t
xt call at Belfast. Nsrth
neglect it, and when, for one cause or
_oakland and Pittsfield, were another, your digestion goes wrong,
9 fr°m Belfast, so that the and you lose appetite, be kind to
k
f on this occasion was your stomach. All it needs is a little
V children from the above
rest, and a few days’ doctoring with
Ip. ."tssiuna, there being 29 from “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
Very
from
.7
Qaksoon
,■
-hwanviUe,
you will see the improvement in
,J"‘
in all fifty.
■om.
and
with
the
relish
for
^asaalboro,
your
appetite,
"ere Daniel O’Connell and I
food, comes the strength to digest it.
1
dvcy. The Rev. Fathers For this old family remedy helps the
Rthv r,f*! We.re lhe Rev. Jeremiah stomach, bowels and liver, and refiv
Wdiner, the Rev. John P. news good appetite and sound digesptj'i.fi '‘“Howell, and the Rev. tion.
Kll8worth.
Bur 35c bottle at your nearest store,
8 la8t
or write to-day for free sample.
*is
7
appearance in Beltfle fall of
1898, when he <*L- F." Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.
's

when

U;,cj
Stttiil.

sfc'.0f

he administered

wui™
u
.siiiuu uuuse aim lived
alone.
In passing the hoy on the street one
[lay he must have given the victim a
look of sympathy, for when he got hack
to his house again he found Hezekiah
seated on his doorstep. lie invited him
in and gave him a meal and 'a good
bed.
From that day the unfortunate
had a home.
To make clear what followed the
reader must know that Strongsville
had a strong antipathy to cats. It was
founded on sanitary principles. There
had once been an epidemic of scarlet
’ever and again an epidemic of mca;los. and the doctors had agreed that
-he germs of both were carried from
| house to bouse by the feline population.
rims it came about that the cats were
exterminated to the last one and the
nice had a play day every day in the
rear.
The old bachelor learned this
fact as soon as he talked of renting a
louse in the village.
He was told that
f la* brought a cat along with liim
die would certainly be poisoned off in
short order.
One day after Hezekiah had bad a
lome for six month.* he went to work
’or a certain farmer at wages sot by
dr. Brooks. wlio bad become a guardan to him.
After working for three
>r four days Hezekiah unearthed a box
>f gold coin amounting to So.ouu. They
vere English coins and bad been buried
! n the long ago—so long ago that the
| >ox had become mere punk. He carled the money home with him wrapin his old coat, and it sent forth
1 >ed
1 uetallic clinks as it was thrown on the
j able. lie was smiling almost for the
j I irst time in a year, and after an effort
! le managed to say :
“I dug it out of the ground.”
j “Did you tell the farmer?” asked
:
dr. Brooks when lie had recovered
rom his astonishment.
j “Not a word,” was replied.
I “Well,” continued the old bachelor
i 1 fter the money had been counted,
I 'this find has made you rich, but don’t
ay anything about it to any one. The
] •eople of this town have used you
f hamefullv. and I want to see von iret
ven with them.
You know what T
aean, don't you?”
In reply Hezekiah’s face lighted up,
f nd he nodded his head.
He had been
t ware for ii long time that no one had
flayed him fair, but he felt Ills help1 essness to resent it.
•
In thinking how he might revenge
i lie yung man’s wrongs the old bach, lor brought up the cat question, and
j ■ ie soon had his
plans laid. The next
I In peddler that came along was stopI ied and held In private conversation
! 1 or half an hour, and then lie winked
nd laughed and drove away.
lie
f tored
his tinware 'temporarily and
] 1 laded up 20<> felines in its place.
That wagon re-entered the village at
1 o’clock at niglit. when every man,
roman and child was sleeping his first
£ leej).
It paused in front of the town
mil. and the door was opened, and
* he cats came bouncing out.
Two hundred cats might have been
^terminated in time, but the tin podler returned next evening with 200
aore re-enforcements and again the
bird night. Tlie town had now been
urned into a cat town.
It had more
ats walking the fences or seated
round the back doors than any town
>f four times its size in this state. By
light it was a constant serenade that
irevented sleep except at brief intera Is.
There were enough cats to oary the germs of a dozen epidemics. It
j s a cat town today. Men were hired
I iy the week to shoot or trap them,
iut kittens were born about as fast
1 is old cats were killed off, and at last
l he people gave up and settled down
1 o bear the infliction with what pains
| hey could.
After tlie cat invasion was a month
ild tlie bachelor said to the half wit:
•Hezekiah, you know what a cat is.
1 Isn't you?”
Hezekiah nodded and grinned.
“After paying all expenses of dump] ng 000 cats into Strongsville I have
>4,500 of your gold left. I am going
o put it in the bank for you and send
ou to New Y’ork city
to see if the
I hope
airgeons can make you over.
hey will be able to help you. If they
:an't, you can come back home and
ive with me tlie rest of your life. Do
mu understand what I mean?”
Tlie surgeons helped him some—
mough so that when he caught sight
if twelve or fifteen cats sunning themselves on sonic householder’s veranda
ie could appreciate the situation and
jo home anil say to Mr. Brooks:
“There were just three barrels of

iniupsmre

on

mown s

veranua—just
Brown was out

turee

there
barrels—and
looking at them, and looking very sad.”
The State Checker Tournament.
The Maine State checker tournament
will be held in the rooms of the Lewiston
Checker Club on January 17th, play beginning at two o'clock p. m. Announcenent to this effect is being sent out by
3 R. Francis of Oxford, secretary. A
lilver cup will be given the winner. Mr.
3hapman of Portland won the trophy
;wo years ago, and last year Mr. Teele
>f Tenant's Harbor was the winner,
rhis year consecutive wins are necessary
:or permanent possession.
All players
lesiring to enter should notify Mr. Fran:is. The Lewiston checker organization
some fine rooms, and it is expected
hat there will be a record entry list.
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Mr. Braker of the Baptist church. Following the wedding breakfast Mr. and
tors, Hanna left at once for their new
lome in Detroit, where the groom has
recently located. Miss Crane was the
?uest for a few days last summer of Dr.
»nd Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore of this city 1
vbile on a motor trip through New f
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of every Prince
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Albert package you will read:

"PROCESS PATENTED
JULY 30th, 1907"
That means to you a lot of tobacco enjoyment. Prince Albert has always been
sold without coupons or premiums. We

prefer

anti Maine.

A wedding of
nterest took place Dec. 19tb. in Monroe,
it the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Iixby Twombly, when their younger
( laughter,
Flora Eliza, was united in
narriage to Earl Purbot Stratton ot
I delrose, Mass.
In the parlor, where the
< eremony
was
performed, the color
s cheme was
pink and green, a beautiful
etting for the hridal couple. The bride
vas
becomingly attired in a gown of
thite crepe de chene, with trimmings of
i ulie and sliver lace, with veil of tulle
, eaching to the hem and carried a bouc uet of
The ceremony
bride's roses.

to

give quality!
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v/lZW muc^ of stran&er

o-nrl
ana

a

neck of the woods you
Albert rs right there

pipe satisfaction

in

twing the ceremony, which was witnesed by only the immediate families, an
i dormal reception was held, the bride
* nd
groom receiving congratulations
t mid a shower of confetti.
A wedding
1 inch was served.
The bride’s going
'c
way suit was of brown, with black fur
f rimmings, with which she wore a behat of Copenhagen blue velvet I
^ oming
nd
with moleskin fur band and |
,c old silk,
rose.
The bride is one of Monroe’s
r lost attractive and
popular young ladies
a nd will
be greatly missed by her many
f rienris. After a short wedding trip the
t riiie and groom will reside in
New
I iaven. Conn., where the groom has a
osition
with tlie Marlin Arms Corp.
1
lr. and Mrs. Stratton were recipients i
(j f
many beautiful presents, including Silv er, cut
glass, and linen.
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office and
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Dissolved in water for
|
i pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,

business

at

GO

sore throat and sore eyes. Economical^
Has extraordinary cleanring and germicidal power.
ji Sample
Free. 50c. ail druggists, or postpaid by
^maiL_The Paxton Toilet Company. Boston, Mass.

LUMBER

!

U

,

on Washington street just oft fain
street. 1 have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers
desired. Your patronage issolicited
Telephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.

certain lot of land with the bu Idings
it ereon situated on the northwesterly side of
w ain street, in Winterport village, bounded
•rtheasterly and northwesterly by land of
larles E. Littlefield; bounded southwesterly
b
the house lot of George H. Clements, and
b> unded southeasterly by said Main street, be™ g approximately 135 feet square, and being
e premises conveyed to Oscar Cole by Metta
p eeman Emerson by deed dated October 10,
11 07,’and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
B )ok 288, Page 179, excepting the part of the
emises described in said deed which was
nveyed by Oscar Cole to George H Clements
b; deed dated December 14, 1912, and recorded
lr S lid Registry, Book 309 Page 228. Said real
tate is subject to a mortgage given by said
q ;car Cole to T. R. Savagp Company of Bang, >r, Maine, and recorded in said Registry of
U eeds, on which there is said to be due about

;

?!

^
f

£

formerly

FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,
Deputy Sheriff.

JACKSON

f ractice in all
a

Courts.

Yov will find

Sites, Farms,Sites |

for Summer Hotels
and

fur

Undeveloped Water

PATTERSON. Proprietor.

FROM

Good

RAILROAD.

PM

12 20
112 25

32
44
50
58

12 47
12 59
1 05
113
il 23
1 35
3 00

7
:
t7
* [nox.
'horndike. 7
7
* Inity.
Vinnecook. t8 08
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
11 45
Bangor.
;
8 39
Blinton.
8 48
Benton.
Vaterville. 8 54
'ortland. 11 50
Boston; pm. 3 20
TO BELFAST

]

\

tl2 35

t2
3
3
t3
3
5
5
6
6
8

3 29
5 50
8 00

20
25
35
47
69
06
13
23
35
05
11
20
25
25

AM

AM

3 CO

8 50

y 'ortland. 12 00

7 00

12 25

PM

1. V. HILLER.

TRUCKING

Rowers
I

prepared to do all kinds of
Furniture and piano moving a

8 35

Vinfiecook. 18 45
8 54
Jnity
’1 orndike.
9 02
] tnox. >9 10
] Brooks.
9 25
Valdo. f9 35

litypoint.
arrive.

t9 45
9 50

am

3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4
t4
4
14

15
50
24
34
50
00
09
17
26
40
50
t5 00
5 05

10 02
10 08
10 17
10 30
tlO 40
10 55
11 05
til 15
11 35
til 45
HI 55
12 01

station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
>5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

Household Furniture
FOR SALE.

Leave orders at the stable, corner of
Main and Cross streets, and they will receive prompt attention.
cern.

regarding locations

Telephone

will

MAINE

CENTRAL

W. W. BLAZO,
Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Eastern

Talcing

ALL THE WAV

James H Duncan, G, E„
Land

i

Turbine Steel
Belfast
J,eave
a. m for

and

I

The

Engineering Work.

City National

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
The City National Bank of Belfast for the
choice of directors and the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before
them will be held at their banking rooms on

Tuesday. January

9 1917, at 10 o’clock a.m.
C. W. WESCOTT, President,
3w51
Belfast, December 19, 1916.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE

METROPOLITAN LINE
DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK
Passenger Service discontinued for the seaFreight Service throughout the year.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,

son,

Belfast,

Maine

———————————-----_
He COM

n-!uL<]

goods of every description. Furniture.

WOOLENS

Foley Kidney Pills I

Boston.

and Saturdav- nf

Direct between Portland ami New York.
Passenger service discontinued tor the season.
Freight service throughout the year.

postal card and you
Telephone 249-3

£. H.

w

II

rec

bedding

car-

pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a

ive

a

prompt call.

WALTER II. oDOMBh,
«4 Maiu Street, Belfast.

BOYINGTOlN,

Eye-Sight Specialist

5»2S!ffSKSS2i:»£J

EVERYWHERE

Wednesdays

Searsport, Buckaport and Winter-

Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston. Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.C0 p. m. Leave Winterport Mondays and Thursdays at 10 00 a in. for
Boston and intermediate landings.

Bank

OF BELFAST.

Belfast

port.

Timberlands,

Hydrographic Surveys,
General

Stexmship

Leave Belfast Mondays and
Thursdays at
2.00 (I. m fur Camden. Rockland and
7.30

Topographic

WATER.

BANCOR L'NE

Surveying,
Valuation of

BY

TWO TRIP SERVICE.

SEARSPORT, MAINE,

w
all night without getting up. I tried Foley Kidney Pills and after taking one bottle I believe I
I sleep soundly all nigh*’’
am entirely cured.

>as

.Steamship lines

PORTLAND, MAINE.

__

%

connection

126

RAILROAD,

SAVE MONEY by buying dress material
Bedding, 'sideboard, rugs, carpenters' topis,
hairs, beds, everything at a bargain price. and coatings direct from Factory. Write for
samples and state garment planned.
Ipply to
F. A. PACKARD,
DICKEY & KNOWLTON.
3m46
Box B. Camden, Maine.
2w52
Real Estate, Pythian Block
I

SOLD

trucking.
specialty.

Have just added to my equipment a 2-ton
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac con-

AM

7 16
7 00

pleased to have
44tf

when

PM

Vaterville.

<r 0 0 D S

furs would be

PM

2
t2
t2
2

} Boston. 10 00

] Bangor.
] Benton.
( Blinton.
] Burnham, leave.

want

!

Farming Land

invited and

Wh^n you
you call.

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

AM

depart. 7 05
f7 10
Bitypoint..
t7 20
yaldo

Brooks

HAIR

I

receive attentions
addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

are

BELFAST

, Belfast

1_

HAND.

ON

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications

I

lumbago

to Order.

Muffs, Scarfs and Garments

AND

1916, trains connecting
a t Burnnamand Waterville with through train,
f or and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Sleep All Night

frimmimj Cut

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OE THE

REPAIRING

BBLFAST AND BURNHAM.

tFlag

Phoenix Row, opposite the
Court House.

on

l

Unlimited Raw Material

On and after Oct 1.

] Belfast,

\

Miller’s Fur Kooms

j

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start
in life.

TEACHING

{• (MINECENIRAL

<

>

BELFAST ACIENTS.

FURS

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Belfast, Maine.

7 Main Street,
RENTING

\

l

Manufactured

Belfast, Maine.

at

2ft

MUSIC MDSE.

j
^

Country

Quarries,

IW1 ill

MUSIO SHOP,

LEE

MALI.

Locations

Probate practict

specialty.

J.

&

in the

Factory

PATTERSON’S
4

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.

Factory

ThE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

BELFAST, MAINE.

«» »«*, u«e bad.
No rising at night,
1
si

you to use E.
in the Rest Equipped

$

KNOWLTON,

Utorney at Law

__

110 backache or

They will tell

j

J

LET your crops DECIDE

1867

>

GEO. t. JOHNSON,
J

I

Real Estate, Pythian Block.

J

?mber, 1916.

!

LOTS

DICKEY &

.025;
Also, all the right in equity which said Oscar
g >le had on said seventh day of December to
! r< deem the following described real estate,

si ^uated in said Winterport, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land with the
hidings thereon bounded as follows:
Beginning at a spruce stake and birch tree
a
the westerly corner of lot No. 176; thence
s< uth 54 degrees east one hundred forty-seven
ds and five links by said lot No. 176 to a yelw birch tree at the southerly corner of lot
N o. 176; thence south 39 degrees west eightyfl ur rods by lots numbered 289, 290 and 291 to a
dar stake; thence north 54 degrees west one
indred forty-seven rods and five links to a
Bl ake by a si ruce tree; thence north 36 deg ■ees east eighty-three and one-half rods by
lc t{No. 180 to the place of beginning, containing
venty-seven acres, one hundred twenty-one
r, ds, more or less, being the lot numbered 177
ii the first division of lots in said Winterport,
a id
being the premises conveyed by Samuel
ale to Oscar Cole subject to a life interest to
dgar S, Cole and Annie M. Cole by deed dated
p ecember 27. 1899, and recorded in Waldo
Ii egistry of Deeds, Book 257, Page 27b. Said
ll st described real estate is subject to a mortige given by said Oscar Cole and Annie M.
ile to the Eastern Trust and Banking Comp iny of Bangor, Maine, recorded in said Reg-le try of Deeds, Book 818, Page 411, on which
iere is said to be due about $990;
Also, all the right, title and interest which
B, id Oscar Cole had in and to the following desi ribed parcels of land situated in said WinterP >rt on said December 7, 1915, at 2 o’clock and
1 minutes in the afternoon, when the same
H as attached on the original wric; said parcels
c insisting of two wood lots which were conv eyed to said Oscar Cole
by Herbert Cole and
“ hers by deed dated April 18, 1908, and reirded in said Registry of Deeds, Book 291,
P age 125, and described as follows:
First Parcel: Beginn: ng at the southeaster1; corner of land occupied by Luther W. Fredick; thence north 38 degrees east thirtyI t| tree and one-eighth rods to a stake and stones
ii the northerly line of what is called the
s raples’ lot now cwned by Ira M. Hurd; thence
* >uth 51 degrees east 63 rods to a stone in
hat was formerly Wi liam P. Staples’ field;
t lence south 38 degrees west thirty-three and
0 le-half rods to a stake in the line of land of
lhn W
ArpV! t.hpnpp north f»1 r)inrrpna uipuI
y said Arey’s laud to the place of beginning,
c jntaining thirteen acres, more or less, and inc uding the privilege of crossing land formerly
° l William P. Staples to enter said lot.
Second Parcel:
Beg:nning on the westerly
8 de of the Staples’ road, also called the Crocke :t road, in said Winterport, at the northerly
b ne of land formerly of William P. Staples,
" aw of Ira M. Hurd; thence north 54 degrees
est by said Hurd’s land one hundred six rods
t > land formerly of Reuben Rich; now of Alb ert Cole, thence north 36 degrees east by said
Ibert Cole’s land thirty-two rods to land forlerly of A L Kelley; thence south 54 degrees
e *st by said land
of said Kelley one
h iindred six rods to said Staples’ road; thence
s >uthwe8terly by said Staples’ road thirty-two
)ds to the place of beginning, containing
venty-one acres and thirty-two square rods,
° tore or less.
Dated at Winterport, the ninth day of De-

i
j

lot in Belmont, near Tilden Pond,
| /\/\ acre
L\J\J
with heavy growth, and a 27 acre lot
t Searsmont, near Pattee Mountain, Apply to
2w52

j

Iy28
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

FOR SALE.

wit:

Yob

”“th

t

j

_

>onf when the same was attached on the origiil writ, to redeem the following described
ortgaged real estate, situated in Winterport,

3w51

means

r

Is situated

A

c

to-you and realize what it
^

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

...

Hkimore, in the State of Maryland, is Plaint« ff, and Oscar Cole of Winterport, in said
aunty of Waldo, is Defendant, and will be f
Id by public auction on the eighteen day of
j, muary, 1917, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, at
tl e office of Walter A. Cowan in said WinterP >rt, all the right in equity which said Oscar
de had on the seventh day of December, *
il.X
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I
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*• J- REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-S,!^

fisting under the laws of the State of Vir-

j

10c to prove out
smoke ?

or

December 9, 1916.

£ nia,

!

invest 5c

the national

so on

on

nano

j

any other
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j
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answers

or

smLand fr?grant

execution, wherein F S. Royster
j ^ TakenCompany,
corporation organized and
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SHERIFF’S SALE

\

THE MOST DEUGHTFUL AND WHOLE'

every smoke desire you
man ever had!
It is so
and aPPealing to
your
smoKeappetite that you will get chummy with
it in a mighty short time!

CATHARTIC TABLETS
| j FOOT
Sin nark Swept l
Active -Bowels Regular

>

*™$££SBlgi
SISKi!
PRODUCE

\

bang-up trim

1

I

I

no

in the

are

the first place you
The toPPyr„d

c

I

tap

on

drop into. For, Prince

pxia,',se,"stobac!°/

is all we or its enthusiastic friends ever claimed
for it!

impressively performed by Rev.
1 tshley A. Smith of
Bangor,who used the
ouble ring service. Immediately fol{

;

—

the national joy smoke

ras

1

jais

—

HANNA-CRANE. The wedding of Miss
May Crane, only daughter of Arthur ;
Crane, and Thomas Hanna, took place at
10 o’clock Thursday morning, Dec. 28th, I
at the home of the bride’s father on ;
Black street, Burlington, Vt. It was a
family affair, about 35 witnessing the
ceremony, which was performed by Rev.

■

j

delight, because

of the oldest companies in Camden, j
and has a fine residence in Pearl street
where they will make their home after
returning from their honeymoon.

uiid

Mt>

William S. Brannagan, for years the
benefactor of the Catholic faith in Belfast, was dead. In the early days of the
month the aged Christian had contracted
a slight cold, which eventually developed
into coma, from which he failed to rally.
Fortified by the last rites of the church
he had served so well, lovingly attended
by the kind housekeeper of the parish
house, where he had made his home for
several years, Miss Havey, and his pastor, who remained by his side during his
last moments, the soul of William S.
Brannagan took its flight from his earthly remains at 6.30 a. m., January 17,1900.
His funeral, which took place from St.
Francis’ church Saturday morning at 9
o’clock, was largely attended by his fellow townsmen, many of whom, notwithstanding the extreme cold which then
pr-vailed, followed his mortal remains to
their last resting place. A goodly number of the diocesan clergy showed their
respect for his memory and work by assisting at his obsequies, mass was sung
by his former pastor, under whose kind
direction he had made his great offering
to the cause of Religion, the Rev. Patrick J. Garrity, the final absolution and
eulogy being given by the Very Rev. Administrator, Michael C. O’Brien, P. B.

151'■'

Prince Albert gives
smokers such

one

when he was ten years
old. and Hcz
became a sort of child outlaw
ne
Wandered here and there till he linali
settled hi Strongsville.
Hez found the
farming class much
more sympathetic thau
(lie villagers
but he was imposed on bv
them to a
certain degree. When he
had got to be
a youth of fourteen or
fifteen lie could
hoe corn or potatoes or
chop and split
wood as well as almost
any man. They
would hire him by the week
give
him such food and
lodgings as they
suw lit, and when lie was
through with
his week lie was given some old
clothes
or a few cents in money.
The years passed on until
Hezekiah
was twenty, and he was more of
an outlaw than ever. A man iiurned
Brooks
went to work in the sawmill at
Strongsville. lie was an old bachelor, and lie

attendance was very gratifying.
Memorial Sunday. May —, the Thomas
the
at
notary quarters
H, Marshall Post, G. A. R., assisted at a
made the
,r O linen
high mass celebrated by the Rev. pastor,
through the who also
i,ment
gave the address, the music and
and after next Sun| singing being furnished by the cnoir of
rvices will be held at I St. Vincent de Paul’s
church, Bucksport,
: regularly every Sunthrough the kindness of the Rev. Patrick
m.” About the mid- J.
who
also
addressed
the CathoGarrity,
; O'Brien had succeedlics of Belfast and many of their nonaffairs of his parish Catholic friends in the
afternoon, when
justified in planning Benediction of the MoBt Blessed Sacrarection of a parochi- ment was
sung by the visiting choir.
meanwhile he took
The Death of Mr. Brannagan.
rwit on the corner of
On Thursday morning, January 17,
greets, where the ready
,ple soon made him 1900, the people of the city were sad-

|

Knowlton Coombs. Me 13. Frank
Knowlto 1 and Mrs. Agnes Tobin Coo mb 9,
both of Camden, were married in Boston, j
Dec. 23d. The bride has oeen an oc-j
casional visitor in Belfast, the guest of j
Mrs. Charles Bradbury and has many
friends here. She is a si8ter of Mrs. j
Emma Tobin Dickens of Camden, Grand (
Matron of fhe Grand Chapter, O. E. S.
of Maine.
Mr. Knowlton is the senior
member of the firm of Knowlton Bros.,

instat'd

j

BELLS.

WEDDING

OF THF

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
44 South Main Street, Winteroort, Maine.
OFFICE

DAYS, MONDAYS

AND TUESDAYS

.VI

J

StAKSPORT.
K. Sawyer

Dr. F.

day on

Bangor last Satur-

in

was

AT
YOUR

business.

Raymond Lord left Monday
trip to Lynn, Mass.

business

on a

Archer Giikey. who spent? the holidays at
home, returned to Boston Monday.
Carl Carlson left Monday for Lynn, Mass.,
in

employed

where he is

an

#_

DURING A GOOD YEAR A
FfFV| r

SERVICE

plant.

electric

1917
1 ** 1

””

advertisement of Prof, Frederick R,
Sweetser in another column of The Journal.
Carl Anderson of Woodland is spending the
with Capt. W. H. West on Main street

winter

Barge No. 3 arrived Thursday from Carteret,
N. J., with 1,000 tons of fertilizer to the A. A.
Co.

I

Levi Trundy, who spent the holidays with j
Monparents, returned to Tufts College

his

day.
Boston,
George P. Carter left Monday
where he has a position in a wholesale grocery
for

store,

Searsport
Donald M. Vaughan, clerk
to BosDrug Co. store, is on a business trip

1
Q1
I Tj

9

“:

^

THE BASIS

We have planned this new business year on a prosperi;
We shall offer more and greater variety of ap;.;
We shall improve the quality of our service. \y,
We shall offer service
maintain moderate prices.
perfection as human hands and minds can make it.

!

v$"■

ton.

been confined to his
Fred Swift,
to be out Monhome with a bad cold, was able
who has

~

day.

YOUR CREDIT

busi-

E. M. ..Hidden left last Thursday
will be gone
trip to San Francisco and
on a

ness

about three

ESTABLISHED

months.
Hnrr

nf Rancor. who nad been

Your credit is easily established. You simply
identity and willingness to pay your
we are ready to do our part.
Assuring you of our desi e to know and serve
ter and wishing you a happy and prosperous New
await your demands upon our service.

W. Burr, i
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F.
returned home Monday.
are
Fred M Perkins and Herbert N. Colcord

visiting

her

attending
fast

as

as to your

BelSupreme Judicial court at

the

traverse

;

-

!

FLOUR.

in the

HAfL

TO THE NEW YEAR OF NEW
BlSl\r
IN CENTRAL MAINE.
Every business barometer registers good times
I
for 1*17.
Croakers, calamity howlers, need no longer rail ffj|
g°°d oI(^ times. Here are times better than
DDA CPI7PITV turn
* *■
ones ever dared to be !

William
Tzll

See

jurors.

c aieudars of
Searsport National bank
by
have been sent out to their customers

The

1917
officials of the bank.

the

Alice C. Sanborn of Fast Walpole,
K.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs Thomas

Mrs.

Mass., is

on Prospect street.
co>o and
Friday, Saturday and Sunday were
with zero weather in the morn-

Howe

Penobscot Bay Electric Company

disagreeable,

l_._

strong northwest winds.

ing and

the holiMiss Annie G. Gilkey, who spent
and Mrs. W. 11,
days with her parents, Capt.
Gilkey, returned to Bangor Monday.
been visiting his
Harry McCaslin, who has
on
and Mrs. Henry McCaslin,
Mr.
parents,
Gee.
Union street, returned to Beverly, Mass,,

basket

FOLEY KIDNEY PIUS
FOR

h'/y-KACI'F

PREYS' A>»3

PLACDFR

Last Maine Conference Seminary won from
A. 49 to 12 at Bucksport last Friday
night. The summary:
e. m. c. s. (49)
Castine a. a. (12)
Decker If 6
.rb Coombs
Redman If. ....rb Harmon
Pel ley rf 12 (1).!b Webster 1
Wentworth e 2..c Morey 2
Getchel! c 2
Lowell lb 2 ..rf Nickerson 3
Whitmore rb.If Wescott (2)
Referee, Hussey.

BORN

Castine A.

stream was 12 inches
Littlefield will soon bethick Monday.
about 1,000 tons for
(.agin cutting and storing
next season’s use.

In Kockport, Dec 24th, to Mr and
Boynton.
Mrs Benjamin Boynton, a son.
(’ROCKETT In Stonington, Dec 7th, to Mr and
Mrs Philip Crockett, a daughter.
Flanders. In Liberty, Dec 21st, to Mr and
Mrs Harlow Flanders, a son.
Clover. In Rockland, Dec 29th, to Mr and
Mrs William A Glover, a son.
Gregory. In Buck sport, Dec 14th, to Mr and
Mrs. Charles Gregory, a daughter, Elizabeth

Opeechee

The ice in

L. D.

Sailie Dow. who has been spending her
vacation with he:' mother, Mrs. Cora E. Dowwhere she
returned to Garland last Saturday,
is teaching school.
Woman’s Cluo,
At the next meeting oi the
Miss

May.

Hanscom. In Camden, Dec 26th, to ivir and
Mrs Harold Hanscom, a son.
Littlefield. In Montclair, N J, Dec 23rd,
to Mr arul Mrs Charles W Litth field, a son.
Miller. In Northport, January 1, to Mr
and Mrs F. Leigh Milier, a daughter, Dorothy

held Jan 5th at the home of
which Will
for the ensuing
Mrs, James H. Duncan,officers
year will be elected.
1916 with pictPeople having calendars of
them to Mrs.
ures on them will kindly hand
of them
C. E. Adams, who will make good use
be

VA

Katherine Dow and friend, Miss Ruth

vacaBrown, who have been spending their
to the
tion with Mrs. Cora E. Dow, returned
University of Maine Friday.

E.

dischargcargoes of coal
the dock of the Penobscot Coal & Wharf
of 1916,
Co. at Mack’s Point during the Beason
aggregating 244,000 tons.
were

Seventy-four
at

Queen arrived Dec 28th from
for the
Newport News wii’.i 1,800 tons of coal
the P.
Eastern Mfg. Co. and was discharged at
Iron

tiarge

K.,

w

61

UUV^B.

a L

mova

o

a

holi-

the

Ethel M. Nichols, who spent
Mrs. C. M.
days with her parents, Capt. and
where
Nichols, returned to Bangor Monday,
she is a teacher in the High school.
Miss

in
Fulton McElhiney, who h s been visiting
where he
town, left Dec. 28th for Millinocket,
at
will be manager of the new store opened
Co.
that place by the Atlantic & Pacific Tea

Nichols, wno had been spendand
ing her vacation with her parents, Capt.
Mrs C. M. Nichols,returned to Milo Monday,
Miss Iona M.

where she is

a

teacher in

tne

public

schools.

Coak, district manager for the Peerless Casualty Co, of Keene, N. H., has made
arrangements with the State Manager, H P.
Warren of W'aterville, to be in Rockland next
M. A.

week.

Littlefield complains of a shortage of
wood choppers, as he has a large amount of
wood to cut for his mill in Much anic s Hollow,
L. D.

and the time is passing

for

get ting the lum-

ber out.

George W. Partridge had a narrow escape
from a serious accident last Saturday while
crossing the
load

of

in

bridge

Belfast with

a

pressed hay weighing 4,200 pounds.

The draw
over

lower

collapsed

as

the

team

passing

was

it.

James A. Colson, assistant cashier of the
Searsport National bank, is having a vacation
account of illness and has taken rooms at
the Searsport HjU3e while oil duty. His many
on

friends in town

hope for improvement during

The Woman's Club met at the home cf

was

the

years.

She had been

years.

Her first

an

husband

7th

aartM

77

invalid for several
was

George

tr»e

Society.

later

Searsport, who was lost at sea many years
two
ago, leaving three children, one son and

Noble grand, Hattie
were elected;
Mor.roe; vice grand, O.ive Trundy; secretary,
Evie Wilson; treasurer, Sarah Cunningham.
It is hoped the next meeting will bring many
members so as to decide ab out the installation,

otiicers

which will take

place

News has been

in

January.

received

death in

Philadelphia hospital of Mrs. George Hansell,
was formerly Miss Amy Staples, daughter
of Herbert and Sarah (Decrow) Staples, formwho

erly of Searsport. She was about 31 years of
age and had been married but two years. Her
death has come as a great shock to her many
friends here. She had visited Searsport many
times, tne guest of her grandparents, Mr. and
The interment will be
Mrs. Thomas Decrow.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Christmas party held at the Porter
schoolhouse for the Methodist Sunday school
There
was one that will be long remembered.
were two beautiful trees burdened with gifts
The

and decorated with pop-corn and candy bags,
The children could scarcely wait for old Santy
to come,
Finally sleigh bells were heard in the
distance

and very

soon

in he

came

is to

Year

probably

come to

Sears port

to the

be

a

to

house

to

house

for

fill the

gladly.

prints,
We

pillows.

Make your

are

All may be
etc.,
also

gladly

used, also

tor covers

knitting and

do that

4*

Aug.
Sept.
Dec.

and

as

a

special concession brought Mrs. Santa with
him. The old gentleman (William Bragdon)
should be and his
was everything that he
spouse (Ambrose Moody of Monroe) caused
much merriment. The entertainment went off
in splendid style. The committee in charge of

red bells and ropes of

season

profuse
mui

in the

hospitable living

nf tKu 1 c>»• iruu 1 norlluc nf

A dear little

Dooby fell

to

the lot of

shape
dolly pin
Kathryn Dow,
cushion, and Dr. F. K. Sawyer was the proud
winner of the other booby an amusing two-

many of the

in the

of

a

faced

passed

w auui. 1

uui

we

j

|

the

Cong’l

year’s

Church Notes:

sermon was

Rev. Thomas
it scant

So pertinent

delivered

H, Martin ihat

justice, However,

on

a new

first

President

of the United States of

drunkenness and other irregularities.

Sunday, last by

a sum

it is

nary will do

attempted

w

y

s^nd Gladys

In
weuo,

Bucksport,
Leun

24, by

Dec

Alien

oi

with

Storage Eggs Must be Stamped.
A decision sustaining !
York, Dec. 29

New
John J.

.*

1..4

..r>

1

Htr-oL-iam.

AC

xrtxar-B

Q

the purpose of serving those unable to attend*
!
The text,” Be watchful, and strengthen the

u

—

PERSONAL.

BELFAST

*

PRICE

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

MARKET.

Apples,per bbl,l

jI

dried,
Beans, pea,
iietinb,

PAID PRODUCER.

00a2 00
per lb., 7

Hay,
Hides,
6,50 Lamb,
v

1.

iu

12 00
18
16
.'miib,

i.uuai.iu

RETAIL PRICE.

RETAIL

SHERIFF’S
STATE OF MAINE,
COUNTY OF WALDO,

1 10
5
6
13.14
9
18
1 13
5
1 65
8
1 00
3 1-2
6

SALE.
>

I

December 27, 1916.
I Taken on execution, wherein W. D. Hutchins
of Augusta, in the County of Kennebec and
j State of Maine, is plaintiff, and H. A Clark of
Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, is defendant, and will be sold by public auction on
the thirtieth day of January, A D. 1917, at 10
o’clock in the forenoon, at the office of Walter
A. Cowan, in Winterport, in said County of
Waldo, all the right in equity which H. A.
Clark of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo,
had on the sevenieeth day of June, 1916, at 10
o’clock and fifteeen minutes in the forenoon,
when the same was attached on the original
writ, to redeem the following described mortgaged real estate, situated in Frankfort, in
said County of Waldo, to wit:
‘•The following described lots or parcels of
land with the buildings thereon, situated in
said Frankfort, to wit:
The first parcel is bounded on the east by
on the north by land of
land of Joel
Horace Lane dnd land formerly of John Hubbs;
on the west by land of Fred Coffin, W'ilmot
Hamilton, E. P. Treat and land formerly of
Frank Batchelder and land formerly of Fred B.
Hall; on the south by the highway, containing
148 acres, more or less.
T he second parcel joins the above described
parcel, and is bounded as iollows, viz: Commencing at stake and stones at corner of land
of the late A
B. Curtis (deceased); thence
westerly sixty rods to brook; thence northerly
I by said brook^about twenty-five rods to stake
and stones; thence easterly parallel with first
and
| mentioned line about sixty rods to stake
rods to
|* stones; thence southerly twenty-five
first mentioned bounds, containing nine acres,
more or less.”

j

j

j^ane;

j

j

Children C:_/

CASTOR IA

|

I
j
f

j
j
i
*

ORDER uF NOTICE !

District

of

Maine,

I

ss.

On this 30th day of I»
reading the foregoing
Ordered by the Court. 1
upon the same on the
A. D. 1917, before sir
said District, at ten
and that notice thereof

|

on

i
]

j

Deputy Sheriff.

3vvl

annual

meeting

Stockton Springs Water Company
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Stockton Springs Water Company will be
held at the office of the Secretary at Stockton
Springs, Maine, on Tuesday, the 6th day ot
January, A. D. 1917, at 12,30 p. m to hear the
reports of the officers and act upon the same,
to elect a Board of Directors for the ensuing
year and to transact any other legal business
that may properly come before Baid meeting.
Per order,
ALBERT M. AMES, Secretary.
Stockton Springs, Me., January 4, 1917.
2wl

For Sale

or

;

Republican Journal, a resaid District, and that nr
other persons in inter*
said time ami plac<
they have, why the pr.
should not be granted.
And it is further order*
the Clerk shall send by r.
itors copies of said j» i,
addressed to then, at thei:

j
j
•;

,
!

MARKET,

18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22;Oat Meal,
1 21 Onions,
Corn,
Cracked Corn,
1 16.0il, kerosene,
Corn Meal,
1 16 Pollock,
30 Pork,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
2 30 Plaster,
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
10 Shorts,
Cranberries,
Clover seed,
24 Sugar,
9 50a 11 00 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
4 50!Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
Lard,
20) Wheat Meal,

months and 23 days.
Johnson. In Belfast, Jan 2, Ruth Alice
Johnson, aged 3 months and 27 days.
Jackson. In North Searsmont, Dec 28,
Mrs Ida E Jackson, aged 63 years, 5 months
and 12 days
LERMOND. In Lincoinville, Jan 1, Julia G
Lermond, aged 1 year, 1 month and 12 days.
In iroy, Dec 29, Mrs Jane
Mitchell
Mitchell, widow of M V B Mitchell, aged 76
6
months.
and
years,
MUDGETT. Iu Hampden, Dec 28th, Mrs Syrena .Vi. Mudgett, aged 81 years.
McLain. In Rockland, Dec 25, Thomas H
McLain, aged 88 years, 2 months and 10 days.
f given by H. A. Clark to Maria A. Curtis of
BiNGHl. In Rockland, Dec 29th, Lucilla, wife i said
Frankfort, recorded in the Waldo Regis
of Wellington G Singh), aged 68 years, 11 !
try of Deedj, Book 318, Page 55, on which
months and 18 days.
! there is said o be due $1209.
In Lincoinville, Dec 24, Edgar
I’lLLSBURY
FRANK A. LIITLEFIELI>.
T Pillsbury, a native cf Rockland, aged 66

»

i

judged bankrupt under \
relating to bankruptcy; (b
dered all his property
and has fully complied w
ments of said Acts mid
touching his bankruptcy
Wherefore he pray.-,
creed by the Court to i:
from all debts proval
under said bankruptcy
as are excepted by law ir> ir
Dated this 23rd day ot
DUNC \

33 Mutton,
8 I
Butter,
as stated.
9 .10 Oats, 32 lb.,
60 |
Beef, sides,
Witness the Honor:
1 50
Beef, forequarters, 9a 10 Potatoes,
Judge of the said Couit.
60 Round Hog,
12
Barley, bu,
30 Straw,
8 00 j at Portland, in said Di.-i:
Cheese,
20a22 Turkey,
26a30 December, A, D. 1916.
Chicken,
Ualf Skins.
35 Fallow,
2
L.s. ’•
JAMES i
20 Veal,
12al3
Duck,
38
45,Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
A true copy of petit5
18a2(J.
00
Wood, hard,
Fowl,
Attest:
JAML."
18 Wood, soft,
3 50
Geese,

j

1

<

Ellis of East Holden.

Frank H

Dillon, State commissioner of foodB and
markets, in his order directing dealers to stamp |
44
separately each cold storage egg, was handed
|
things that remain, that are ready to die; for I down t day by Supreme Court Justice Bijur.
Ames-COURTNEY. The marriageof Miss E.
;
The court made permanent, pending trial of I
ot
Francis
this
Mr.
to
works
before
found
Ames
Courtney
Mvrtle
have not
thy
perfect
God,”
j
a
locfr nin-ht
at tha
the issues involved,
temporary injunction
i..
in
uiit
nt f.
tiirrl nlt'jr
restraining several large dealers from selling years.
home of the bride's parents.Mr. and Mrs H. F.
These words were ad- unstamped eggs.
ter of Revelations.
Ames 161 Fairview Avenue. The occasion was
Silvester. In Ludlow, Vt, Dec 22nd, Rebecdressed to the church at Sardis. In this and
widow of Edson Sylvester, aged 92
also the celebration of the golden wedding of
ca M,
Strpotc
Snrinkled
with
Rnnze.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
the grandparents of the bride,
the following passages there is both warning
years, 4 months and 22 clays. BurialRockG Ames of this city, and the wedding anniverof
Eive
hundred
29.
gallons
port..
F'holnix, Dec.
and premise. Weak either from false teaching
of ConSingleton. In the Mass Homeopathic Hospisary of their son, Mr. Albert Ames
whiskey, wine and beer were poured into a
necticut. Christmas greens decorated the par- I or lack of application, it had the name’of, living
water wagon here today and the streets of
tal, boston, Dec 24th, Edward W Singleton,
city
lor where the ceremony took place, and in the
Services were still held, yet the business district spritikled with the liquor.
but was dead.
formerly of Warren, aged 58 years and 9
dining room yellow roses were used in honor of like a tree that at a distance has the ap- Two hundred automobiles and several floats months.
The cerethe golden wedding celebration.
Bpearin. In Clinton, Dec 22nd. Mrs Dora
formed a parade that followed the water
pearance of life, but is only bare branches wagon. A band played a dirge. The liquor Blaisdell Bpearin, aged 62 years.
mony took place at 8 o’clock,Rev. A. C. McCrea
About
of Emory M E Church officiating.
fifty covered with vines, so the external form had was confiscated in raids by the sheriff under
In Rockland, Dec 27th, Charles M
Tibbetts
1 month and 21 days.
relatives and guests attended. The bridal
taken the place of inner ,ife. The old year the new Arizona prohibition law, and its dis- Tibbetts, aged 81 years,
In
Vinalhaven, Dec 21st, J W P TurStanTurner.
ordered
party included a maid of honor and a little
was
by
Superior
Judge
With
it position
and
sorrows has passed.
its
with
I
the
maid
of
joys
flower girl. Miss Jessie McOwan,
ford.
ner, aged 64 years.
Whitehead. In Belfast, Dec 28th, Robert
honor, wore a gown of white charmeuse and has come testing and physical deterioration.
silk net and carried yellow roses. The little
Whitehead, formerly of Liverpool, England,
We are like pilgrims worn by a journey.
flower girl, sister of the bride, Althea Ames,
aged 73 years, 6 months, 24 days.
were vivid, the desert
had a dress of white and she carried a basket Youth's aspirations
White. In Bucksport, Dec 25th, William L.
middle
life
feet
and
is
our
hot
to
was
Mr.
of carnations. The best man
Benja- sands are
60 years and 7 months.
Mrs. A. C. Batcbelder is visiting relatives in White, aged
sink
Our
feet
min Merritt of this city. The bridal gown was
Warren. In Mercer, Dec 7, Mrs Diana
deeper
painted in duller hues.
Boston.
of soft white silk with pearl trimming and she
of Phineas G Warren, aged 77
widow
from
Warren,
old ruts
and we think that we cannot rise
wore a tulle veil with cap and orange blossoms.
Mrs. C. E. Bailey and daughter Bernice of years.
of thought and action. This need not be, for
Her flowerB were white roses and sweet peas.
Young. In Boston, Dec 25th, Dr W H Young
Canada, are visiting at the home of of
The wtddrog march was played by the Misses
Camden, aged 46 years.
though the strength be spent the spiritual life Toronto,
friends
and
Frank E, Wiley.
Kenzel Kneupfer
Dorothy Facket,
need not be stunted. The nearer heaven the
of the bride. A reception and wedding supper
It only remains
Mrs. Horace B. Sellers and little daughter
followed the ceremony,and late in the evening brighter should be the vision.
the bride changed her gown for a traveling I'or us to be watchful, to learn the lessons of Mildred returned Tuesday night from Long
Mrs. Sellers was called
suit of green. After a Southern trip of a week our
FOR FLETCHERS
journey, to see our errors and profit by Branch, N. J.. where
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney will have their home in
No indeed. by the serious illness of her father, Augustus
we passed learning?
Have
them.
Dec.
26th.
Journal;
Jersey City.—Jersey
not in
,
F. Ferris.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Ames were former We profit by business experience—why
44

Referee, Dickey.

verona

w

clown.
The
were
Mis.
guests
Dow, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Gilkey, Mr.
and Mrs. Edson Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs A. S,
Trundy, Mr. and Mrs. Renfrew Wilson, Mr.
and Mrs. C. L. Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. Charles ;
|
Green, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Colson, Mr. and I
Mrs. James Duncan, Mrs. Gould Flinton of
|
Augusta, Dr. and Mrs. S. L. Fairchild, Dr. and
Mrs. F. K. Sawyer, Dr. and Mrs. S. C. Pattee,
Jailed for Libelling Washington,
the Misses Sallie and Kathryn Dow, at d their
Olympia, Washn Dec. 29. As a libeller of
memory, Paul Haffer of
guest, Miss Ruth Brown of Brewer; Mabel j George Washington’s
j Taccma, must serve four months in the county
Harriet
Elsie
Griffin. Lucy Sargent,
Erskine,
jail, the State Supreme court today upholding
Gilkey, Annie Gilkey, James Nichols, Maurice the conviction of Haffer on a criminal libel
Haffer published an article accusing
charge.
Dolliver, and Melvin Thompson.

Leroy

Mary A. Bailey..78
Mary P. Colson. 70
Margaret A. Fletcher.97
Capt. R. W. Fowler.76
Rupert P. Colcord.29
11. Michael R. Hogan.63
18, Mary E. Rich.73

nen

____

Pattee and Mr. Melvin

Miss

work, and the clip-

Anna Carlson.47
Mary A. Smith.81
Mary M Packard.79
Horace G. Peaslee..57
53
Mrs. E. L. Savery.
Capt. Ansell Ausptand..62
Nancy M Dorr.87
Pauline Duncan..63

urjc

w

had

material

new

to comfort

**

July

Miss

Thompson,
identical scores, having played together throughout the evening. Mrs, Pattee
was given a stunning candle holder of brasB
and Mr. Thompson an ash tray of the same

home.”

1.
13.
18.
26.
5.
10
15.
18.
26.
7.
7.
4.
1.

C.

Mrs. S.

who

re-

Necrology of Searsport for 1916:
10.
Feb.
Mary Perkins.85
**
M. J. Nickerson..82
19.
J.G. Hammons.77
March 6.
"
Ansell Fletcher.59
20.
•*
20. Sarah J. Prescott.66
W. E. Closson. 52
9.
April
12.
F. A. Wentworth.89
May
C. H. Stevens.81
25.
June

Alfred B

dleton and Mies Margaret were assisted in
serving by Mrs. Leroy Dow and the Misses
Sallie and Kathryn Dow.
Dating lunch the
prizes were awarded, the two firsts going to

quest for old sheets and table cloths as strong
possible and accept the smaller household
pieces, pillow slips, towels napkins and hand-

pillows.

Virs

there being nine tables in addition to
several guests not playing cards.
At twelve
o’clock delicious refreshments were served,
consisting of sandwiches, celery fare?, cakes,
coffee, chocolate and salted nuts. Mrs. Pen-

as

cretonne,

Capt. a*>d
by their daughter,

season,

canvass

sheets,old linen of all kinds,old flanneis and
any white or light-colored clean goods (old) to

kerchiefs

One of the most elab-

of

e

were
Tt

rixiii.t:

Old

to

ho

greenery

There

The

clipped

the

As befitted the

Wo-

following is the partial contents
of the letter: “1 would suggest that you appoint your committee (and a good big one) and
make a house to house canvass for material

be

Party.

the

Peidleton

etc., and sent to the committee in
of the work at the Peter Bent Brigham

charge

Mr.

town

Yule-Tide festivities was the
card ) art} given Thursday evening, Dec, 28th
of

orate

wib be

old material which will be used

hospital.

his native

stonework.

Holiday

ad m

here of the

a

in

A

bandages,

daughters.
At the regular meeting of Knyveta Rebekah
lodge Thursday evening, Dec. 28, the following

Staples

Mrs.

lor

leaving

Kev

Andrews-Blake. In Camden, Dec 21 by
Thomas, J P, Clifton Andrews and
I
I
ourltmps Myrtle Blake, both of Camden.
In North Haven, Dec
bEVERAGE-YoUNG.
are
going out and we think ourselves living !
22, by Rev William Magwood, Ray McKinley
Let us strengthen the !
while yet we '.re dead.
and
Leah
Muriel
Young, both of
Beverage
1
weak places while there is time. The coming North Haven.
In Bucksport, Dec 20, by
Coombs Page
First
months are an allegory of mar's life.
1 Rtv H Wr
W'eob, Ralph Coombs and Miss Audie
the struggle for existence, then the buds of
! Page, both of Rucksport.
spring, followed by the flowers of summer, the
Collins-Marshall. In Camden, Dec 26,
fruits of autumn and the harvest, last and best by Kev Charles Stevens, William Collins and
Gertrude
Marshall, both of Camden.
of
of
Christmas—the coming
the peace and joy
Hodgdon-Greeley. In Clinton, Dec 23, by
Christ. This is the story of the year, may it Rev C W Lowell, Carl A Hodgdon and Eva
Mac Greely, both of Clinton.
be the story of our lives. To this end then we
Knowlton-Coombs In Boston, Dec 23, E
must strengthen that which remains. What
Frank Knowiton oi Camden, and Agnes (Tobin)
wuuld be the fuiure of the town were its
Coombs of Boston, formerly of Camden.
churches closed? The text is addressed to the
NICHOLS-W ASGATT. In Camden, DtC 22, by
Frank H Th. mas, J P, Sidney F Nichols ar.d
to
church
will
but
of
Sardis
apply
anj
people
both of Camden.
Church attendance, ma- Merle E Wa-gatt,
for none are perfect.
Mitchell-Patterson. In China, Jan 1, by
terial support and reverence are not euough.
Re» J O Rutter, Harrison Blaine Mitchell and
True worship alone will make strong that Mi drtd Louise Patterson, both of China.
In Bucksport, Dec 20,
Miller-Hammond
which is weak. Do we pray with the pastor or
by Rev Henry W Webb, Charles Hammond
aim
i_m
c
uiuugiiio
give
A
Aura
and Mrs
Miller, both of Bucksport,
him support or the opposition of indifference?
Stratton-Twombly. In Monroe, Dec 19,
by Rev Ashley A Smith of Bangor, Earl P
When through true worship we are of one
Stratton of Melrose, Mass, and Lliss Flora
heart and one mind we will strengthen our
Eliza Twombly of Monroe.
activity. The Sunday School will be built up
the choir aided and our church membership injjlFil I.
creased. Say to yourself. 1 will do my duty
though I stand alone. Until you have confesBALDWIN. In Wayne, Penn, December 3,
sed the name of Jesus and your purpose to
Mrs Caro Lane Baldwin, formerly of Belfast,
Him by uniting with His cause your
serve
81 years and 6 months.
aged
In Bucfcsport, Dec 30, Mrs
duty is not done.
CUNNINGHAM.
Florence W oodman Cunningham, wife of Oscar
P Cunningham, aged 67 years.
TOLU BY TELEGRAPH.
In Dixmont, Dec 22, Edwin N
Crocker.
Crtcfcer, aged 66 years, 8 months and 8 days.
Coons at a Banquet.
In Augusta, Dec 22, Daniel CiarK
Clark
raccoons
Portland, Dec. 30. Two live
of Freed m, aged 63 years,
ec 17, Mrs Mary E
wandering playfully around the little banquetClosson. in Augusta,
ing rcom and even over ti e shoulders of the Closson ol Brooklin, aged 73 years, 10 months
diners made a unique and very entertaining and 23
days
feature at the first annual banquet of the
Dickey. In Greenville, S C, Dec 22, Mrs
Davy Crockett Big Game and Hunting clubs, Alice Harriman Dickey, formerly of Stockton
with 60 guests present, at the Falmouth hotel
Springs.
last night.
The “coons” were from the TibEllis. In Chelmsford, Mass, Dec 28, Mrs
betts wild animal farm in Deering.
Mary A Ellis of Belfast, aged 73 years, 9
months and 19 days.
Emmons. In Nortbport, Dec 29, Mrs Maude
10.000 Jack Rabbits Killed.
A Emmons, aged 36 years, 8 months and 2
Amarillo, Tex., Dec. 29. Belated reports days.
tonight concerning the All-Pan-Handle of
Glover. In Camden, Dec 22, Joseph Glover,
Texas, jack rabbit drive, held in a united effort aged 89 years.
to reduce the cost of meat,indicate that not less
Harvey. In Belfast, at the Waldo County
than 10,000 jack rabbits have been killed.
hospital, Dec 29. Mrs Lucy C Harvey, aged 93
Market prices quoted here tonight for dressed
years and 5 months,
jack rabbits was 11^ cents a pound.
Hinckley. In bluehill, Dec 27, Mrs Leiva,
old age. If in the years that have
have not given ourselves to Christ,

was

handling’heavy

at

the New
speak
man’s Club about the need of materials.
will

affaire of the eoul? It has truly been said that
only the Christian religion 'can bring a happy

sons

Margaret
Pendleton. It was a merry gathering, the
presence of many young people who are at
Dressing needs of the Red Cross j home for the holidays adding to the gaiety.

in

eariy

two

engaged in the trucking business,
keeping several large teams and heavy draft
horses, and he will also be renu inhered as the
builder of the granite bridge across Oppechee
stream in 1876, which some of the taxpayers
at that tint*1 thought would ruin the t*pwn financially. But not a dollar has been xrer-ded
on the bridge for repairs since it was built,
which speaks well for Mr Antes as an artist in

K.

F.

iraidjno

Smart

of

meeting

Searsport, where their

Before

use.

Arnes

Sawyer, president of the Woman’s Club, is in receipt of a letter from
Blanche l<rye Staples of Stockton Springs re
Mrs,

at

llmamhur

The next

only guest.

h

with Mrs James H. Duncan.

ping,

__L.*..-

7..rf Roberts
Burnham lb.If H, Jones (2)

Shute rb

j

Bank ru pi
To the Hon. Clarence
District Court of the (
District of Maine.
Duncan M
Jones of !
ty of Waldo and State
trict, respectfully reprday of September, last

(2)

rf 12.lb W. Jones
Pendleton lb 16.rb Jenkins

j

MARRIED.

were born.
They moved several years ago^fo
Jersey City, where Mr. Ames has been foreman for many years for a large beef packing

Mr-.

W. Gilkey Dec 29th after a three weeks’ in
termission. The regular business was dis
posed of and a new member elected. Mrs. E D.
It was voted to begin work at the
Fairchild
next meeting on the linens for the Searsport
room at the Belfast Girls’ If<r>me, Mrs. James
H. Duncan, Miss Mabel Griffin, committee.
After the business meeting Miss Harriet Erskine furnished the entertainment. Her subject w as; Men, Or Is Marriage a Failure? and
Crab salad, sandit was cleverly handled.
wiches, cakes and tea were served at live
o'clock by the hostess, assisted by Mrs S. LFairchild and Miss Edith Williams The latter

four-masted schooner Lyman M. Law,
from Cape Jellison for Palermo, Sicily, with
orange box shooks, has been at anchor in the
cf
outer harbor for several days on account
the illness of her commander, Capt. Stephen
Winterport,
Mrs. Diana Warren, widow of Phineas G.
Warren of Searsport, died at the home of her
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BROOKS

Vaughan

| Salter c 3.c Staples

Allen-Ellis.
school wish to extend their sincere thanks
to the unknown donors of tree gifts.
the

older

McDonough

summary:
BELFAST (73

Parker lb

his vacation.
The
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Bh
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High 73; Brooks High 2.
High outclassed Brooks High in the
game here last Friday night, winning 73 to 2>
the visitors failing to get a field basket. The
Belfast

Belfast

Louise.
Steward. In Rockport, Jan 1, to Dr and
Mrs C W Steward, a daughter—Alice Ward.
Sprowl. In Appleton, Dec 21, to Mr and Mrs
Arthur Sprowl, a son.
j

Mother soys this flour is best liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

charitable purposes.
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Bankrupt’s Petit.
In the matter of
Duncan M. Jones,

L. M. C. S. 49; Castine A. A. 12.

28th.

for

ball.

Notice of First Meet
In

the District Court
for the District of M...

In the matter of Albert

Harvey, Bankrupt.
To the Creditors of AI be
viile, jn the Counts

aforesaid,
Notice is

December. A D, IP.Harvey was duly aijudn

of

:

that the First Meet in*
be held at the office
Savings Bank Buildinon the 12th day of Jan
o’clock in the foren
place the said Credi t.
their ciaims, appoint a
Bankrupt and transact
may properly come bef

j

IN CRESCENT CITY. FLORIDA.
Orange groves, houses, suites in hotel
for light housekeeping. For particulars apply to
p. CHAPIN WARREN,
Creecent.City, Florida.il
4w60p
|

■

i

!
j

Refeir

Bangor, Maine,

j

Janu.

FemaleHelj
Do you want a place
pleasant, year-round w
start—and a chance fIf y<
you make good?
mar school education w
once as ck rk in our sul
and a chance to rise,
school education or to-'
the same start and an
the future.
We teach
stencil cutting, adver;.

;

ing. proof reading, eu
bitious ones either a chn:
bonus basis or else :
for some of the good v
chance of this sort li.i. -n
fully about yourself
inc
Dept. R J. August

on a

A

j
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er hereby gives
A
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JOEL II. GKOl I
in the County of \\;t
bonds as Hie law 11
demands against tindesired to present tla 11 indebted thereto
meat immediate!v.
FI: 1 l
Brooks. Me.. Dec. I

I
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V
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John it. sPaki
in the County of
taw directs. All per-<
the estate of saio .loin
10 present the N;im<
indebted thereto .•»<
ment immediately.
A. M
Dated
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We wish to thank our
who so kindly assists
trouble; alBo the mir
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ANNUAL A

The annual meeting
the Stockton Springs
held in their banking ru«
Maine, at ten o’clock in
January 16, A. D, 1D17,
rectors, and to
that may legally

|
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